CHAPTER POUR

(U) OVERVIEW OF THE FBI’S HANDLING OF THE W E N HO LEE
INVESTlGATlON
(U) QuestionsPresented:
Question One: (U) Did the FBI assign a sufficient number of agents to the

investigation?

Question Two: (U) Were the assigned case agents the *right"agents for this
investigation?
Question Three: (U) How did two new agents come to be diverted from working
on the investigation?
Question Four: (U) Was the FBI's Albuquerque Division ("FBI-AQ")
understaffed in its National Foreign Intelligence Program ("NFIP")? Was foreign
counterintelligencematters assigned an appropriateIy high priority at FBI-AQ, given the
presence inNew Mexico of Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National
Laboratory, and sensitive military facilities?

Question Five: (U)Was the “KindredSpirit"investigation pursuedaggresively
and given the prioritythat the underlying allegations warranted? Were there unnecessary
delays?

QuestionSix: (U) WeresupervisorypersonnelinFBI-AQappropriatelyengaged
in directing and managing the case?
Question Seven: (U) Were supervisory personnel in FBI Headquarters’ National
Security Division appropriatelyengaged in providing guidance and directionto the field
and inensuring that the case was pursued aggressivelyand with the proper commitment

ofresources?
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Question Eight: (U) To what extentdid changesin personnel affect the FBI’s
ability and capacity to aggresively pursuethe investigation?
Question Nine: (U) Was senior FBI-HQ management promptly, adequatelyand
explicitly informed about the investigation and its problems?

PFIAB Question #1: (U) Whetherthe FBI committedsufficient resources,
including agents with appropriateexpertise, and demonstrateda sense of
urgency commensurate with an apparent compromise of classifiedU.S.
nuclear weapons information

A. (U) Introduction
(U) The fundamental question posed by this chapter is this: Did the FBI devote to
this investigationthe resources that the matter warranted and deserved, and did it provide
to the investigationappropriate management and supervision? The answer is
unequivocally no.[60]
(U) Unfortunately, this investigation was a paradigm of how not to manage and
workanimportant counterintelligencecase. UntillateDecember 1998, thismatterwas
neverhandledwithin the FBIwith a due regardforits importance - not inthe choice of
agents to work the
not mthe numberofagents assignedtoworkthe case, not mthe
execution of case assignments,andnot in the attentionand supervisiongiventhe case by

case,

managementateitherFBI-AQorFBI-HQ.

[60](U) It should be emphasized at the outset that the AGRT is not referringhere to
the post-March 1999 investigation of Lee touched off by the discovery of
Lee's activities involvingLANL’s classified computer files. Review of the criminal
investigation of Lee between March 1999 and the present is not part of the AGRT’s
assigned mission.
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1994-when the preliminary inquiry against Lee was opened and December 1998 - when Lee WAS interviewed and polygraphed by DOE personnel this case proceeded at a pace that can only be described as languid, ifnot torpid, and that
pace was itself periodically disrupted by dead-stop-in-the-water delays that, in an
important counterintelligence investigation, can only be characterized as maddening and
inexplicable."

(U)Between April

(U) In addition, case progress was materially undermined by eight factors: (1) the
lack of priority accorded the investigation at both FBI-HQ and FBI-AQ; (2) the
problematic choice of case agents to work the case; (3) an unfortunatedecision by FBI
AQ management that deprivedthe investigation of two additional requisitioned agents;
(4) the remarable frequency with which personnel changed assignments, resulting in
case agents, supervisors and senior management having to learn the "case" over and over
and over again; (5) a failure by certain FBI-AQ's and FBI-HQ's managers and

[61](U) This failure to treat the case with urgency and priority changed in December
1998 only because DOE - out of frustration with an FBI investigation that often seemed
frozen in place, and out of concern that it take immediate steps to remove Lee from
access to classifiedmaterial-tooktwoextraordinaryactions: First, DOEdecided that
DOE would interview and polygraph the long-term subject of an FBI counterintelligence
investigation. As will be discussed in a laterchapter, this was done with FBI senior

management’s fullknowledgeandacquiescenceandrepresentsanerrorinjudgmentby

FBIseniormanagementthathadsignificantcollateralconsequences. Second,DOE
removed Wen Ho Lee fromhisjob inXDivision and set whatthe FBI interpreted as a
30-daydeadline fora resolutionofthe Wen Ho Lee investigation.

(U)
DOE’s
f
rustrationwiththepaceoftheinvestigationwas
completely
understandable, as was its desire to have afinal resolutionof the matter. The 30-day

deadline, however,hadaveryunfortunateandunintendedconsequence. Itledtothe
hurried creation by the FBI of a January 22,1999 electronic communication (”EC”)
containing a SAC analysis of the case that was both improvident and, even on its face,
premature. The FBI would never haw created this document ifit had waited even two
more weeks, because by that time it knew that Wen Ho Lee had not “passed” the
December 23,1998 DOE polygraph as previously thought.
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supervisors appropriatelyto advance the case; (6) a relationship between Headquarters
and Albuquerque Division that was at times unproductive and problematic; (7) FBI-HQ’s
submission to OlPR of a FISA request that omitted critical information;[62]and (8) an
unwillingness by knowledgeable supervisors and managers at FBI-HQ to avail
themselves of established institutional mechanisms to complain about case progress or to
bluntly convey to the FBI's senior management that the case was not being pursued
aggressively and, in some respects, not even competently.

b1

Certain things didgo right in the FBI's almost five-year long investigation of
W e n Ho Lee. For example, one Headquarters supervisor periodically devoted
exceptional attention and energy to the case; on a few occasions, different supervisors at
AlbuquerqueDivision and at Headquarters attempted tojump start the case
which, although defective in both its design and execution,
nevertheless a partial success; the case agents directly responsible for the case did a
number ofthings that were right and appropriate; and the new SAC and ASAC at
Albuquerque Division took several positive steps in the fall of 1998 and the spring of
1999 to advance the case.

(U)
But, fundamentally,the investigation of Wen Ho Lee,from almost its
beginningto almost its end, was mis-managed,mis-supervised, andmis-investigated by
the FBI, and responsibiityfor this failure lies with both FBI-AQ and FBI-HQ.[63]

[62](U)AssetforthinChapter
11, therejectionby OIPRoftheFISAapplication
wasaverysignificantmistake. ThattheFBIcontributedtothismistakebyomitting
criticlinformationfromitssubmissionshouldnotdetractfromtherecognitionthatthis

was,ultimately, OIPR's error,not theFBI’s.

[63]This Chapter,as it must,examines the FBI’s conductas ifthe case-

the principal problems the AGRT has identified. See Chapters 4,6 and 7. Nevertheless,
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B. (U) Did the FBI assign a sufficient numberof agents to the investigation?

(U)Until 1999, when the FBI began to devotesignificant resources to the
investigation of Wen Ho Lee, the FBI never assigned a sufficientnumber of agents to the
investigation. As an actual as opposed to an "on paper" - matter, there was never more
than one agent actively and routinely working the case and no agent was ever assigned
the Wen Ho Lee investigation exclusively. Thus, at all times, the case agent was subject
to being pulled off to work on other matters and, periodicaIIy, did work on other matters.
Indeed, at one point, there was no agent working on the case.[64]

-

FBI
b7c
b6

(U)
From April 20,1994, when a preliminary inquiry on Wen Ho Lee was
opened, until November2,1995, when it was formallyclosed, SA{BLANK}was
the sole agent responsible for the investigation.

(U) From November 2,1995 to May 30,1996, there was no active investigation of
Wen HOLee and, thus, no case agent. DOE's Administrative Inquiry ("AI") was
underway and there was an FBI Special
assigned to the matter,
but his work on the AI lasted just a few weeks.

Agent,{BLANK}

the only way accurately and fairlyto evaluate the FBI's conductof this investigation is to
evaluate it in the context of the FBI's actual belief as to the essential nature of the case at
the time it conducted the investigation.

told SSA{BLANK}he had not
[64](U)OnOctober22, 1998,s
surveillanceresponsibilities.
workedthe case forseveralweeks dueto certain

(FBI1374)

SA{BLANK}

[
6
5]
(
U
)
SA{BLANK}i
n
vol
v
ement
i
n
theAIwasl
i
m
i
t
ed,
a
ndul
t
i
m
atel
y
curtai
l
e
dby
anotherassignment. Hisworkconsistedofthefollowing: (1)HeattendedaDOE
b6,
DOE

b7c

briefing on the investigationon October 31,1995; (2) He accompanied
DOE OCIinvestigator, to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
December 1995; (3) He created and disseminated an investigative plan on December 13,
1995; (3) He reviewedrecords at DOE Headquarters onDecember 19,1995; (4) He
Los Alamos National Laboratory (”LANL”)
and DOE’s
Albuquerque Operations Office in mid-February 1996 to review records and conduct
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(U) From May 30, 1996 until approximately March 30, 1997, SA
the soleagent who worked the case. Throughout his work on the case, SA

also had otherresponsibilities, including serving as the liaison between the FBI and
LANL and routinely meeting with a number of PI31 assets.{BLANK}8/12/99) Because
he worked in a Resident Agency with as few as three assigned agents, he was also
periodically pulled off foreign counterintelligence work to support criminal investigations
and conduct background investigations. (Id.)

(U) In late November 1996, SA{BLANK}submittedapplications for various
supervisory positions at FBI-HQ and, on or about January 28,1997, he was advised that
he had been selected to be an FBI-HQ Supervisory Special Agent. (FBI 21574)

SA{BLANK}was

(U) Two dayslater, on January 30,1997,
advised by his
supervisor,
that he would be the "co-case agent'' with SA{BLANK}on the
Wen Ho Lee investigation. (AQI5596) This did not, however, necessarily mean that
Albuquerque Division h
a
d decided to assign two agents to actively work the case since
SA{BLANK}was now on his way out of Albuquerque Division.

SSA{BLANK}

WhenSA{BLANK}was

SA{BLANK}did

like
not work excIusiveIy on this investigation.
first assigned to the Wen Ho Lee investigation, his supervisor, SSA
told him that the investigation and another foreign counterintelligence
matterwould keep him "occupied full time.” (AQI 5590)
asimilar

17,1997,whichSA{BLANK}

message from SSA{BLANK}in ameetingwithhim on April
recorded inanotetothefile:”Thiscaseis
mypriority. Allothercasesmustbeputon
back burner.” (AQI 5375) Nevertheless,

SA{BLANK}did haveother assignments,
including
participatingin

{BLANK}investigationand,occassionally,

drugsurveillanceoperationsand
handling leads arising out of
eveninvestigatingbankrobberies.
16127)

9/12/99;FBI

severalinterviews; (5) He wrote up several memos concerning his interviews and review
of records; (6) He created and disseminateda plan for additional investigative activity on
or about March4,1996; and (7) He reviewed and modifieda draft of the Administrative
Inquiry in mid-March 1996. SA{BLANK}estimated he worked on the matter for a total of
five weeks. {BLANK}12/14/99)
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{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}was

a part of the time period that
the caseagent, SA
was designatedas the alternatecase agent.[66] SA
involvement
in the case, however, was extremelylimited She accompanied SA
to several
interviews; she was the FBI’s point of contact on the mail cover of Lee that was initiated
in early 1997; and she sent out a few leads generated by the mail cover itself
During

{BLANK}

{BLANK}
remained
the sole case
until SA{BLANK} replaced him
case agent in November
SA{BLANK}joined the Albuquerque Division on October
(U) SA

agent

as

1998.

31, 1997 and was assigned to the Santa Fe Resident Agency, where she servedas the
FBI's liaison with LANL. As the LANL liaison, SA{BLANK}had some limited
involvement in the Wen Ho Lee investigation between November I997 and November
1998.[67]

November 1998, SA{BLANK}was replaced on the case by SA{BLANK}This
was certainly attributable at least in part to an October 31, 1998 FBI-HQ meeting between
the new FBI-A AssistantSpecial Agent in Char e (“ASAC"), Will Lueckenhoff, and
and {BLANK}Unit
in which SSA{BLANK}andUC
was
complained about lack of progress in the Wen Ho Lee investigation. S
removed as case agent on or about November 4, 1998.

SSA{BLANK}

Chief{BLANK}

6, 1998 to approximately
A number of extremely
the December 1998 DOE
interview and polygraphof Lee, the January 17,1999 interview of Lee and subsequent

[66](U) OnMarch 18,1997,

SSA{BLANK}instructedthatSA{BLANK}bebriefed

onthecaseasthealternatecaseagent.(AQI5592)
b1
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SA{BLANK}hadassistance

signed statement by Lee, the February 10, 1999 FBI polygraph o f Lee the March 5, 1999
interview of Lee and the March 7, 1999 interrogation of Lee.
on each of these matters from other FBI personnel, including SA

{BLANK}
(U) The foregoing makes clear that until December 1998, the FBI handled this
matter as a one agent case, and even that one agent was not dedicated to the case
exclusively. Many of the problems discussed in this report stem from the simple fact that
there was too much work and too few agents to accomplish that work. As a result,
matters were done consecutively that, with a task force, or even with several dedicated
agents, would have been done simultaneously. It is a partial, but only a partial,
explanation as to why this case took so long and, prior to the search of Lee's office,
achieved so little.

C. (U) Were the assigned case agents the “right” agents for this investigation?

SA{BLANK}SA{BLANK}and SA{BLANK}theSA{BLANK}andSA{BLANK}

(U) Were
most appropriate, the most
assignment? As to
experienced and the best agents for
the agents who had the case for most of its existence the answer is no, although that
answer must be qualified by several considerations described below.

-

(U) As to SA{BLANK}who was the case agentfromNovember 6,1998 to March 8,
1999, it is impossible to fairly evaluate her performancefor two reasons:

criminalinvestigation

First, shewasthecaseagentforonlyfourmonthsbefore

waswell(U)underwayandshehadbeenreplacedbySA{BLANK}
thelate fall
By the timeshe camebackto workin June 1999, the

Second, and more significantly, by
of 1998, theWen HoLee case
was becoming the proverbial “hotpotato," and was alreadythe subject of intense in
to the Select Committee on U.S.National Security and Military/Commercial Concerns
with The People’s Republic of China (the "Cox Committee”), a circumstance that itself
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influenced events. If the term ‘case agent” implies at least come degreeof autonomy,
control and decision-makingauthority over the progressionof a case, that was no longer
true for the Wen Ho Lee investigation by November/December1998.

(U) This much, however, can be said: By December 1998, and certainly by

January 1999, the Wen Ho Lee investigation - which for years had suffered from neglect,
faultyjudgment, bad personnel choices, inept investigation and the inadequate
supervision of that inept investigation, nearly non-existent follow-up, faulty'"
communication between DOE and the FBI and between FBI-HQ and FBI-AQ, and a
consistent failure to recognize or appreciate the gravity of the case would, at least and at
long last, receive the attention it deserved.

-

FBI
b7c
b6

1.

(U)SA{BLANK}

on{BLANK}and

(U) SA{BLANK}entered on duty
with
the FBI
spent
8/12/99) In about 1991, he learned that FBI
most of his careerin FCI work.
AQ was seeking an agent withF I experience for its Santa Fe RA and he responded to
theposting. (Id.)
12/1/99) s
choice,
obtained the position.
reported to the Santa Fe RA in May 1991. (FBI 21591)

{BLANK}
Al
t
h
ough
SSA
{
BLANK}
s
a
i
t
d
h
at
S
A
{
BLANK}
was
n
ot
F
BI
A
Q’
s
SA{BLANK}ultimately

first

SA{BLANK}was
who opened preliminaryinquiry on
WenHoLeethat
1994andremainedopenuntilNovember1995. SA
(U)

the case agent

the

inApril

{BLANK}was thenassignedthefullinvestigationonWenHo Lee and Sylvia Leewhen
it was formally opened on May 30,1996.[68]

[68](U)ThefullinvestigationofWen
Ho Leeand SylviaLee, opened on May 30,
1996,isoccasionallyreferredtointhisreportbyitsDOEandFBIcodename,”Kindred
Spirit.” Technically, however,the FBI’s “Kindred Spirit” code name pre-dates the
opening of the Lee full investigation. In July 1995, FBI-HQ instructed FBI-AQ to open
a file on the possible Ioss of nuclear technology to the PRC,and assigned it the code
name “Kindred Spirit,” whichwas the code name thenbeing used by DOE for the same
matter. (FBI 338; AQI 12935) The file was not opened, however, to do work on the
case but, rather, as an administrativedevice to accumulate in one location the various
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{BLANK}

(U) SA
was the first case agent on the Wen Ho Lee investigation and
he had this critical responsibility for almost a car. The FBI's determination that this
investigation should be assigned to SA
constituteda decision point of major
significance. Therefore, as an initial matter, the AGRT examined whether that was an
appropriate and wise decision. The conclusion is inescapable that
should
never have been assigned a case of this magnitude. While that is a harshjudgment,it is
warranted by FBI-AQ's difficult history with SA{BLANK} His assignment as case
agent of the Wen Ho Lee investigation represents a management and supervisory failure
by FBI-AQthat had long term and profound consequencesfor the advancement and
resolution of the investigation.

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}

a. (U) The1992Inspection

(FBI21644)(emphasisinoriginal). Amongthe inspector’sfindings,seeFBI21627,
were the following:

documentswhichthe FBI was acquiring in connection withDOE’sadministrative and
analytical inquiries. No work was done on the matter until Wen Ho Lee and Sylvia Lee
were formally namedas the subjects of the "KindredSpirit” investigation and their
names added to the caption of the “Kindred Spirit” file.
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(U)thatSA

b7c

b6
(U) thatSA
(U) that on

onemajorinvestigativematter

(U)thatduetoSA
(U) that in one matter SA

SA
(U) thatastonumerousothermatters,SA
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[69](U)The PAR was signed by SSA{BLANK}who supervised the Santa Fe
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SA{BLANK}

(U) Thereafter,
was consistentlyrated
FBI21698 (1993rating)[72]; FBI 21702 (1994 rating); FBI 21707
(1996 rating); and FBI 2I718 (1997 rating). Theseratings, however, arc not consistent
with what the AGRT was told by knowledgeable FBI personnel concerning SA

{BLANK}actual performance:
whohad substantial contact with SA

thespecificdisclaimerthat
opinionorthe ratingof thereviewingofficials

self-evaluation “do[es] not reflect the

SA{BLANK} and

{BLANK}(FBI21687)(emphasisinoriginal)

him{BLANK}

There are two ratings in 1993. TheJuly 1, 1993ratingrateshim
(FBI 21698) However,one dated July 12,1993 rates him

{BLANK}
(FBI
21700)

ADNeil Gallagherwouldlaterdescribe

{BLANK}(Gallagher10/28/99)

SA{BLANK}
an agent - who he
said that, in his
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(U) Tom Kneir, the FBI-AQ SAC at the time the Wen Ho Lee full investigation
was opened in May 1996, was also aware of problems with SA
and, in fact,
was the ASAC during
inspection difficulties.[75]Kneir,
SA.
who is
now the SAC of the JacksonvilleDivision told the AGRT that he had previously had

SA{BLANK}1992

conversations with SSA

aboutSA

jobperformance and had met with
(Kneir 10/6/99)

SA

were far more recent events that should have given FBI-AQ gravesomewhat
reservations
dated,
about
there

assigning the full investigation of Wen Ho Lee to S

Specifically, there was
work on the preliminary
in
the preliminary
asfully inquiry
setoutin
ofChapter5,wasso
Wen Ho Lee. SA demonstrated inadequate
that this aloneshould have warranted the assignment of the full investigation to
another agent.

assigned the WenHo Lee investigation

b. (U) WhySA

(U)How is it that FBI-AQ came to assign one of the nation's most important and
significant espionage investigations to an agent whose own immediatesupervisoror
characterized
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which recognized the magnitude of the case:

each of which were rational bur none of

(U) First, Wen ho Lee worked at LANL and SA{BLANK}was the FBI's liaison
with LANL. To assign this significant case to anyone other than SA
would
have been a clear vote of "no confidence" in SA
step FBI-AQ was
obviously unwilling to take.

{BLANK} a

{BLANK}

S e c o n d , at least from a geographicalpoint of view, the case was logically
assignedto
theSanta Fe RA,the closest FBI office to LANL. And SA{BLANK}

was

FBI
b7C

b6
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(U) Finally, ( ~ I Cquestion as to why the case was assigned to A
S

assumesthat there was a point in time where there was a serious deliberative processas to
whom to assign the case. There was not. Ifa case was to be opened with Albuquerque
Division as the Office of Origin the “OO”)and with LANL as the principal focus," it
was going to be assignedto
Assigning it to someone else was never
seriously contemplated.[79]

SA{BLANK}[78]

[77](U) While the Administrative Inquiry was underway, it was not a “given” that
the case would ultimately be assigned to Albuquerque Division. Infact, in one
groused about a February 1996 request from FBI-AQ to
handwritten note, SSA
DOE OCI,when they came out to New DOE b6, b7c
said that the
Mexico
be briefed
to by
conduct portions of the AdministrativeInquiry. SSA
FBI-AQ SAC would receive the requested briefing but that SSA
“concerned AQ might persist in the belief that this is their case - which it is not." (FBI

SA{BLANK}and{BLANK},DOE

SSA{BLANK}said

to the investigation. (AQI 863; FBI482)

SSA{BLANK}didstate that at the beginningof the full investigation of

discussed assigning the Wen HoLee investigation to
but
there is no indicationthat this was seriously
someoneotherthanSA
12/1/99)
Similarly,FBI-AQSAC Kneirstatesthathesuggestedto
considered.
SSA
indication thattthis was investigation
pursued either.
beassigned
(Kneir 10/6/99)
toSA

butthereisno
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c. (U)
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Consequences

(U) What were the consequencesof assigning this case to SA{BLANK}and then
having him work the case by himself?

(U) Predictably, the consequenceswere unfortunate. It is not that -S
did nothing on the case during his June 1996 to March 1997 tenure as “KindredSpirit”
case agent. He did a number of positive things: He caused the issuance of national
security letters to obtain financial and telephone records concerning the Lees; he
interviewed two of Lee’s X Division supervisors; he obtained LANL telephone records
for Lee’s office; he obtained and duplicated for FBI-HQ certain files related to Lee;he
worked on the logistics associated with setting up a mail cover on Lee; and he requested
that a sensitive FBI source be interviewed concerning his knowledge of the allegations
against Lee.
That said, what SA{BLANK}did not do is far more significantthan what he
I did do:(U)

He did not challenge or test the predicate for the investigation

b1

_-

[80](U) In part, this is an FBI-HQ's failing as well. The MIinvestigation of Wen

Ho Lee was opened at FBI-HQ's instructions based on its unquestioning acceptance of
the judgments in DOE’s Administrative Inquiry.
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I no work took place on the case between May 30,1996 and July
attributed at the time to a June 12,1996instruction he
2, 1996,which S
o not do any additional work on the investigationuntil SSA
received from SSA
{BLANK}andSection Chief Jerry Doyle came out to Albuquerque Division for a meeting
on July 2, 1996. (AQI 954)
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(U) He failed to grasp the fact that in the investigation of a nuclear

b1

FBI

b7c

b6

b1

FBI
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XDOE
Similarly, SA{BLANK}interviewed
on December 20, 1996, and
b6,b7c
revealing statements about Wen Ho Lee and computers. See, for example,
this statement:

{BLANK}madesimilarly

{BLANK}
(AQI1151)

(U)
Lee is a code developer in Group HM of X division.
Group HM is the Hydrodynamics Methods group. Lee writes
software computer codes used to design nuclear weapons.

evident

AQI 1155) The importance of statements such asthese should have been
to any agent but especially to SA{BLANK}who, as

further

_-

Attorney General, a memo &om the Attorney General back to the Director of the FBI, a
memo from the Director ofthe FBI to the United States Postal Service, and a logistical
operation to set up the mail cover and to clear the Postal Service employees who will be
conducting the mail cover operation, it was not until April 11,1997 that FBI-AQ

received its first photocopy of an envelope. (AQI5081,5091)
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described in Chapter 5, was the recipient of information back in
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b1describedinChapter5,wastherecipientofinformationbackin{BLANK}
SA{BLANK}put

(U) From a counterintelIigence point of view, the computer files could
have been a gold mine. And, yet, although
these words
on paper, they never seemed to register with him.
(U) SA{BLANK} failure to appreciate the importance of Wen Ho Lee's
computer files was bad enough. Far worse was his failure to send to FBIHQ as he had promised (AQI 1071, FBI 716) copies of certain
documents that could have been critical to the FBI's National Security Law
Unit's ("NSLU")understanding as to whether Lee’s computer files could be
searched without a FISA order. At a minimum, the submission of these
documents to NSLU could have led to the initiation of additional inquiries
which might have led to the discovery of the waivers Wen Ho Lee had
already executed and which were then sitting in X Division's files. Instead,
SA
obtained the documents fromLANL on November 12,1996
and simply stuck them in the FBI-AQcase file. (AQI 1079) See Chapter 9.

-

-

{BLANK}
(U)The
significance of this error cannot be
Had the FBI gained
accessto WenHoLee’scomputerfilesbackinthetimeperiodof
overstated.

November 1996,itwouldhavebecomeawareyearsearlierofthevery
conduct that is the subjectof the pendingIndictment. Equally significant,
theFBIcouldhavebeenmonitoringLee’scomputerin 1997whenhe

downloaedmaterialfromtheXDivision’sclassifiedcomputersystemto

“TapeN,”asthattapeischaracterizedintheIndictmentofLee.

FBI

b7c
b6

communicationwith FBI-HQ, he never shared withFBI-HQ the interviews of
Even worse, the message FBI-HQwas givenwas that “[n]ouseful
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(U)SA{BLANK}wasthe case agent during the critical first year of the “Kindred
Spirit" investigation. His failure to pursue the investigationaggressively,and the material
mistakeshe made,underminedthe FBI's chance to bring the case to a successful
resolution, and diminished DOE's confidencein the FBI's handling of thematter. That
such a result was predictable, or at least probable, given S
prior
performanceand his inadequatework on the preliminary inquiry, renders this a
substantial and avoidable failure on the part of FBI-AQ's management.

SA{BLANK}prior

2.

(U)
SA{BLANK}

(U)
a significant improvementover SA{BLANK}as the Wen Ho
Lee case agent. Having said that, he also was not an appropriate choice to be the sole
agent runninga major espionage investigationthat required initiative, aggressiveness and
speed.

SA{BLANK}was

on{BLANK}joined

(U) SA{BLANK}who entered on duty with the FBI
the
Albuquerque Division on April 24,1995, and was assigned to the Farmington, New
stay in Farmington
Mexico, Resident Agency." (FBI 16127;{BLANK}9/12/99)SA
did not work-out and he was transferred to work in Albuquerque.[85]Immediatelyupon his

FCImatters.

been stationed in the San Francisco

[84](U) For the previous 10 years, S
Divisionwhere hewas assigned to work
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arrival in Albuquerque on January 27, 1997, lie was advised by ASAC Ronald Dick ana
he would be working on the Wen Ho Lee investigation.[86]
by SSA {BLANK}
9/12/99; AQ 5596) Initially, SA{BLANK}wasadvised that he would be the “co-case” agent
but it became apparentalmost immediately that S
leaving
with
Albuquerque Division for his FBI-HQ posting and that SA{BLANK}
not be
working the case with
by himself."

that
SA{BLANK}but SA{BLANK}but

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}was
would

(U) The work in the FRA [FarmingtonRA] is almost exclusively
crime on Indian reservation matters.

***

SA{BLANK}for this assignment,he has been afforded
both formal and on the job training in these matters. SA{BLANK}

(U) To prepare

has displayed a tremendous attitude and willingness to learnthe
minimumskills necessary to independently complete his assignments.
However, hehas notbeenableto successfullygrasp theseskills so as to be
a competent investigator and primarycase agent of Indianreservation
crimes. ThishasresultedinadditionalburdensfortheotherFBIAgents

assigned to theFRAandleadership concerns bytheBureauof Indian

(AQI 6602)

Affairs,aswellasotherstateandlocallawenforcementofficials.

assignedtothesquadthathandl
[86]
edFCIwork,

handledFCIwork,{BLANK}

ofthe fact that he would be

inearlyDecember1996andwas b1

also toId at that time that he would be workingwith SA{BLANK}on a major case.

{BLANK}2/28/00)

[87](U) On March 30,1997, SA{BLANK}formally requestedthat the case be
transferred to SA{BLANK} (AQ 1212)
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SSA{BLANK}who

was the supervisor of AbluquerqueDivision’s
{BLANK}
b1
which includedthe National Foreign Intelligence Program ("NFIP"), was displeased arid
the Wen Ho Lee investigation As SSA
dissatisfied with the assignmentof
the
just one agent, was not the numberof agents he
wanted on the case; S
being stationed in Albuquerquerather than Santa Fe, was
not located where he needed the help, and SA{BLANK}was not the particular agent that SSA
wanted on the case. He told the AGRT that he complained to ASAC Dick that
instead of the two new agents which SSA{BLANK}
hadbeenseeking.

{BLANK}told

SA{BLANK}
t
o
AGRT:SA{BLANK}being

{BLANK}instead

(U)
Nevertheless,SA{BLANK}became the Wen Ho Lee case agent and served as the
case agent from April 1997 to November 1998.
(U) SA{BLANK}brought
certain assets to the Wen Ho Lee investigation but,
unfortunately, even greater liabilities.

(U) In the asset columnwere the following:

(U)
SA{BLANK}was a hardworking agent who would receive his marching
orders, meticulously carrythem out, and then meticulously document the
fact that he had carried them out.

(U)SA{BLANK}accomplishedanumberofsignificanttasks: heconducted
important interviewsof Lee’s XDivisionsupervisors; heprovided

necessarybackgroundinformationto
FISAapplication;herequestedissuanceofnationalsecurityletters;he

SSA{BLANK}forpreparati
o
nofthe
initiatedcertainindiceschecksandfinancialrecordreviews;hekeptLANL
counterintelligence

personnel apprised of the status of the investigation;and
routinelyondevelopments inthe case.

hekeptSSA{BLANK}advised

in
SA{BLANK}wasAinstrumental
lthough operation
the

particularlyin b1

the planning and execution of the
was deeply flawed,

[88](U) The “two agent" issue is the subject of the next section.;
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its lack of planning, i t was in fact a partial success that should have resulted
in the submission of a FISA application
(U) Unfortunately,given what was required to advancethis investigation, the
liability column outweighs the asset column. These liabilities included the following:

FBI

(U) SA{BLANK}demonstrated
little aggressiveness and almost no initiative.
Given the extent to which this case was being run and managed from FBI
HQ, the case required an agent who would "pickup the baton" afterSA
12/7/99), and aggressivelymove the case
not that agent.[89]This lack of aggressiveness and
initiativehurt the investigationin many ways.[90]

forward.SA{BLANK}was

SA{BLANK}deferred decision-making to FBI-HQ to the point of paralysis.

(U)

Thus, virtually nothing happened on the investigation from August 1997,
when the FISA application was rejected by OIPR, to December'1997, when
a teletype finally arrived from FBI-HQ telling FBI-AQwhat to do on the
case. The four month delay in getting the teletype out of FBI-HQ was the

FBI
b7c
b6
Headquarterstoinstructitsown
Ho Lee, leading to significant problems, as
detailed in Chapter 17. For another example, FBI-AQ developed no plan for monitoring
Lee’s activities ifhe chose to travel abroad during the course of the ivnestigation and,
consequently, missed golden opportunities when Lee made trips to Taiwan in March
1998 and again in December 1998.
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fault o f FBI-HQ, not FBI-AQ. But FBI-AQ should never have let itselfbe
placed, or let itself remain, in a position where its work on an important
counterintelligenceinvestigation was essentially stalled for months by FBIHQ's failure to treat this issue as a priority matter.

FBI

b7c

b6

SA{BLANK}though meticulous and methodical, was also very, very slow.

In a case that, at best, had never done more than s utter along this was not
what the investigation required. For example, the
took an unacceptably long time to plan and execute, particularly givenhow
poorly planned it actually was.[91] As is filly described in this chapter and
Chapter 14, some of the problems in planning the
were beyond FBI-AQ'S control

{BLANK}

butmanyofthemwerenot.Therewere

FBI
b7c
b6
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instructed three days later by his supervisor, SSA
o open the
preliminaryinquiries. (A 15503) S
didnot doso.
Whenasked
about this by the
he
too busy planning the

AGRT,{BLANK}said hadbeen
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b1{BLANK}

and other matters.[93]
9/12/99) Other suggestions in
the December 1997 teletypewere a so not pursued.[94]

b7c
I b6

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

(U) SA
likeSA{BLANK}received information that should have
informed him of the critical importance of gaining access to Wen Ho Lee’s
computer files, yet he failed to take appropriate steps to gain such access.[95]
This was a failure of profound significance,particularly in light of the fact
that Lee’s downloading activity was anything but a matter of ancient
history.
have, but did not, ascertain the current status of
banners and waivers on the LANL systems to which Wen Ho Lee had
Had he done so ha he even asked relevant
he wasDOEb6,b7c
questions to the verywitnesses, such
already interviewing he could have discovered that X Division had in its

SA{BLANK}should

-

access.{BLANK}9/12/99)

as{BLANK}and{BLANK}who

-

[93](U) The preliminary inquiries were in fact not opened until March 12,1999

(AQI 374; FBI 1646) and, then, only at the specific instruction of AD Gallagher to open
the preliminary inquiries immediately, that is to say, by “close of business” that day.
9/10/99; Kitchen 9/10/99; Gallagher 10/28/99; Middleton 8/3/99)

{BLANK}

[94]InNovember 1998, SA{BLANK}was placed in the uncomfortableposition of

explaining to FBI-HQ why FBI-AQ

hadfailedtocomply
- inessence, why Sbestshe could
come up withwas

withmanyaspectsoftheDecember1997teletype. The

b1

thestatementthatanumberoftheproposalsin theteletypewere”heldinabeyance”
(AQI 1990) The otherproposals,
planned the
notin conflictwiththe
andcouldhaveproceededatthesame
time
being

whileFBI-AQ

{BLANK}of{BLANK}and

I
of{BLANK}hespecificallyfocusedon

conducted interviews, specifically of

clearlyapprisedhimofthesignificanceofcomputers inconnection

,:
withLee’swork and access. (AQI5047,1324;FBI890)Attimes,itdid seemas ifhe Eb7c
understood the issue. Inhis May 6,1997 interview
Lee’s ability to downloadinformation from a main frame computer to a disk and his
abilityto access data from his home. (FBI 890) OnApril 29,1997, he wrote himselfthe
following note: “[H]as he [Lee]attempted to access areas of computer which he is not
authorized to access.” (AQI 5367)
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own files signed waivers by Wen Ho Lee and that, even absent the waivers,
Wen Ho Lee had no expectation of privacy.

(U)
While his failure to pursue this matter may be comprehensible
during the April I997 to August I997 lime period, when FISA coverage
was being pursued, it is not understandableafter the FISA application was
rejected.[96] At that point, the only way to have gained access to Lee's
computer files was through either a consent search or through
determinationthat Lee had no expectation of privacy.[97]

a

FBI
b7c
b6

SA{BLANK}
like SA{BLANK}nevergenuinely exploredthe
predication for the case.[98] He was under no more
obligation to accept the
predicategiven to the FBIby DOEthanwasSA
He could
have, and should have, at least received an intelligencebriefing,
and
reviewed the pertinentrecords

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}
he doneso,theFBI

FBI
b7c

[96](U) Even if SA{BLANK}believedthat a new FISA application might eventuallybe
submitted, he certainly knew that, at least forthe immediate future, FISA coverage was
dead and other investigativeapproaches had to be considered.

b6

:
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might have learnedtwo years earlier than i t did that there were fundamental
problems with both the predicateand the exclusivefocus on Lee.

b7c
FBI

b6

DOE
b6, b7c

(U) Similarly, SA{BLANK}never did anything more than make a superficial
examination of the nature of Lee's work and the true nature of his access to
rad available to him several
classified material, even though S
knowledgeable individuals who could havegiven him chapter and verse on
these topics, and even though these individuals
and{BLANK}all of X Division had already been
interviewedor were being interviewed by the FBI.

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}

-

{BLANK}

b1

histenureatLANL-could
andmighthaveledtothe
identificationofimportantwitnesses, someofwhomesurelycouldhavebeen

interviewedwithoutalertingLee,andthesettingofimportantleads.
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“in the act" of cornmittin espionage or making incriminating admissions
during the course of the
Those were tantalizing
possibilities, but that was a I they were, possibilities.

{BLANK}

(U) In summary,

SA{BLANK}was an improvement over SA{BLANK}and he did

make significant contributions to the investigation. Moreover, it is readily apparent that
he tried, in good faith, to comply with the instructions he received from FBI-HQ and his
Albuquerque Division supervisor.[99] However, he was far from what the case required,
which was an aggressive, very experienced counterinteIIigence agent, with a strategic
plan for bringing the investigationto a successful resolution, and with the confidence, the
determinationand the mettle to actually run the case, rather than merely run leads for
FBI-HQ. That this is not what the case received is not SA{BLANK}faultbut, rather, that of
FBI-AQmanagement, which chose to assign this major counterintelligence investigation
to just one agent and to make that agent

SA{BLANK}

3.

(U)SA{BLANK}
was the Wen Ho Lee case agent from November 6,1998 to

{BLANK}

March 9,1999, when

Given her short tenure, and the
unfair to generalize about her service as case agent
other factors cited above, it would
in this matter. However, a number of positive comments, and several negative ones, can
be made about her tenure as case agent:

(U)First,astothepositive:

(U)UponbeinginstructedbyFBI-AQmanagementtoprepareanew
for FISA order, did an excellentjob
togetherthe

request a
she
pulling
disparate evidence supporting an assertion that Wen Ho Leewas an agent of
a foreign power. While FBI-HQ essentially dismissed it, and it did have
problems, it also had within it the genuine basis for a FISA application.

andwasperiodicallypulled

not able to
[99](U) It should be noted, here, that S
off to
work on the Wen Ho Lee investigation exclusively y and was
work on other matters, such as bank robberies and drug surveillance. (FBI 16127,1374)
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(U)Nor did

SA{BLANK}aggressively pursue obtaining the charts of DOE’s

polygraph of Wen Ho Lee on December 23,1998. FBI-AQ's failure to
obtainthese charts for a full month, whichwas erroneously attributed by
FBI-AQ to DOE intransigence (FBI 1589), had significant adverse
consequences for the investigation.
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electrocution.[100] It must be said, however, (hat this was certainly not SA
Rather, she was instructed by SAC Kitchen to advise Lee of
the case of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and the deadly consequence of not

{BLANK}idea.

[100](U) Among otherreferences to the Rosenbergs, SA{BLANK}asked Lee ifhe
“wanted to go downinhistory... professingyour innocence Iike the Rosenbergs to the
daytheytakeyoutotheelectric chair.”(AQI4015at56) TheMarch7,1999

interrogationofLeewasfilledwithotherreferencesintendedtobreakdownLee’s
defenses, including tellingLee that,unless he cooperated,he would have nojob, no
security clearance, no money to pay bills, newspapers would be saying he had been

arrestedforespionage,hischildwouldbequestionedbyreporters,hissituationwould
eat away at himworsethanhis bout with cancer, his familywould fall apart, his kids
were going to have to live with the knowledge that he had beenarrested for espionage
his wife would be polygraphed, and so on. (AQI 4015) After the interview, which SAC
Kitchen watched on closed circuit television from a nearbyroom, he told SA
had done a goodjob;
however, felt “sick” about it.
Chapter 17.

{BLANK}9/7/99)See

SA{BLANK}
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cooperating with the Government. An FBI Special Agent who threatens a
subject with death by electrocution may place any resulting confession at
risk[101]and may be in violation of FBI policy.[102]
4 . (U) Conclusion

FBI
b7c
b6

b1

*Excepting
SA{BLANK}who was not on the case long enough for theAGRT to
make a meaningful judgment, the FBI did not assign the "right" agents to theWen Ho
Lee investigation. This significant error injudgment which, of course, affected
virtually everyother aspect of the investigation is attributable to FBI-AQ management,
although FBI-HQ's NationaI Security Division (
inparticular,
was
well aware of the problem.

-

-

the{BLANK}section)

(U) The failure to assign the "right" agents to the case was, however, only a part

of the personnel problem with this investigation. There was also the matter that is the

[101](U) The AGRT makes no finding as to whether the threat of death by
electrocution,particularly when combined with other statements made by the FBI during
the March 7,1999 interview, would render any confession made by the subject
involuntary. Given that there was no confession, the matter is largely academic. It is
sufficient to state that such statements by the FBI.would haveunnecessarilyplaced a
confession at risk. See, generally, Weidnerv.Thieret, 866 F.2d 958 (7thCir. 1989),

(habeaspetitionerentitledtohearingonissueofwhetherhisconfessionwascoerced

where petitioner, who had brain damage, was threatened with electric chair ifhe did-not
make a statement), Murphyv. Wainwright, 372F.2d 942 (5thCir.1967) (threatregarding

horrorsofdyinginelectricchairrequiredremandtodetermineifguiltypleacoerced).

ButseeWilcoxv.Ford,813F.2d 1140(11thCir. 1987),Greenv.Scully,850F.2d894
(2dCir. 1988).
[102](U) Section7-2.1 of the FBI's Legal Handbook for Special Agents states: “Itis
the policy of the FBI that no attempt be made to obtain a statement by force; threats,or
promises.”(FBI 21859) ButseeO’Ferrell v. UnitedStates, 968 F.Supp. 1519,1538
(M.D.Ala. 1997) (holding that ti threat of the electric chair did not violate Section 7-2.1
because electrocutionwould be the product of ajudicial proceeding and not be inflicted

on the defendant by the FBI.)
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subject of the next section, i.e., the failure by both FBI-AQ and FBI-HQ to provide to the
case agentsthe additional help they needed and which FBI management knew they

required.

D. (U) The diversion of two agents
1.

(U) Introduction

(U)
or about November 1,1996,
new FBI
Agents arrived at the
FBI Albuquerque
Division. They
and{BLANK}and they hadjust
b7cb6 graduated from New Agents Class
{BLANK}
at Quantico.[103] This
their first office
assignmentand S
was immediately assigned to a gang task forceand fugitive
On

two

Special

were

the

was

SA{BLANK}was
{BLANK}2/16/00;

squad and
Resident
2/8/00;

immediatelyassigned to the Farmington, New Mexico,
Agency (”Farmington RA”) to work crimes on Indian reservations. {BLANK}
AQI 6325)

Assigning
agents to work gang cases or crimes on Indian reservationsis, of
course, entirely appropriate and proper. The only problem with this assignment was that
these agents were specifically assigned to Albuquerque Division for
supporting the Wen Ho Lee investigation. As FBI-HQ{BLANK}Unit
said: "Bodieswere asked for, bodies were provided and bodies were
12/29/99)

[103](U) SA{BLANK}remains an FBI agent; SA{BLANK}resigned from the FBI on

November 30,1997.

FBI-AQASAC

[104](U) According to UC
briefing he gave to

he made this statement

Lueckenhoff. (Id.)
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in an October 1999

b1

FBIb7cb6
b7c

b6

FBI
b7c
b6

2. (U) The diversion

(U) In June 1996, SSA{BLANK}andSSA{BLANK}realized they had a problem.
Given the scope of the Wen Ho Lee investigation, and giventhe fact that the case was
assigned to SA{BLANK}they knew they had to get him help. According to SSA
they knew he would not be able to handle the investigation by himself.[105]

{BLANK}12/1/99)

(U) SSA{BLANK}and SSA{BLANK}considered a number of options, including
transferring senior agents to Albuquerque Division as their "OP"(Office of Preference)
or, as it is now called, their "PRL"(Personnel Resource List) transfer. But they
recognized that they might not get the agent they wanted since such transfers were based
on seniority and, in any case, it might be months before they could get anyone transferred
in through OP transfer.
They decided instead to seek the assignment
of brand new agents to Albuquerque Division. This mightor might not have meant that
these twoparticular agents wouldworkthe Wen Ho Lee investigation. They mightbe

an

{BLANK}12/1/99)

FBI
b7c

[105](U) SSA{BLANK}addedthat”tobefair,notmany[agents]couldhavehandledit
b6 alone, giventhe scope of the investigation.”
subject

b1
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assigned to work the case themselves or be used as "back-fill" to replace two experienced
agents from othersquads who would be transferred from their own case responsiblitiesto
the Wen Ho Lee investigation.[107]

b1

FBI

The

of{BLANK}

section chief ("SC")o
Jeremiah Doyle, decided that he needed to
make a trip out to Albuquerque to discuss e case with the field office and toassess for
himself its staffing requirements. On July 2, 1996, SC Doyle and SSA
et in
Abluquerque Division w
ith SAC Thomas Kneir, ASAC RonaId Dick, SSA
SAC Kneirmade it clear to SC Doyle that there were not enough resources
inthe Santa Fe RA to work a case of thismagnitude. SC Doyle also met with SA
and concluded that he would need "a lot of support." (Doyle 10/19/99)

b7c,b6 {BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}andSA

SC Doyle states that he came back to FBI-HQand asked for the temporary

{BLANK}

b1 transfer
duty assignment
of two permanent
("TDY") oagents to support the case.

1996, Robert Bryant, who was then the Assistant Director of the National Security
Division, requested that the FBI's Personnel Division "favorably consider overstaffing the

Albuquerque Division NFIP [NationalForeign Intelligence Program] by two Special
Agents to support" the "Kindred Spirit"investigation. (FBI-03265)In support ofthis
request, AD Bryant stated:

(U) ***This will be a major investigationwhich maylast two years or
more. ***Albuquerquerequestedthatadditional SpecialAgentsbemade

b1

FBI

b7c

[107]BothformerFBI-AQSACKneirand{BLANK}SectionChiefChuckMiddleton
10/6/99;Middleton8/3/99) But SSA{BLANK}toldtheAGRTthatitwashisintentionto
actuallyputthe new agents on the WenHo Leeinvestigation, rather thanuse them as
statedthattheywouldhaveexpectedthe new agents tobeused as”back-fill.”(Kneir

b6 “back-fill.” He assumed that there wouldbe a lot of basic “legwork,” physical
surveillance and record checks that two “FOAs” (FirstOffice Agents) couldhandle.
[108](U) The case file at FBI-HQ docs not reflectthe requestfor five agents and it is

notclearwhetherthisrequestwasevercommittedtopaper. Whatwascommittedto
paper was the request for two agents.
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availableto work this high impact case.***Because Albuquerque’s
staffing levelshave alreadybeen set for the next FY I997 the most
expeditiousmeans of addressingAlbuquerque’sneeds is to overstaffthe
Division throughnew agent and Personnel Resource List transfers. Any
combination of new or experienced Special Agents would be acceptable;
but agents with an FCI background and or Mandarin language ability would
best suit the anticipated requirements of captioned investigation.

FBI

b7c
b6

(FBI 3266) The request to “overstaff” the Division by two agents to support the Lee

{BLANK}sent

investigationwas approved[109] (FBI 20354,21841) and SSA
a copy ofthe
memorandum to FBI-AQ’s ASAC Ronald Dick (AQI985),with a cover note that read
asfoIlows:

b1

RE:KINDREDSPI
R
I
T
;
F
BI
{
B
LANK}
(
D
OE)
00:AQ
ATTN: ASACDick

FBI

b7c
b6

Ron

Here are two extra bodies. I’llfollow
progress with{BLANK}in SATU [SpeciaI Agents
Transferunit]

{BLANK}

[109](U) FBI records indicate that AD Bryant’s memo was approvedbythe Office
of Deputy Director Weldon Kennedy. (FBI21842) After receiving it, a Personnel
Division official spokewith SC Doyle and ascertained that over staffing FBI-AQ with
two agents from the newagents class “would be satisfactory.” (FBI 21842) On July 29,
1996, the order was issued: “Up AQ by 2 new SA’s from Quantico OK.” (FBI 21841)

-
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[112](U) By the time the agents arrived, SAC Kneir had left the Albuquerque
Division. ASAC Dickwas the Acting SAC from August 1996 to October 1996, when
the new SAC, James Weber, arrived. SAC Weber arrived at Albuquerque Division on or
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SA{BLANK}to

cask force and fugitivesquad) and
the Farmington RA.[113] (AQI 6325)
While the decision to assign these agentsto work unrelated to the Wen Ho Lee
investigation was riot announced until October 24, 1996, it was clearly made much
earlier. For exampleS
orders assigning him to the Farmington RA were dated
September 17, 1996.

{BLANK}0003)

(U)

SSA{BLANK}into

SSA{BLANK}
states that, around the time of SA
and SA{BLANK}
arrival
i.e., early November 1996, ASAC Dick called
his office andtold him that
he thought the two new agents could be better used in other program areas."'

SSA{BLANK}

Dick said no, that SA{BLANK}would
SSA{BLANK}said he was not pleased and clearly
Dick. Specifically, he recalls telling ASAC Dick:

"Kindred Spirit" if necessary

[113]
(
U)
workedinternationalterrorismmatters.{BLANK}2/24/00)

The memo also relfects the transfer of two
SSA{BLANK}squad but neither was assignedto FCI.
initiallyassigned to drug intelligence and then to domestic terrorism;former S

[
1
14]
(
U
)
it is not entirely clear how or when SSA{BLANK}first learned that the agents
statedthat
would not be assigned
to the “Kindred Spirit”investigation. S

SSA{BLANK}about

SSA{BLANK}that

the matter after learning from
theagentshad
obviously knew that the agents were not working
the
already
"Kindred
ani Spirit" case, c
the agents
SSA{BLANK}saidthat he had received a “headsup”from SSA
were coming but he did not know that they were not be assigned to the "Kindred
Spirit" investigation until ASAC Dick told him

he told

SSA{BLANK}that

so.{BLANK}12/1/99)
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-

(U) The fact (hat SA-was
sent to Farmington and SA{BLANK}was sentfrom
Farmington might lead one to concludethat FBI-AQwas doing preciselywhat former
SAC Kneir said it should have done: assigning additional agents to the Wen Ho Lee
investigation by transferring experiencedagents onto the Wen Ho Lee investigation and
usingthe new agents as "back-fill." That view, however, cannot withstand scrutiny. SA
used as "back-fill" for SA{BLANK}but it had nothing to do with putting
additional resources on the Wen Ho Lee case.

{BLANK}was

-

-

(U) The timing of the decision, the "when"part of this analysis, is equally
significant. FBI-AQ's request for permission to bring S
the WenHo Lee
sent to FBI-HQ on May 7,1996 (AQI 6607), i.e., almost a month
fullinvestigation was even opened This, alone, establishes that the decisionto transfer

before

SA{BLANK}to

Albuquerquehad nothing to do withtheLee investigation. Ifmore proof
was needed, however,SA{BLANK}supplies ithimself. Hetoldthe AGRTthat, afteritwas
determined that he would be transferred in from Farmington,hewas given twooptions as

tohissquadassignment:onewastogotoaviolentcrimessquadandtheotherwastogo
to awhitecollarcrimesquad.

NeitherFCI

ingeneral,northeWenHoLeecase, in

particular,waspresentedtohimasanoption.{BLANK}2/28/00)

(U) Of course, for FBI-AQto s o h its Farmington problem, it was obviouslynot
enough for FBI-AQ merely to transfer SA{BLANK}from Farmington. It had toreplace
him in the Farmington RA with another agent. FBI-AQ obviously recognizedthis need:
In an August 13,1996 memorandumto FBI-HQ supporting the transferofSA
Albuquerque, FBI-AQ stated thatan agent needed to be sent to Farmington to replace SA

{BLANK}
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{BLANK}specifically an agent “who has inestigative skills or potential to independently
address Indian reservation crimes.” (AQ 6603)

(U) The agent ASAC Dick settled upon to solve the Farmington problem was one
of the two new agentsthat FBI-HQ sent to FBI-AQ to solve the Wen Ho Lee problem: SA
Thus, it is true that sa{BLANK}was "back-fill" for
it had nothing to

SA{BLANK}but

{BLANK}Thus, Wen Ho Lee investigation.

(U) SA{BLANK}did, of course, come eventually to be assigned to the Wen Ho Lee
investigation. But that was not until November 1996 at least six months after FBI-AQ
first requested FBI-HQ's permission to transfer SA
from Farmington.[115] More
significantly, by the time FBI-AQdecided to put
Wen Ho Lee
investigation, FBI-AQ's management either knew or was about to find out that the
problem with the W e n Ho Lee case was not how to put a second agent on the case but the
possibility that there might soon be no agent on the case.[116]

-

SA{- BLANK}onthe

-

investigation.
At least by November 26,1996, which was the date on which SA
Request Forms”) (FBI 21591,
his FD-638s (”Supervisory
attemptingto leave the
for a certainty that S
e FD-638forms recommending
in fact, initialed a paragraph
for the promotion. (Id.)

SA{BLANK}was
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{BLANK}assignmentto the Wen Ho Lee case, therefore,cannot fairly be

(U) SA

characterized as an effort to put two agentson the case but, rather, as an effort to insure
that there was at least one agent on the case. Even if the decision to put S
n the
Wen Ho Lee investigation predated by a few weeks FBI-AQ's awareness of A
effortsto leave the Division, thereby supporting the claim that FBI-AQ, at
least briefly, intended to put two agents on the case, it is of little moment. Regardless of
what FBI-A knew in early November 1996, it certainly knew by late November 1996
that S
as attempting to leave the Division and by approximately the end of
January 1997 that S
ad succeededin his efforts.[117] It knew, in other words,
that putting SA{BLANK}onethe Wen Ho Lee investigation would simply be replacing one
agent with another, not adding one agent to the other.[118]

SA{BLANK}on

{BLANK}

(U) The AGRT questioned ASAC Ron Dick about this matter, in the hope that he
would shed light on his decision to divert these agents from the Wen Ho Lee
investigation.[119] Thatdid not happen. Rather, ASAC Dick told the AGRT that he did
not know that the two agents had been sent to FBI-AQ specificallyto work on the Wen
Ho Lee investigation. In fact, he told the AGRT that when the AGRT asked him about
this matter inJuly 1999 that was the "first time" he had heard that the agents had been
sent out specifically to work on the Wen Ho Lee investigation. This statement, however,
is not consistent with: (1) the July 25, 1996paperwork, including the note from SSA

selected fortheHeadquarters position onor about

(FBI21576)
andtheNotificationofTransferwasissuedJanuary28,
1997(FBI21574)

January
[117]
22,
(U)1997

[118](U)Ofcourse, evenifFBI-AQhadintendedtoputtwoagentsonthecase,these
twoagents,forthereasonsdescribedinthischapter,werenottherighttwo
staffthis case. FBI Assistant DirectorNeil Gallaghertold the AGRT that

SA{
B
LANK}
w
as
you got ”athird ofan agent.” (Gallagher10/28/99)

littlestrongerthanSA
added them together, you go

SA{BLANK}hadhisownproblemsandthat,

[119](U) Dick left Albuquerque Division in September 1998 to decome a section
chief at FBI-HQ inthe National InfrastructureProtection Center. (Dick 7/29/99)
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ASAC Dick;[120] (2) the statement of SSA{BLANK}
thatASAC Dick was very
b7c {BLANK}to
involved in the processof obtaining these agents to support the Wen Ho Lee investigation

b6

and the decision not to assign them to the Wen Ho Lee investigation;[121] and (3) th
statement of former Albuquerque Division SAC Tom Kneir.[122]

[120](U) SSA{BLANK}note to ASAC Dick - "Here are two extra bodies” - with
the accompanying memorandum from Robert Bryant supporting the overstaffing of two
agents to support the Lee investigation, was not only addressed to ASAC Dick but
actually seen by ASAC Dick. Albuquerque Division's copy of the document bears

ASAC Dick's initials. (AQI 6335)

[121](U) SC Dick said that ifSA
and SA{BLANK}orders had specifically
stated that they were being assigned to
FBI-AQto support the Wen Ho Lee investigation,
he would have so assigned them. (Dick 7/29/99) That misses the point: whether or not
the orders contained this explicit statement and the orders did not
-the issue is not what was in the orders but
as to how these two agents had come to be assigned to the Albuquerque Division. If.
FBI-AQ knew that the agents had been obtained specifically to support the Lee
investigation and there is no question it did know this -then FBI-AQ was obligated to
use themdirectly or as “back-fill” for this purpose, The failure to do so cannot be

SA{BLANK}

2/16/00{BLANK}0003)

-

whatdidFBI-AQknow

-

excusedbypointingtothefactthattheagents’ordersdidnotexplicitlymandatetheir

assignmentto the Lee investigation. In any case, the issuehere obviouslyis not so much

thatthesetwonewagentswerenotusedtosupportthecasebutthatnotwonewagents

were used to supportthe case. Therefore, the keypointis thatFBI-AQknewtheir

overstaffing requesthadbeenapprovedandthat”twoextrabodies”(AQI6335)were

headedtheirway.

[122](U) SAC Kneir told the AGRTthat, duringSC Doyle's July 2-3,1996visit to
NewMexico, he asked SC Doyle for an additionaltwoagents to be assigned to the Santa
Fe RA specifically to work the Lee case and that ASAC Dick was privy to his
convserations with SC DoyIe about this matter. (SAC Kneirhad trasnferred from
Albuquerque Division by the time the new agents arrived and, thus,would be unaware of
theirdiversion. His replacement, James Weber, arrived inAlbuquerqueat or aboutthe
same time as the two new agents and stated that hewas unaware that SC Doyle had
obtained the two agents to support the Wen Ho Lee investigation.) (Kneir 10/6/99;
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“allthetime.” Inorderforhimto “drop[a] dime” onFBI-AQtheconductwouldhave
hadto have been “illegal, immoral, fattening or cotnrary to public policy.” {BLANK}

Weber 10/28/99)
[123](U) AD Bryant told the AGRT he was not told of the diversion. (Bryant
11/15/99)
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(U) SSA{BLANK}expressedsimilar sentiments. In processingthe request for two
additional agents, no one at FBI-HQ discounted the possibility that FBI-AQ would "rip US
off” and simply use the Lee investigation as an excuse to get more agents. Wehn SSA
told UC{BLANK}thatthis in fact had happened, UC
adviceto SSA
was not to "stir the beans" because it would have been inappropriate to "mess
withaSAC’s decision," {BLANK}12/15/99)
said that you don't get
ahead in the FBI "if you stab SACs in the back." (Id.

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}also

does say he may have told his immediate supervisor, SC Doyle,

(U) UC{BLANK}

about the diversion, but he was not sure, and SC Doyle told the AGRT that he was nor
told of the diversion. {BLANK}12/29/99; Doyle 10/19/99)
4. (U) Conclusion

SSA{BLANK}stated, that no one at FBI-HQwas
"shocked"by the diversion{BLANK}12/15/99), it was irresponsible of FBI-AQto divert
theagents from a critical counterintelligence investigation.[124] In particular, as SA{BLANK}
(U) W e it may be true,as

{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}to

told-theAGRT it was a “miserableinjustice” to
deprive him ofthis
additional support.
Whether theagents would have been used to
directly supportthe case, or as "back-fill"for more experienced agents, they represented a
potentially invaIuable source of additional manpowerfor an investigation that was
proceeding at a snail’s pace.

{BLANK}8/18/99)

Itwasalsoclearlywrongofthe
managementof the diversion. First,u

wouldremain

unit not to advise senior FBI-HQ b1
failure to "drop [a] dime" on FBI-AQ
insuredthatthetwodivertedagents
remaindiverted. Second,ithadtheeffectof
perpetuatingsenior management’smis-perception that theyhad, in fact,solved the
manpower problem in theWenHo Lee case with the additionof two new agents.

[124](U) As ChuckMiddleton told the AGRT, SACs are “pretty autonomous"but
what happenedhere was a “problem.” (Middleton 8/3/99)"It was incumbenton
management to plug them into this case.” (Id.)
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(U) “Impolitic” as it may have been, this matter should have been briefed up to
seniormanagement by the unit or section. What FBI-AQ did was wrong and neither
SSA{BLANK}wasunder any obligation to averttheir gaze from this
wrong. If they were unwilling to buck the FBI "culture" by insisting that AD Bryant be
advised of the diversion, at the very least theyshould have called ASAC Dick o warn
him that unlesshe rectified the situation, they would. Yet neither SSA
nor UC
{BLANK}even spoke to ASAC Dick about this matter.{BLANK}12/15/99

UC{BLANK}nor

{BLANK}12/29/99)

and{BLANK}

b1

FBI-AQ's diversion of agents,
toleration of that diversion,
dissevered the Wen Ho Lee investigation. It made it that much more likely that FBI-AQ
would be unable properly and expeditiously to bring the investigation to a successful
conclusion.

E.(U) Wereforeign counterintelligenceinvestigations a high priority in the
AlbuquerqueDivision?

(U)

To appreciate the lack of priority given the Wen Ho Lee investigation, one
must first understand the lack of priority given to the overall foreign counterintelligence
("FCI") program by the Albuquerque Division during the years of the Lee full
investigation, 1996-1998.

(U)Ineachoftheyears
1996,1997, and
thehighestpriorityinAlbuquerque
Divisionwas the Violent Crime/Major Offenders Program, a reflectionof FBI-AQ’s
1998,

responsibilityforcriminalinvestigationofcrimescommittedonIndianreservations.

secondprioritywastheOrganizedCrime/DrugsProgram. Thethirdprioritywasthe
WhiteCollarCrimeProgram. AndthefourthprioritywastheNationalForeign
Intelligence Program (”NFIP”),whichincludedforeigncounterintelligence
investigations.[125] (FBI 16005, FBI 16006, AQI 05675, AQI 05623)

far back as 1992, this was the order of priorities. (FBI16136)
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(U)Given the extent to which New Mexico was a “target-richenvironment” (FBI
1911), the placement of the NFIP so low on the priority list is inexplicable."' New
Mexico is not only the home of two of the nation's leading nuclear weapons laboratories,
Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratory; it is also the location
of several Department of Defense research facilities, Holloman Air Force Base, White

Sands Missile Range, and a number of private corporations with their own sensitive
technologies.
The consequence of FBI-AQconsistently placing NFlP fourth on its priority

b1

[126](U)FBI-HQwaswellaware,ofcourse, ofthelackofpriorityaccordedtothe

NFIP intheAlbuquerqueDivision.TheofficeprioritiesarereflectedineachofFBIAQ’s Annual Field OfficeReports(”AFOR”), see,e.g.,AQI 05668 (1997AFOR), AQI
05605 (1998 AFOR), as well as intheperiodic inspectionreports, see,e.g., FBI 16130
(1995InspectionReport)andFBI 15952(1998InspectionReport), andinother
documentsaswell.

[127]{BLANK}(AQI06296)
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94; see also AQI 06363)

(U)
FBI-AQ consistently and repeatedly attempted get more support for its FCI
work, but these requests were consistently and repeatedly undermined by
mixed
to

the

message which FBI-AQ was sending to FBI-HQ.

challenge it confrontedin its FCI activity.[130] But even as it was seeking more personnel

justification far increased support:

CountEnergybyPresidentialDecisionDirective61.TheDOEisorderedto
erIntel igence(CI)initiativethathasbeenmandatedfortheDept.of
Theenhancement{BLANK}isnecessaryto respondto the

implementnewCI initiatives atall of its nationallaboratories and to

immediatelyreinforceandimprovetheircurrentCIpractices. Twoofthe

fivenationallaboratoriesarelocatedintheStateofNewMexico,Sandia
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for FCI work, it was simultaneously advising FBI-HQ that FCI was neither the first,
second or third priorities ofthe Division. (AQI 05670;AQI 05623) Indeed, even the
enhancement requests for FCI were not the Division's highest priority. In both years, it
trailed the Division's enhancement request for more personnel in the Violent Crimes and
Major Offendersprograms. (AQI 05670; AQI 05623) Not surprisingly, in both years,
the requests for enhancements were rejected by FBI-HQ.(FBI 1894)

(U)This
is the context in which the Wen Ho Lee investigation must be
understood. It was an FCI investigation in Division which viewed FCI work as
a

a low

priority and which had far too few agents to meaningfully address the foreign intelligence
threat at the national laboratoriesand in the rest of this “target-rich” environment.[131]
intelligenceinfrastructure to target DOE weapons and technology could
result in serious ramifications for the U.S.

***
As stated in the 1997 FBI Albuquerque Field Office Report, the
current level of resourcesis insufficient to adequately detect and counter

foreignintelligenceserviceactivitieswithintheDivision. Giventhetarget
richenvironment,theincreasingnumberofvisitorstosensitivefacilities,

b1
(AQI 05624,05644)

[131]Although this is beyondthe time paid scrutinized by the AGRT, itshould
be noted Qat the FCI situation in Albuquerque Division significantly changed after

{BLANK}
March 1999. In the Division's March 31,1999
forFCIwork, referredtoabove

request to FBI-HQ

for additional

agents

(FBI 1894;AQI6374) FBI-AQcitedthe WenHoLee
Division
investigation
reviewed
and related
the requestand
matters inrecommend
support of thisjustification. TheNational Security
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F. (U) Was the case pursuedaggressively and given the priority it deserved? Were
there unnecessary dclays?
1. (U) Introduction

b1
Program ("NFIP"). Unfortunately, it was not Indeed, at various points in 1996 and
1997, the Wen Ho Lee investigationhad the dubious distinction of beinglisted within
FBI-AQ's internal records as the single lowestpriority case within NFIP, a program that
was itself the fourth lowest priority of the Division. With this provenance, it is not
difficult to understand why there were unnecessary delays. It would have been surprising
ifthere were not.
2. (U) Prioritization of the Wen Ho Lee investigation

(U)
At the outset, it should be noted that FBI-AQ, throughout the entire life of
the Wen Ho Lee investigation, had another, highlysensitive highlyimportant, ongoing

b1
(AQI 6419,6421) The National Foreign IntelligenceProgram also rose inpriority in
1999, moving from fourth place to second place. (Kitchen2/17/00)
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FCI investigation that was almost always the Division's highest FCI priority The
Division's best FCI trained agent was assigned to this matter and substantialresources
weredevotedto it.[132]

FBI
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(U)
On September 1996, a few short months after FBI-A had formally
opened
full investigation of Wen
Lee, the NFIP coordinator, SSA{BLANK}set out
13,

the

b6

Ho

his squad's priorities in an internal FBI-AQ memorandum entitled “StrategicPlan Fiscal Year 1997." (FBI 16118) The first goal was to bring to “successfulcompletion"
the FCI investigation referenced in the preceding paragraph. The second goal was "to
identify individuals and organizationsinvolved in domestic/international terrorism." (FBI
16121) The third and final goal listed was "to continue to expand the scope of the
DivisionNSTL [NationalSecurity Threat List] countries." Id. There were ten objectives
listed under this goal and the lastobjective of the last goal was to "develop" the "Kindred
Spirit" investigation "to be able to ascertain the viability of criminal prosecution."[133] (Id.)

-

(U)

Almost a year later, on July 1,1997 the very day that SSA{BLANK}and UC
hand-walked the first FISA draft application to OIPR in order to communicate to
OIPR the criticalimportance ofthe Wen Ho Leeinvestigation{BLANK}7/23/99) - SSA
{BLANK}drafted another internal memorandum, described as a “Review o 1997 Goals
and Objectives" (FBI 16057), and,again, the Wen Ho Lee investigationcame in dead

[132](U)See,
e
.
g
.
,
S
SA{BLANK}reference
matteri
n
amemorandum
datedJune29,1998,describingthe
Division’sNFIP priorities: ”Albuquerquehas
to this

dedicatedenormous financialand humanresources to this investigation....” (AQI

06444)

[133]Tobe clear this docs not

mean that therewerenine other “cases”ahead

I

b1
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last. (FBI 16057) indeed, the description of the objective- “Develop the Kindred Spirit
investigation to ascertain the viability of prosecution”- had remained virtually
unchanged.

FBI
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Three-

(U)
months later, in October 1997, there was some slight improvement - at
least on paper in the Wen Ho Lee investigation's status. In SSA{BLANK}Reviewof
FY 1998 Goals and Objectives," the Wen Ho Lee investigation ha risen to the second
objective of the second goal.[134] (FBI 16263, 16264) By June 1998, the Wen Ho Lee
investigation was described as one of FBI-AQ's "major [FCI]cases" (AQI 06452);
however, it was still lumped in as simply one among FBI-AQ's "other espionage
investigation” and it still trailed behindsuch other higher priorities as “issue threat” and
“country threat"investigations. (AQI 06448)

(U) One could argue that these programmatic type memoranda do not necessarily
reflect the priority actually given a case. In the case of the Wen Ho LAX investigation,
however, these memoranda are right on the money: the Lee investigationwas never a
priority before December 1998.
(U) The most significant indication of this, of course, is the fact that, prior to
1999, FBI-AQ never put more than one agent on the case full-time; indeed
speaking, it never even put one agent on the case “full-time”since both
and
other responsibilities, includinggeneral ongoing liaisonresponsibilities

SA{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}had

[134]The first goal is, once again, the other FCI investigationreferred to
above and the second goal is described as “Develop at least ten additionalNSTL
[NationalSecurityThreat List] country threat and issue threat investigations
and bring to
fruition outstanding NSTL investigations currently
b1
personnel.” (FBI 16263)

beingconductedby{BLANK}
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with LANL[135] arid occasional non-FCI work such as drug surveillance, bank robberies
and the like.

(U) And then, of course, there were the delays. Nothing better illustrates the lack
of priority given this case than delays that were so ubiquitous that, in many respects, they
constitute the case's most recognizablecharacteristic.
3. (U) Delays

(U) This case was marked by delays from the very beginning. As stated above,
some of the delays areattributabIe to FBI-HQ. Most, however, are entirely attributable to
FBI-AQ.

FBI
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SSA{BLANK}advised

SA{BLANK}of

(U) For example, on June 10,1996,
S
certain material which S
neededto obtain and analyze, suchas Lee's travel
records (AQI 954), a request
should have taken days to accomplish, The records
were not actually obtained until November 1996 and December 1996.[136] (AQI 1080,
1112)

that

(U) Similarly, it took SA{BLANK}several months to obtain Wen Ho Lee’s and
Sylvia Lee’s LANLpersonnel files. (AQI 954, AQI 1028) It took him additionalweeks
to obtainaccess to the Lees’DOE security files (AQI 1064,1066), both projects that
shouldhave takena fewdays.

SA{BLANK}was

SantaFeRA. s

FBI-AQ’sLANLliaisonthroughouthistenureinthe

the LANLliaisonbetween the time
andthe time SA{BLANK}arrived toreplacehim

(end ofOctober
[136](U) At one point, SSA{BLANK}noted
SSASSA{BLANK}hadcomplainedtohim
thatLANL personnel were ”draggingtheir feet”ontheproductionofsuchrecords. (FBI

Fe
of(March
I
199(cad
7).[135]
U)

that

5794) Iftrue, it was surely anobstacle that could havebeenovercomethrough
communication with individuals at LANL already privy to the existence ofthe

investigation.
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(U) Even more startling were the months and months of delay in obtaining credit
card records on Wen Ho Lee, a basic item in any serious FCI investigation. SA
{BLANK}was instructed to obtain such material on July 2, 1996 (AQI 957), but he did
not actually obtain Lee's Diners Club records until January 31, 1997.[137] (AQI I 169)
Other credit card records had still not been obtained at the time SA{BLANK}left the
Santa Fe RA for his new FBI-HQ'sassignment.[138]

the{BLANK}should

The case fared better under S
t was stiII characterized by numerous
unreasonable delays. For example,
never have taken a year from
conception to execution regardless ofthe impediments placed in the way
FBI-HQ.[139] (SeeSection (H)(4)(F),below.)

{BLANK}by

-

ofthe{BLANK}

[137](U) Some delay in procuring such financial information was unavoidable. For

example, FBI-AQrequested on November 25,1996 that Diners Club be served with a
national security letter requiring production of the Diners Club records. (AQI 1102)
FBI-AQ is not responsible for the two months delay in the actual receipt of the records.
But FBI-AQis certainly responsible for the incredible four month delay(fromJuly 1996
to November 1996) in learning that LANLemployees were issued corporate Diners Club
cards,and actingupon that knowledge. (AQI 1102)

[138](U) For example, aNationalSecurityletter seeking creditcardrecords from
ChaseManhattan Bank (”Chase”)was notevenrequested untilMarch 17,1997. (AQI
1194;FBI829) AnditwasnotuntilMarch26,1999 -morethantwoyearslater-that

FBI-AQrealizedthatithadnevergotenaresponsefromtheNewYorkFieldOffice,

which was responsiblefor servingthe letter on Chase, or from Chaseitself. (AQI 4440)

b1
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[140]FBI-AQ's failure to insist on immediate production
After all, it was FBI-HQ that was repeatedlystating that itwas waiting for
approaching OIPR again concerning the
application See,

{BLANK}before
b1 e.g.,thenotetoDirectorFreehfromNSD
dated September
(”Upon

FISA

1,1998
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a

"improper" forma!. (FBI 817, FBI 900, FBI 961) (2) FBI-AQ essentially stopped
working on the case entirely in August 1997, after the FISA application was rejected, and
case again in earnest until December 1997.[141] (3) After the
n August 1998, FBI-AQ again went into hibernation. Other
telephone issue, see Chapter 14, there is almost no activity on
the case before SA{BLANK}was replaced as case agent by SA{BLANK}in early November
1998.

FBI
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(U) The delays described in this section were symptomatic of an investigation
that, in its first three years of existence, was never accorded the priority it deserved. FBIassigning justone full-time agent to the case at a time, by selecting, first, SA
and, second,
be that full-time agent, and by not actually letting
eitherof them work the case exclusively and full-time - virtually guaranteed that case
progress would be sporadic or non-existent.

{BLANK}
G. (U)

SA{BLANK}to

Were supervisorypersonnel in the FBI's Albuquerque Division appropriately

engaged in directing and managing the case?

1. (U) Introduction[142]

(U) Like any investigation in afield office at the FBI,there were multiple levels
ofpotential supervision for the Wen Ho Lee investigation.

[141](U)RepsonsibilityforthisdelaymustbesharedwithFBi-HQ,whichpromised,

again and again, ateletype setting forthan investigativestrategyfollowing OIPR’s
rejectionof the FISA application. But FBI-HQ is onlypartiallyresponsible for this four

monthbreakintheinvestigation. FBI-AQ,whichcouldhavedone ahostofthingsto
advance the investigationin the fall of 1997 insteadjustwaited. While there were
continued issuance of requests for
occasionalsignsofactivity,suchas

remained

stalled until the arrival of the

national security letters, the investigation
December 19,1997 FBI-HQ teletype.

[142](U) See FBI-AQ organization chart at end of Chapter.
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(U) At the most senior level, there was the Special Agent in Charge. During the
pertinenttime period of the full investigation, the SACs in charge of the Albuquerque
Division were as follows:

May 1996[143] to August I996
August 1996 to October 1996
October 1996 to May 1998
May 1998 to August 1998
August 1998 to March 1999[144]

Thomas Kneir
Ronald Dick (Acting)
James Weber
Ronald Dick (Acting)
Dave Kitchen

(U) One level down was the Assistant Special Agent in Charge, who also served
as the National Foreign Intelligence Program manager. During the pertinenttime period,
the ASACs were as follows:
June 1996to September 1998
September 1998 to November 1998

Ronald Dick
Frank Coffey (Acting)
Mike Tabman(Acting)
Greg Parrish (Acting)
Will Lueckenhoff

November 1998 to March 1999[145]

Ofcourse,

neither the SAC nor the ASAC was responsible for the direct or
immediate supervision ofinvestigations. That was typically done by the Supervisory
SpecialAgentresponsibleforthesquadtowhichthecasewas assigned. TheWenHo

[143](U) SAC Kneir was actuallythe SAC of FBI-AQ from December 1995 forward.
The AGRTuses the date May 1996 because it represents the startdate of the full
investigation of Wen Ho Lee.
[144](U) SAC Kitchen remains the SAC of FBI-AQ, although he is scheduled to
retire at the end of May 2000. The AGRT uses the date March 1999 because it
represents the end date of the AGRT’s review period.
[145](U) Will Leuckenhoff remainsthe ASAC of FBI-AQ.
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Lee investigation was first assignedto
and then to{BLANK}[146] During the
pertinet time period, the SSAs responsible for supervisingtheWenHo Lee investigation

b1

were as follows

FBI
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May 1996 to September 1997
September 1997 to October 1998
November 1998 to March 1999

[147]

(U) This, the4 was the management team responsible for the supervision of the
Wen Ho Lee counterintelligence investigation from the date it opened, May 30,1996,
until the date of the final interview with Wen Ho Lee, March 7,1999. Not surprisingly,
these individuals played a critical role in the few successes, and the more than a few
failures,which the investigation experienced during these three years. This was an

investigation that desperately needed aggressive,consistent and creativesupervision. In
genera!, and with some notable exceptions, it did not get it.

[146]For National Foreign Intelligence Program purposes, these were actually the

{
BLANK}consistedofboththedrugprogramandthe
National Foreign IntelligenceProgram. AS of July
same squad Prior to July 1,1997,

b1

1,1997

NationalForeign IntelligenceProgram
supervisor. (AQI 6438)

theSSAwhoreplaced
coordinatorandsupervisor
served for about twoweeks as the squad’ssupervisor

andSSA{BLANK}appointmentassquadsupervisor.
)
however,theofficialsupervisoroftheWenHoLee

invoIvedinthe case as part of her program coordinator responsibilities.
November 1998, direct supervision of the case became the responsibility of
the SSA in charge of the Santa Fe RA. SAC Kitchenwanted all Santa Fe
supervised by the SantaFe RA squad
Agents -including its FCI agent
supervisorand,therefore,whenSA{BLANK}tookoverascaseagent,SSA{BLANK}took
over as case supervisor.

(Kitchen9/10/99;
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2. (U) Supervision at the SAC and ASAC level
a. (U) SACKneir

FBI
b6
b7c

(U) SAC Kneir was the SAC of FBI-AQ when the full investigationof Wen Ho
Lee was opened. It is difficult to evaluate his involvement in the Wen Ho Lee
investigation because he was, as a practical matter, on his way out of Albuquerque
Division just as the case was coming into the Division."' This much, however, can be
said. One of the principal missions of a SAC is to insure there are sufficient resources to
accomplish the prime objectives of his Division. SAC Kneir recognized
that this case
requireda commitment of substantial resources and that SA
wouldquickly be
overwhelmed by the demands of the investigation. (Kneir
Thus, SAC Kneir
participated activeIy in the effort to persuade FBI-HQ (inparticular, SC Doyle) to assign
two additional agents to the case. SAC Kneir contemplated that the two additional agents
would be assigned to the Santa Fe RA becausethat is when the case was located. (Id.)
Ofcourse, that never happened but this can certainly not be attributedto SAC Kneir. He
was long gone by the time SA{BLANK}and SA{BLANK}arrived in Albuquerque Division.

10/6/99)

(U) There is one respect, however, in which SAC Kneir can be criticized and that
is for permittingthe case to be assigned to SA{BLANK}inthe first place.

(U)SAC Kneirunderstood thatthis casewas ahighprioritymatter, afactthatwas
underscored bySCDoyle’svisitto Albuquerque, aneventthatSACKneirrecognizedto
beunusual. (Id.) Duringthatvisit,SCDoylemadecleartoSACKneirthatthe WenHo
Leeinvestigationwasa
acutelyaware of the factthatSA
Division. Afterall,itwas

[148](U)SAC Kneir left FBI-AQ inAugust 1996 to become Deputy Assistant
Director of CriminalDivision at FBI-HQ. (Kneir 10/6/99) However,he was out of the
Division almost a full month earlier in a temporary duty assignment in Atlanta in
connectionwith the 1996 Summer Olympics. (ld.) Thus, his involvement in the Wen
Ho Lee investigationwas necessarily very limited.
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(FBI 21681) And SAC Kneir had
of participation in the non-FCI work of

(U)To give a case of this magnitude and priority to an agent with (his history was,
quite simply, a big mistake. SAC Kneir obviously recognized the problem; infact, he

SA{BLANK}

suggested to SSA{BLANK}thathe assign the investigation to another agent, SA
but this did not happen. SAC Kneir should have insisted on that assignment,[149] or he
should have taken alternative steps to insure that the case was in the best possible
hands.[150]

b. (U)
SACWeber

(U)
SAC James Weber was responsible for FBI-AQ from October 1996 to May
1998 and, thus, was the senior on-site FBI official responsible for the Wen Ho Lee
[149](U)Giventhat
retired on August 1,1997, he also might not have
been the right choice for a case at obviously required continuity. But if the choice:was
between assigning the case to an agent who would quickly be overwhelmed without help
or to an agentwho could atleast start the case off approptiately and aggressively, SAC
and begunthe search �or an experienced FCI
Kneir should have gone withthe
Intheend,andsomewhatironically,
gentto take overthecase when

SA{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}
r
et
i
r
ed.
outlasted SA{BLANK}retiring fourmonths after SA{BLANK}leftthe

SA{BLANK}

The”best”
ands forthe casebelonged almost

priorityFCImatter efer ed

thethirdFCIagentintheDivision,alongwithSA
however,wasdeeplyengagedintheotherhigh

therefore,may not have been adoption. That docsnotmeanthere were no
other options. FBI-AQcould have sought to persuade FBI-HQ to transferin a single
experienced FCI en isnteadof the two First Office Agents
Division. Or
have been assigned to the case.
h a .beenassigned on a part-time basis to assist on the case.
including himself, should haw
AGRT that mom res

SA{BLANK}could

investigation.

{BLANK}8/18/99))
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investigation during an almost two year period of time.[151] Unfortunately, SAC Weber
was never truly engaged in insuring that the case was pursued aggressively and
appropriately. Although FBI-HQ contributed substantially to SAC Weber’s lack of
engagement in this investigation, as is detailed below, a SAC is ultimately responsible for
the cases in his Division and SAC Weber should have made himself far better informed,
and become far more involved, in this extraordinarily important matter.

(U) To understand SAC Weber's role in this investigation, several points must
initially be emphasized:

(U) SACWeber's background and training was in criminal investigations,
not in FCI. That does not mean that he should not have been selected to be
SAC of an office with two very high priority FCI investigations. It docs
mean that FBI-HQ needed to take special measures to insure that SAC
Weber was appropriately briefed and prepared to take over the management
of these two investigations. Instead,just the opposite occurred.

(U)SAC Weber was never briefed at FBI-HQabout the Wen Ho Lee
case before undertaking his assignment as SAC. (Weber 10/28/99) This is
as remarkable and inexplicableas any other finding in the AGRT's
inquiry.[152] SAC Weberwas briefed about the other highpriority FCI
matter; indeed, hehad to take apolygraph beforehewas madeprivy to the

detailsoftheinvestigation. (Id.) AstotheLeecase,however,hereceived
noHeadquartersbriefing.

ThiswouldbeincredibleevenifSACWeber

wasbeingtransferredfromonefieldofficewithintheFBItoanotherfield

officewithintheFBI,andmadeonlya”pitstop”atFBI-HQbefore

reportingto his newduty station. But SACWeberwas stationed at FBI

[151](U) & the time of his interview with the AGRT, Weber was the Deputy
Assistant Director of the International Operations Branch at FBI-HQ.

b6
FBI
b7c

[152](U) FBI-HQ’s personnelroutinelybriefnew SACs andASACsonthe
important matters within theirdivisions before they assume their field officeduties.

{BLANK}12/29/99)
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HQ at the time he was designated to become FBI-AQ's SAC. He was
serving as Special Assistant to the Deputy Director and, in that capacity, he
had contact every day with John Lewis, who was then the Deputy Assistant
Director of the National Security Division. (Id.) According to SAC
Weber, DAD Lewis discussed with him the other high priority FCI case but
never the Wen Ho Lee investigation.

FBI
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b7c

SSA{BLANK}not
U
C{BLANK}andnot
S
C
{BLANK}12/15/99;

(U) Nor did other knowledgeable
the investigation. Not

Steve Dillard.

brief SAC Weber on
12/29/99;Dillard 8/6/99)

persons at FBI-HQ

(U) Nor did outgoing SAC Kneir brief incoming SAC Weber on the
important ongoing matters in the Albuquerque Division, which of course
should have occurred. Both men attributed the failure to communicate to
the fact that SAC Kneir left FBI-AQ several months before SAC Weber
arrived.[153] (Kneir 10/6/99; Weber 10/28/99)
(U) The failure to brief SAC Weber before he arrived in FBI-AQ was
compounded, dramatically,by the failure to brief SACWeber on problems with the
handling of the case after he arrivedin FBI-AQ.SAC Weber told the AGRT that no one
at FBI-HQ evercontacted him after his arrival in Albuquerque Division to complain
abouttheDivision's handling of the Wen HoLee investigation. (Weber 10/28/99) As
frustrated as FBI-HQ was with thpace and substance of the investigation, no onefrom
FBI-HQ called the one person who had the authorityand the responsibility for insuring

thatthecasewashandledappropriately.[154] (Id.)

[153](U) This i s not an especially persuasiveexplanation since SAC Kneir left
Albuquerqueto take ajob atFBI-HQ and,therefore, at least for someperiod of time, was
stationed in the same building as SAC Weber.
[154](U) For example,SAC Weber statedthat the first time he heard about the "two
agent" diversion issue was a few weeks before he was interviewed in October 1999 by
theAGRT. (Id.)
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The failure to brief SAC Weber had one consequence almost too
fantastic to believe: SAC Weber the Special Agent in charge of the Division handling
the Wen Ho Lee investigation from October 1996 to May 1998 told theAGRT that he
did not know the predicate for the Wen Ho Lee investigation until the spring of 1999,

-

-

b1
(U) There is obviously no excuse for such an abysmaI failurein communication.
While FBI-HQ clearly failed in its obligationto communicate the seriousness of the case
to SAC Weber, SO too SAC Weber clearlyfailed to discover for himselfte seriousness of
the case during the almost two years he ran the Division that was responsible for it.

FBI
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(U) It was not as ifthe case had been hidden from him: Upon his arrival, SAC
Weber was provided with a set of briefing books, prepared by ASAC Dick, which
included descriptions of all of FBI-AQ's significantinvestigations, including the Wen Ho
Leeinvestigation. (Id.) Shortly afterhis arrival, hemetwithSSA{BLANK}who aIso
briefed him on the case and, inNovember 1996, he paid a visit to LANL, where he met
(Id.) Inaddition,theWenHoLeeinvestigation,byitscodename,was

referenced
innumerousFBI-AQdocumentsconcerningtheprioritiesoftheNational
ForeignIntelligenceProgram.[155] Moreover,SACWeberstatedthathewasawareof

varioussignificanteventsinthecase,suchas WenLee’s
Ho
request
toLANL
for
approvalofaPRC studentintern, andtheFISAdenial, althoughhestatesthathenever

b1

FBI
[155]See, for example,an October 6,1997 memorandumfrom SSA{BLANK}to b6, b7c
SAC Weber and ASAC Dick consisting of a “Review of FY 1998 Goals and Objectives

{BLANK}-National
Foreign Intelligence Program” (FBI 16262) and a July 1,1997
memorandum of a similar nature. (FBI 16057)
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b6,

(AQI01560) SAC Weber told the AGRT that he docs not recall ever reading it. (Weber
10/28/99) The only documentary indicationinthe recordthat SAC Weberknewof the
handwritten note by
existenceofthisteletypeisaDecember22, 19 7
documented asfollows:
talked to JM [SSA
re12/19/97TTY [teletype].” (AQI5503) In addition,
Id him that SACWeberviewed the teletype as

SA{BLANK}stated

SA{BLANK}
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SA{BLANK}reflecting

c.

(U) SAC Kitchen.
I.

(U) Introduction

(U) David Kitchen reported to Albuquerque Division as its new SAC on August 3,
1998. Although he replaced James Weber as SAC, Weber had actually left the Division
in May 1998 and Ron Dick was serving as the Acting SAC at the time Kitchen arrived at

FBI-AQ.

(U)

Just as SAC Weber had arrived in Albuquerque Division with no prior
awareness ofthe Wen Ho Lee investigation, so did SAC Kitchen. He indicatedthat he
first became aware of the existence of the investigation in a brief covnersation with SA
(Kitchen9/10/99) Itis
worth repeatingagain that the National Security Division at FBI-HQ should have insured
that FBI-AQ's incomingSACs werefully briefed on the importanceof this investigation.
Such briefings, or the absence of suchbriefings, undeniably and obviously convey a
message to a field office about Headquarters’perception of a case's importance,
particularlywhenother cases such as FBI-AQ's other high priority FCl case are
briefed.[158]

FBI
b7c {BLANK}astothetypesofcasesinwhichSA{BLANK}wasengaged.
b6,

-

-

(U) Between August 1998 and the beginningof November 1998, there is no
indication of any significant involvementby SAC Kitchen in the Wen Ho Lee
investigation. It was simply "not on his scope.” (Kitchen9/10/99) That changed
dramaticallyinNovember 1998 andevenmoresoinDecember 1998 andthereafter.

[158](U)
SACWeber wasat least briefed on the other high priorityFCI case.
SAC Kitchen receivedno FBI-HQbriefings before his arrivalin Albuquerque on any
case. Inpart, this mayhave been attributable to the need for SAC Kitchen to get to
work immediately. An inspection of Albuquerque Division was about to get underway
and ASAC Dick was in the process of leaving the Albuquerque Division for his newjob
at FBI-HQ.
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ii. (U) The Lueckenhoff briefing
(U) Nothing better illustrates the impact that a Headquarters briefing could have
had on FBI-AQ's handling of the Wen No Lee investigation than the dramatic impact that
a Headquarters briefing on October 31, 1998 did have on FBI-AQ's handling of the

investigation.

FBI
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(U) As stated above, before an ASAC, or a SAC for that matter, takes on.the
responsibilities of his new assignment, he or she is expected to receive FBI-HQbriefings
on pertinent matters in his Division. Giventhe frequency with which ASACsand SACs
change assignments, these briefings canbe a ”pain.”
12/29/99) Inthecaseof
W
i
l
l Lueckenhoff,however FBI-AQ's incomingASAC U
specifically
sought to do the briefing himself so that he and
clearlycommunicate
to ASAC Lueckenhoff the importanceof theWen Ho
investigation and their

UC{BLANK}

-

-

SSA{BLANK}could

frustration withFBI-AQ's handling of it.

told ASAC Lueckenhoff that they were
12/29/99) Lueckenhoff states that SSA
concerned about lack of case progress.
(Lo d UC{BLANK}told him about
theimportance of the case, that it was "big,"that
manpowerhad been dedicated to it,thatFBI-AQ had nothandled the case
properly, andthattheCoxCommitteewasinterestedintheWenHoLeeinvestigationand
the case had to move forward.[159](Lueckenhof 9/12/99)
Lueckenhoff aboutthe diversion of the two agents byFBI-AQ
12/29/99)

a
b
out
l
a
c
k
o
f
c
a
s
e
p
r
o
gr
e
s
.
{
B
LANK}
1
2
/
2
9
/
9
)
{BLANK}and

UC{BLANK}alsotold

(U)EventhoughASACLueckenhoffwasnotduetoreporttoAlbuquerque
Divisionuntil early December, heimmediatelycalledSACKitchentoadvisehimthat
FBI-HQ was concernedaboutthe slowprogress onthe WenHo Leeinvestigationandhad
b1

[159]AccordingtoLueckenhoff,theyalsocomplainedthatpreliminaryinquiries
on{BLANK}

identified in the DOEAdministrative Inquiry had never been
FBI-AQ and that the Department of Justice’s Office of IntelligencePolicy and
opened
Review had cited the need to conduct the preliminary inquiries in order to supporta
FISA application on tho Lees. (Lueckenhoff 9/12/99)
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AQ's lack o f responsiveness to the December I997 teletype was indefensible.[161]
Nevertheless,
i n the uncomfortable position of having to defend it She
told the AGRT: “Ithought responding to it a year later was

SA{BLANK}was

B.S.”{BLANK}9/7/99)

(U)SAC Kitchen's active involvement in the Wen Ho Lee investigation continued
in December 1998 and January 1999. Unfortunately, it led to two significant errorsin
judgment. First, SAC Kitchen acceded to DOE's decision to interview and polygraph
Wen Ho Lee in December.[162] See Chapter 15. Second, SAC Kitchen, pursuant to what
o create a January
he interpreted as a 30-day deadline set by DOE,caused S
22, 1999communication that was, on its face, premature an at reflected an unjustified
determination that the investigation against Wen Ho Lee should be terminated.[163] See

SA{BLANK}to

[161]Inonerespect,
it should be noted,
that was in connection with FBI-HQ's suggestion o
FBI-AQ

But, as further described in Chapter 14, FBI-AQ
it got the teletype, and was already deeply involved

b1

was received.

162(U)SAC Kitchen, however, was by no means the only senior FBI official who
acceded to DOE'S decision to conduct the interview and polygraph of Wen Ho Lee. As
is furtherdescribedin Chapter 15, AD Gallagher was well aware of DOE's intentions
and, in fact, sent a memorandum to Director Freeh five days before the interview and
polygraph which stated,in part, that the National Security Divisionhad no objection to
the DOE interview and polygraph of Lee. (FBI 07652,07721)
[163]

The January22,1999 ECwas premature because it was based in

largepartonanassumptionthatWenHoLeehad”passed”
theDecember23,
1998
by Wackenhut (DOE’scontractpolygraphs),an assumption

FBI
b6,b7c I

polygraphadministered
thatwas unwarrantedbecause the polygraph charts had not yetbeen reviewedby FBIHQ's polygraph unit or, for that matter, even received at FBI-HQ. Indeed, it was this
very January 22,1999 EC by which FBI-AQ transmitted the charts. (FBI 1512, AQI62)
WhenFBI-HQ
deceptive.” (FBI 1529, AQI 145) SA
havebeendrafted

b1
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“caught 7/28/99)

Chapter 17. When SSA

received the communication, he told the AGRT, it

(U) Significant stepes were taken in the January to March 1999time period. Wen
Ho Lee was interviewed at length on January 17, 1999. This was entirely proper and it
was done at SAC Kitchen's insistence.[164] (Kitchen 9/10/99) SAC Kitchen also was

appropriately involved and engaged in the FBI polygraph of Wen Ho Lee that took place
on February 10, 1999. SAC Kitchen was deeply involved in the March 5, 1999 interview
of Lee and the confrontational interrogation of Lee that took place on March 7, 1999,
which he actually witnessed from another room.

involvedfar more questionablejudgments. It was intended by SAC Kitchen to be highly
confrontational, to "get in his face”{BLANK} 9/7/99), to leave Lee in “despair”
(Kitchen
9/10/99), feeling that he had no place to go and his life was ruined{BLANK}9/7/99).It is

b1

inn-~~. (Id.) It is clearthat SAC Kitchen instructed that this bo done as Paof his
effort to support the closingof the case; it is thisjudgment, rather than the decisionto
take a signed statement from Lee, vvith which the AGRT takes particular issue.
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debatable whether such a confrontational interview was appropriate. What is not
debatable what was clearlyan error in judgment - was SAC Kitchen’s insistence that
the Rosenbergs - convicted spies who were electrocuted - as an example
to Lee o what happened to individuals who refused to cooperate.[165]

-

SA{BLANK}use
b6,b7c
FBI

(U) SAC Kitchen was the first FBI-AQ SAC that gave the Wen Ho Lee,case the
attention it warranted. SAC Kitchen's almost daily involvement in the case was
undoubtedly, at least in part, a natural response to the intense media, Congressional, DOE
and FBI-HQinterest the case began to generate in December 1998. He still deserves
creditfor insuring,albeit in 1999 rather than 1996, that the case was accorded the priority
it deserved.

d. (U) ASACDick
(U) ASAC Dick arrived in Albuquerque Division in late June 1996 and left
Albuquerque Division in August 1998. Thus, he was thc ASAC and the National
Foreign Intelligence Program manager for more than two years of the Wen Ho Lee
investigation: In addition, for approximately five months during his tenure in
-AlbuquerqueDivision (August 1996 to October 1996 and May 1998 to August 1998), he
was the Acting SAC.

-

-
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a

(U) Moreover,ASACDickwas aparticipantinthemeetingsthattookplaceon
July 2,1996 and July 3, 1996with SC Doyle and SSA
insure that it had the proper
Albuquerque to underscore the importanceof the case an
resources. (AQI 957; Doyle 10/19/99;Kneir 10/6/99)

SSA{BLANK}whotraveledto

a-

Despite the Headquarters briefing andthe visit from SCDoyle and SSA
and the obvious import of the underlying allegationitself, ASAC Dick Simply
did not view the case as an office priority. It was a priority within the FCI program, he
told the AGRT,but it was not an office priority because FCI work itselfwas not a high

UC{BLANK}records
suggestthat this briefing may have
place, on May 15,
(FBI

[166](U)
Ieast was scheduled

o

e

1996.
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12103)

taken place, or at

priority within the Division. (Dick 7/29/99) It would not even have been among the top
ten cases within the Division, he said.'" (Id.)
ASAC Dick was in a unique position to insure that the Wen Ho Lee

b1
because he held the criticaljob of FBI-AQ's ASAC for more than the first two years of
the Lee investigation. In a case which sufferedsofrequentlyfrom a lack of continuity,
here there was continuity, but to no effect.
e. (U) ASACLueckenhoff

FBI
b6

b7c

(U) Will Lueckenhoff arrived in AlbuquerqueDivisionin the firstweek of
December 1998 to undertake his new assignment as the Division's ASAC, but even
before he arrived he knew that the Wen Ho Lee investigationwas a problem case. This
message came through with abundant clarify in the briefing he received in late October
concerning their frustrationwith FBI-AQ's
1998 from U
handling of the Wen Ho Lee
on. Asdescribedabove,ASACLueckenhoff
acted immediatelyto addressFBI-HQ’s concerns, contactingSACKitchenthe next day
to tell him “we’ve got a problem"with the Lee investigation (Kitchen9/10/99)

UC{BLANK}andSSA{BLANK}

(U) After ASACLueckenhoff arrivedinAlbuquerque Division, he immediately
to briefhim on the case andbecame aware for the
brought

theDOEAIwhichhadbeenthegenesisforthefullinvestigationofWenHo

firsttimeof
Lee.He thendid something which should havebeen done by everysupervisorand

[167](U) Obviously, the most explicit manifestation of ASAC Dick's perceptionthat
the case was not a high prioritywas his decision to divert the two new agents. As SSA
stated, it reflectedhis view as to the importance of the investigation.{BLANK}

12/1/99)
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manager who had any significant involvement in this investigation:He read the AI [168]
And, upon reading it, he concluded that it was a “piece ofjunk" (Lueckenhoff9/12/99)
as he characterized it to
“piece ofcrap.”[169]

{BLANK}12/29/99)

UC{BLANK}a

(U) ASAC Lueckenhoff thus became the first FBI agent in the-three-and-a-half
years since the FBI received the AI to give it a critical and thorough examination.[170]Nor
did he keep his opinions to himself. He bluntly criticized the AI to FBI-HQ personnel,
including SC Middleton, UC{BLANK}andSSA{BLANK}(Lueckenhoff

9/12/99{BLANK}

[168](U) Given the fact that the AI was, after all, the basis for the Wen Ho Lee full
investigation, this might appear to be an obvious and necessary step for any supervisor
connected to this investigation. Neverthelessnot all supervisors read the AI. For
stated that he had no recollection of ever seeing or reading the
AI,
example,
even
the investigation for a year. {BLANK}8/12/99)

thoughhesupervised
[169]
ASAC Lueckenhoff’s criticisms of AI included the following: the
too narrow and exclusive; the AI was "contradictory";
criteria for selecting suspects
the

was
the AI came to conclusions that were not "supportable";the AI was not based on a
complete set of travelrecords for the potential universe of suspects; the AI was unduly

b1
questionable. (Lueckenhoff9/12/99)

FBI

[170](U) That is notto saythatotherFBI agents did not read theAI. It is tosay that,
to the extent that Other agents readthe AI, theydid notrecognize or appreciatethe
includedeventheofficialrecipientofthe AI, s
problems with it.
reaction to readingthe AI was that itwas as tho
the short time frameinwhichitwasconducted. Evenafter
defended it: “Wewere dealing with
learning that the AI had problems, SSA
probabilities. You take our best shot.”
7/23/99) As to the casse agents SA
neitheragenteverquestionedthe AIor talked toSA{BLANK}
d SA

{BLANK}SSA{BLANK}
aboutit.

{BLANK}

{BLANK}9/12/99)
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SSA{BLANK}
-
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12/29/99; Middleton 8/3/99"') and was a participant in a meeting with DOE personnel in
mid-January1999 in which these criticisms were echoed by
(Lueckenhoff
9/12/99)

SA{BLANK}

ASAC Lueckenhoff’s recognition

b1
significantly, it ultimately led to the soundjudgment by the FBI that it needed to do a
comprehensivereview of the AI and its predicate. (DAG 01185)
(U) In short, ASAC Lueckenhoffdeserves a substantial measure of credit for
initiating the process by which the FBI began seriously to grapple with the substance and
significanceof the AI. While that reviewshould have taken place in 1996, at least it was

taking place in 1999.[174]

[171](U) SC Middleton stated that ASC Lueckenhoff came to FBI-HQ in January
1999 and told him that the AI was “faulty” and needed a “rescrub.” (Middleton 8/3/99)

[172]
(
U)
T
hi
s
was not an entirely unmitigated blessing. It contributedto SAC
Kitchen'spremature and unjustifiably categoricaljudgment in the January 22,1999 EC
that “itdoes not appear that Lee is the individual responsible for passing the W-88
information.” (AQI 0062)

{BLANK}
FBI 1999. UC{BLANK}notes

Sac, e.g., a briefing SAC Kitchenreceived onMarch 18, 1999 from

b1

an interviews conducted at Sandia on

(AGO 479;

August 20,1999 with scientificpersonnel andothers. (DAG 01185)
See, e.g., ASAC Lueckenhoff’s telephone call to

b6,b7c

UC{BLANK}on

January 6,
read in part "WL [willLueckenhoff] wants US to know: ***
Theremightbesome notion that the criteria up-front is seriously flawed. *** Concern
[with] what have webeen doing for last 2 yrs." (FBI 11932,20345)
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3. (U) Supervision at the Supervisory SpecialAgent level

late in the investigation, this matter had just two FBI-AQ
and SSA{BLANK}did
play a role in the supervision of this investigation in late 1998 and 1999, by this date
events were no longer controlled, and some times not even influenced b the SSA.[175]
The key decisions that occurred after November 1998 when SSA
became the
official supervisorof the investigation and SSA
took over the National Foreign
Intelligence Program were not made by either SSA
or SSA{BLANK}[176]
(U) Until very
supervisors

{BLANK}and {BLANK}

Although SSA{BLANK}
-

{
B
LANK}
{BLANK}

-

[
1
75]
(
U
)
This was a natural consequence ofthe intense interest the Lee investigation
was beginning generate, including the Cox Committee’s focus on the Lee
to

investigation and DOE's determination to finally have Lee's status resolved. As to the
briefedthe Committee staffon the case
on November 16,1998 (FBI 11553) and
testified before the Committee, along with DOE
and CIA witnesses,on December 16,1998. (FBI 11553)

Cox Committee, SC Middleton and U

UC{BLANK}
[176](U)ThemoststrikingexampleofthiswastheFBI’s
d
ecisiontopermitDOEto
interviewand polygraph Lee m December 1998, acriticalencounterwiththe subjectof

long-termespionageinvestigationwhich shouldhavebeenconductedbythe FBI,not
DOEanditscontractpolygrapher, Wackenhut. ThedecisiontohaveLeeinterviewed

a

andpolygraphedbyDOEwasmadebyDOE’sDirectoroftheOfficeof
Counterintelligence,EdCurran. ButCurrandidnotactinavacuum. BothSACKitchen
andNationalSecurityDivisionAssistantDirectorNeilGallagherwerewellawareof
DOE’sintentionsandinterposednoobjection. (Kitchen9/10/99;Gallagher10/28/99)
however,wasopposedtoDOEconductingthepolygraphandproposed

SSA{BLANK}Qat the polygraphbe conductedbyFBImanagement
an FBYpolygrapherwith a PRC
had their"minds made
background.
up" to let DOE
But,
conduct
accordingto
the pa- S{BLANK} AstoSSA{BLANK}who
neitherconsultednor askedhis
on as to
Kitchen

opinion
w the official case supervisor, hewas n
whether the polygraph should be done. He descirbed it asan upper management

decision.

{BLANK}9/9/99)
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a.

(U) SSA{BLANK}

(U) SSA{BLANK}served as the Supervisory Special Agent in charge of the squad
that handled FCI matters from July 1990 to July 1997. During this period of time, he was
also the National Foreign Intelligence Program coordinator and, therefore, was also
responsible for Domestic Terrorism and International Terrorism program activities.

{BLANK}6/22/99)

(U) In late 1996, SSA{BLANK}was selected to be the Legal Attache ("LEGAT") in
Brasilia, Brazil and was due to undertake this position in the Spring of 1997. However,
this position was not filled and SSA
remained in Albuquerque until August 1998,
when he became the LEGAT in
As a practical matter,
involvement in the Lee investigation ended in August 1997, when
he
however,
went to W
Washington for severalweeks of training. After his return, SSA
appointed supervisor of the White Collar Crime Squad, and its supervisor, SSA
appointed supervisor of
Thus, SSA{BLANK}was the
supervisor responsible for the Wen Ho Lee investigation from the time it was formally
opened in lateMay 1996 until he left for training in August 1997. (Id.)

SSA{BLANK}

Athens,Greece.{BLANK}12/1/99)

{BLANK}was

SSA{BLANK}squad.

SSA{BLANK}wasanexperienced

{BLANK}

career had been devoted to

Fromthatperspective, hewas b1

FCIworkand, inparticular, to matters
theidealsupervisor-asenior FBI

expertise and thejudgment

espionageinvestigationinvolving{BLANK}

of the Lee investigationwas, inseveralmaterial

I

respects,deficient:

I

wasthesupervisorthatselectedSA{BLANK}tobethe

case agent on c Lee investigation. No decision in an investigation is mort
important than the choice of caseagent and, inthis case, thatchoicewas ill
options werelimited, buttheywere not
error. It is true that SSA
in
fact,
c
casecould
not have been assignedto SA
non-existent.

{BLANK}
{BLANK}orSA{BLANK}thenSSA{BLANK}shouldhavefoughtforthe
permanent transfer to o Santa Fe
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of an experienced FCI agent to take

FBI
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responsibility.[177] Simply put, there were alternatives other than to
assign one of the most significant and important espionageinvestigationsin
our nation to an agent who SSA
himself
viewed as a "marginal
performer.”[178]
on this

{BLANK}

(U) SSA{BLANK}supervision of SA

SA{BLANK}was

restrained
and
intermittent, when it needed to be intense an consistent.
By October
1996, FBI-HQwas so frustrated with the pace of the investigationthat it
complained directly to SSA
According to a memorandum SSA
wrote at the time: "SA
sic] has not been too vigorous
in pursuing this case" and
moved to correct this problemby

SSA{BLANK}has

{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}states that at the beginningof the investigation he did discuss

{BLANK}

the possibility of transferring two senior agents to the Division to
work the case ut decided that this would take too long and might result in the Division
getting agents who had seniority but did not have substantial FCI training.

with SSA

SSA{BLANK}from

{BLANK}

12/1/99) Neither reason should have deterred
seeking the
senior agents. First, even ifit did take severalmonths to get the rightagenton site, it

wouldcertainlyhavebeenworthit. Second, FBI-AQcouldhavesoughtthe”specialty

transfer” ofsenioragentswithFCIexperience-whichispreciselywhatitdidseekin
March1997, whenitattemptedto replace
a”SpecialAgentwithas

(AQI6327),andagaininJuly1997,whenit

muchNFIPexperienceasispractical
attemptedtoreplacetheretiring
experience andtraining.” (AQI6338) Inbothcases,FBI-AQ

agents-SA{BLANK}toexperience.(AQI6341{BLANK}9/7/99;{BLANK}9/10/99)
replaceSA{BLANK}andSSA{BLANK}(toreplaceSA{BLANK}

-withsignificant

by
not
and would never have recommended S

HQ.{BLANK}12/1/99)
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sic] as of two weeks ago.”[179]
assuming direct supervision of
had
(FBI 706) What is significant aboutthis statement i s that SSA
been SA
direct supervisor continuously since March 1995.
Hesupervised
n two capacities: first, since August 1990,
SSA{BLANK} been the National Foreign Intelligence Program coordinator
and, thus, had programmatic responsibilities for all FCI investigations (FBI
was also the supervisor of the
16137); second, since April 1995, SSA
Santa Fe RA and thus was the supervisor
every agent in the Santa Fe RA
6/22/99; AQI 6298; 6594) If
including of course, SA
as not being sufficiently supervised prior to FBI-HQ's
October
intervention, the responsibility lay with SSA
andnot
with someone else."[180]

{BLANK}

SA
had

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

1996

SA{BLANK}{BLANK}

{BLANK}

[179](U) See also a memorandum from UC{BLANK}to SSA{BLANK}created on or
notes that he s spoke with SSA
about October 18, 1996, in which U
let
"themanagementof this case." UC
commitmentto assume direct supervision ofthe case “run its course for while...{BLANK}

{BLANK} SSA{BLANK}to

described it as a “filler” task which SA
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(U) SSA{BLANK}permitted, or at least acceded to, FBI-HQ running the Lee
investigation from Washington. As is discussed below, one of the
significant problems in the managemento f this case was thatit was a field
office case being run by a supervisor 1600 miles away. Consequently,
priorities and tasking for the case were being set in Washington rather than
in Albuquerque and, on a matter as critical as the FISA application, the
Albuquerque Division's role was reduced to that of proof-reader.[181] SSA
could have altered this dynamic through more intense supervision of
and by aggressively taking charge of the investigation.
Instead it was FBI-HQ that controlled the investigation
and determined its
investigative priorities. See e.g.,SA
July 11,1996
memorandum setting forth SSA
priorities for the investigation.
(AQI 957)

SA{BLANK}and

{BLANK}

(U)
SSA{BLANK}does not appear to have recognized the
of this investigation or, if he did recognize it, to give it the priority it
deserved. Thus, in both SSA
National Foreign Intelligence
.-Program"Strategic Plan' for
{BLANK}
Y 1997, issued September 13,1996, as well
critical importance

as inhis "Reviewof FY 1997 Goals and Objectives' for the National
Foreign Intelligence Program, issuedJuly 1, 1997,the Lee investigation is
listed asthe tenthobjective of the thirdgoal of the Division's National
Foreign Intelligence Program, i.e.,the very last objective of the entire
National ForeignIntelligence Program. (FBI 16118,16057)

SoSSA{BLANK}di
s
cussedt
h
emat
t
e
rwi
t
h
SSA{BLANK}andl
e
t
S
SA{BLANK}bet
h
eone
whodeniedtherequestfortranslation. (Id.)

SSA{BLANK}characterizedSSA{BLANK}

handlingofthematterasfollows:”Thisisamanager who isn’tmanaging.”
7/23/99)

(U) See e.g., this statement by FBI-AQ concerning the Wen Ho Lee
investigation, which was made as part of the interrogatorieswhichFBI-AQ completed in
anticipation of its 1998 inspection: "Most of the FISA requestwas writtenby FBI-HQ.
AQ assisted by furnishing additional information and proof reading.” (FBI 16235)
[181]
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(U)SSA{BLANK}initially recognized the importance of, and pursued, the
issue of gaining access to Wen Ho Lee’s computer files. See Chapter 9.
However, afterreviewing the matter with
November 1996,
and being
told
by SSA
that a FISA warrant would be required,
essentially droppedthe issue. Indeed, it was so dropped that
even when the FISA application was being prepared, SSA
did not
insist on computer search authorization.[182] Nor did
any
steps to insure that SA{BLANK}aggressivelypursued the gathering of
information concerning matters related to waivers, banners and the like,
even though there were clear signs in the cast file itself that such a pursuit
might be productive.[183]

SSA{BLANK}in

SSA{BLANK}essential ydropped

SSA{BLNK}take

[182](U) FBI-AQ clearly had wantedcomputer search authorization. See. e.g., SA

{BLANK}May 20,1997 note to the file in which he states that FBI-AQwants to include in
the FISA application search authority for Lee’s home and office computers and other
items. (AQ5353,5354) There is no record,however, that either
complained when
hejust “wants to get up on the phones
right now” (AQ 5348) or when they reviewedthe FISA draft application and observed
that it did not contain computer search authority. (AQI 5255)

SSA{BLANK}orSA{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}told SA{BLANK}that

{BLANK}
theNationalSecurityDivisionoftheNationalSecurityLaw
{BLANK}
[183](U) SA{BLANK}placedintothecasefileseveralsignificantcomputer
access-related documents from LANL(AQI 1079)that shouldhave been, butwere

enver,transmittedtoeither

inFBI-AQ’scasefile,SSA{BLANK}certainlywasaccountableforitscontents. Andin
explicitpromisetoFBIthose fileswere boththe LANL documents and
HQ that hewould forward the LANLdocumentsto
uponreceiptsothatthe
NSLUcould determine whether the FBIcould gain access to Lee’s e-mail pursuant to
LANL authority.
the "ball" by not

SA{BLANK}concedes that he ”dropped”

inquiries

theLANLdocuentstotheNSLU

8/12/99), but so did SSA

haw ledto additional
Had these documents been sent to the N
that would have uncoveredLee’s signed waiver and it might have ledthe
NSLU to reevaluate the “expectation of privacy” issue.
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SSA{BLANK}should havecaused a thorough examination of both
the DOE AI and the underlying predicate for the AI. At least, he should
examine - the
have insisted on examining - or having S
"walk-in"document, which FBI-HQ received from the CIA on{BLANK}
{BLANK} but which FBI-HQ never showed to the case agent actually
responsiblefor the investigation."' This bears repetition:
most
who was the first case agent and the agent responsible

b6,b7c

SA{BLANK}

SA{BLANK}

b1

{BLANK}
the

-

“walk-in”document

s decisiontoopenafullinvestigationon

WenHoLee.

and in

8/12/99) Nor did SSA{BLANK}recall ever seeing the “walk-in” document.

{BLANK}6/22/99)
(U)It is not as ifSSA{BLANK}did not have an inklingthat the predicate
for the investigation was in some doubt. On August 22,1995 SA
ad sent FBI-HQa teletype approved by
which
as follows:

-

read,inpart,

SSA{BLANK}-

b1

[184](U)
While tho document could not leaveWashington (FBI 418) or go to
Albuquerque, no such constraints prevented tho case agent from leaving Albuquerque
and going to Washington.
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SSA{BLANK}which

(AQI 2944) Similarly, on October 10, 1995, SA
teletype to FBI-HQ - again approved by

sent another
expressed

similar reservations:

(U)
I . The damage assesment report is complete, and
somewhat of a consensus was reached. The report was provided to
Notra Trulock at DOE-HQ, who in turn gave it to DOE-OCI.

2.
b1

FBI

b6,b7c

3.
(AQI 2964) The possibility that the compromise might have occurred
somewhere other than at LANL was reinforced in a December 13, 1995
who participated in the conduct of the AI)
teletype from SA
to FBI-HQ and FBI-AQ. S
specifically named Lawrence
Livermore, Sandia, DOE-HQ and Pantex as other facilities
b1
(AQI 2986)

(U)Thus,

{BLANK}

with{BLANK}

Thus, SSA{BLANK}hadreason to question both the predicate for the
investigation andthe AI's conclusion focusing exclusively onWen Ho Lee
and his wife. Instead, FBI-AQ uncriticallyand unreservedlyacceptedthe
AIasifitwerefoundtruth.[185]

[185]
(
U)
FBI-AQ, FBI-HQ's direction, did send leads to the Washington Field
Office of the FBI to interviewa few of the individuals involved in the analytical process
at

leading up to the AI. But these interviews were conducted by WFO personnel without
the "Q" clearances. necessary for the receipt of Restricted Data and without necessary
background knowledge. Nevertheless even these interviews should have given SSA
DOE b6,b7c
{BLANK}pause. See the interview
1046).

of{BLANK}(AQI
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(U) SSA{BLANK}and the agents he supervised failed to recognize or

appreciatethe significanceof Wen Ho Lee’s continuing access to highly
classified material.[186] For the reasons stated in Chapter 18, this is a failure
on the part of both the FBI and DOE. The FBI's insistence that Lee's
access not be restricted while the investigation was ongoing,"' as well as
the failure of both DOE and the FBI to recognize the profound difference
between Lee's assigned tasks and Lee's actual access, or to appreciatejust
how much damage Lee could do from his own computer work station
without ever stepping into the LANL vault, are failures with potentially
grave consequences. SSA{BLANK}is by no means the only responsible
or even the most significant responsible party, but he, like S
and like
bear a measure of responsibilityfor

{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}does

did

(U) SSA{BLANK} take a number of steps in the right direction and they
should be noted as we :

(U)
SSA{BLANK}appropriately
recognized that SA{BLANK}would not be
able to handle the Wen Ho Lee investigation by himself. H was

SA{BLANK}andSA

instrumental in seeking and securing the assignment of
to the Division and certainly cannot be held responsible for ASAC
inappropriate decision to divert the agents to other assignments.

Dick’s

substantialefforts to insurethat SA{BLANK}was moving
rightdirection. Thisincludedinnumerable meetings
on track.[188] In addition, SSA{BLANK}attended critical

remained

OnedramaticconsequenceofthisfailurewasthefactthatLee
inapositionwhichpermittedhimto downloadontotapeextraordinarily
'

sensitivematerialin1997.

[187](U) As discussed in Chapter 18,Director Freeh revoked that insistence on
August 12,1997.

SSA{BLANK}ononthethe

notes indicate meetings with
[188](U) Forexample,SA
Lee investigation in April1997 on o 15th, 17th, 18th, and 29th; and in May

{BLANK}
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meetings and interviewson the case. See, e.g., a meeting with DOE
officialsat LANL on April 15, 1997 (AQI 5028), and the interview of{BLANK}
(AQI 1272).

(U)
Moreover, the AGRT would be
if it did not note that SSA
had a wide array of other responsibilities. In addition supervising the Wen Ho
remiss

{BLANK}

to

SSA{BLANK}supervised

investigation,
the rest of the National Foreign Intelligence
Program, which included of course the other very
significant FCI case referenced above,
and numerous other matters.[189] Moreover, SSA
so had responsibility for the
Santa Fe RA (until January 1997) and for FBI-AQ s Drug Program (until July 1,1997),
including the creation and supervisionofa multi-agency drug task force that ultimately
involvednumerous FBI agents, an IRS agent and a DEA agent.
6298) Moreover, because SSA{BLANK}was in Albuquerque and
Santa Fe,they did not have the benefit of the frequent informaland casual
communications that arc so beneficial to the guidance of a case.

SSA{BLANK}also

SA{BLANK}wasin

(U) Nevertheless, this investigation was SSA{BLANK}responsibility. Whatever

limitations the case agents brought to the case, whatever the logisticaldifficulties of
supervision, whatever other matters commanded his time, it was SSA
to insure that this important case was advanced appropriately and aggressively. That did
not happen and the immediate case supervisormust obviously bear significant
responsibility for that failure.

SSA{BLANK}obligation

b. (U)

SSA{BLANK}

{BLANK}

1997,whenhetook over

theWenHoLeeinvestigationfromSeptember
andbecametheNationForeign

2nd, 13thand 19th. (AQI 5028,5375,5362,5367, 5408,5355,5356) These are
undoubtedly only a small samplingof the numerous meetings which SSA{BLANK}held

[189](U)

concerning the investigation

(Kneir10/6/99)

SAC Kneir told the AGRT that SSA
amount of time on this otherhigh priority FCI case.
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Intelligence Program coordinator, until October 1998, when he left Albuquerque to
become LEGAT in Tokyo.[190]
8/12/97, 12/7/99)
background in the FBI was not FCI work; his assignment for the two years prior to
taking over SSA{BLANK}NationalForeign Intelligence Program responsibilities was as
FBI-AQ's White Collar Crime Squad supervisor.[191] (Id.)

SSA{BLANK}

enure as supervisor of e case was mark by one
significant{BLANK}
accomplishment, and one alone - the{BLANK}- andthat itself

can only be characterizedas an accomplishment because of a fortuitous event that took
place at the end of the operation. See Chapter IC That, in a nutshell, is what was right
andwhat was wrong about
as supervisor.

SSA{BLANK}tenure
(U) SSA{BLANK}took over the squad just after the FISAapplication had been

rejected by OIPR. He told the AGRT that he recognizedthat,inthe wake of the FISA
rejection, FBI-AQneeded to have an alternative investigativeplan. He said he discussed
this with both SAC Weber and SA
12/7/99) Nevertheless, there is no
evidence that FBI-AQtook substantial steps todesign and execute such a plan.[192]

SA{BLANK}

(U)

[190]

SSA{BLANK}like SSA{BLANK}hadother significantr

responsibilities

forward.(FBI15915)

beyond the National ForeignIntelligence Program. For example, SSA
charge ofthe Evidence ResponseTeamfromSeptember29,1997
was also FBI-AQ’s coordinator inpreparation forits 1998 inspection.
12/7/99)Evenas to his assignmentas coordinatoroftheNational Foreign

{BLANK}Proram,SSA{BLANK}hadresponsibilitiesbeyondthatofFCI.

TheNFIP

forexample,wasalsoresponsible forDomestic Terrorism (”DT”)
and
International Terrorism (”IT”).

(U)SSA{BLANK}joined

[191]
joinedtheAlbuquerqueDivisioninApril1995 and.
immediatelybecametheWhiteCollarCrimeprogramcoordinate. (Id.) Hewas
responsible for the White Collar Crime squad from April 24,1995 throughSeptember
28,1997, at which point he took over the National Foreign Intelligence Program and
SSA{BLANK}squad. (FBI15915)

area

(U) There
few discussions with SSA{BLANK}as to possible investigative
options, see, e.g., AQI 5331, but that is all.
[192]
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I

SSA{BLANK}had

(U) It is not that there was no alternative investigative plan.
written such a plan but it spent an unacceptable four months working its way out of FBIHQ. In that four month period, the most consistent theme in S
notes to his work file, or in other FBI-AQ files, is this: Where’s theplan?[193]
{BLANK}handwritten

SA

(U) There is something obviously and fundamentally wrong in the management of

a case when the field officeagent and his supervisor must wait, or are required to wait,
for FBI-HQ to tell it how to conduct its case.[194] After the FISA application was rejected,
two options open to him,neither of which he took He could have
sent a communication to FBI-HQformally advising FBI-HQas to what FBI-AQintended
to do with the case, which at the very least would have expedited a response fromFBIHQ; or, ifhe determined that FBI-AQ did need guidance or instructionfrom FBI-HQ, he
could have escalatedthe matterup to his SAC,James Weber, when the investigativeplan
was not forthcoming. Instead, the matter simply Ianguished and four months of
time was lost.

SSA{BLANK}had

THe

The most remarkable point that must be made about the four month delay
while FBI-AQwaited for the FBI-HQteletype is the reaction of FBI-AQpersonnel when

[193] (U) FBI-AQ'slong wait for “theplan?' is thesubject matter ofSA{BLANK}notes
datedAugust13,1997,August 19,1997,August22, 1997,August27, 1997,August28,

1997,September2, 1997,September5, 1997,September12, 1997,September24,1997.

September29,1997,October1,1997,October15,1997,October20,1997and
December 12, 1997. SeeSection”H(4)(e)(iv)” ofthis chapter.

UC{BLANK}recognizedthis,eventhoughitwashisunitthatgeneratedthe

[194](U)
investigativeplan or FBI-AQ. He said the December 19,1997 teletype,containingthe
investigativeplan, was”unusual [Whenyouhave to startputting [a]
office mouth its pretty damn embarrassing.”
on a time
AGRT he wrote the teletype because FBI-AQwas “screwingup and
bomb." He added that in a “normal investigation [I]wouldn't be telling the field what to

do”{BLANK} 12/15/99)
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they received i t : They largely ignored it,[195]
including one o f the few items listed
teletype that was mandatory, i.e., was to open preliminary inquiries
besides Wen Ho Lee and Sylvia Lee who were identified in the AI as potential suspects.
(AQI 01560)This was not done. Indeed, the preliminary inquiries still remained
unopened a year later.'" Significantly, SSA
to open the
preliminary inquiries (AQI 5503), but he never
tpursued
i
with S {BLANK}to he failed to
{BLANK}
didorder
do SO - even during their periodic file reviews. {BLANK}9/12/99) See Chapter '14.

on{BLANK} b1

SA

SSA{BLANK}principal priority in connection with the Lee
investigation should have been to move it forward aggressively and appropriately and
with dispatch. Yet virtually nothing happened on the case betweenAugust and
December 1997. As to the time period of January to August 1998, the
planned and did take place[197] but it took far too long to p an and execute[198]

{BLANK} b1

{BLANK}was

SA{BLANK}SAC

[195] (U) According to
Weber - who told the AGRT he did not
remember even seeing the teletype (Weber 10/28/99) viewed the teletype as
condescending, and that the teletypemade it look like FBI-HQ was running the case
{BLANK}9/12/99) - which, of course, it was.

-

[196](U)Thepreliminaryinquiries werefinallyopenedinMarch 1999{BLANK}

9/10/99), 15 months after FBI-HQ had o d d them opened.

the making and all of the FBI’sh o p were
SSAresponsible for the case shouldhave beenpresent for the
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and both the planning and the execution were flawed in multiple serious respects.

SSA{BLANK}

Chapter 14 And, finally, from August I998 until October 1998, when
left the Albuquerque Division, the investigation continued IO move at glacial speed. In
the month of September 1998, for example, almost nothing took place in the
investigation. One significant interview was conducted[199] and S
continued to
pursue the possibility that Lee was engaged in
{BLANK} possibility that was in fact without merit.
And that is it.

a

{BLANK}

b1

instructSA{BLANK}

(U)Another significant matter was SSA{BLANK} failure to
to reopen and reexamine the whole issue of gaining access to Wen Ho Lee's computer

b1

[198](U) ThiswasapointthatDirectorFreehemphasizedinhisinterviewwiththe
AGRT. (Freeh11/11/99)

DOE

[199](U)

ALANLscientist,bythenameof{BLANK}wasinterviewedon b6,b7c
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files following the FISA denial. After all, back in November 1996, SA{BLANK}had
indicated that Lee’s X Division had not yet gone through the on-lineregistration system a systemthat might consitute a waiver.[201] It was now almost two years later and yet no
one had checked back with LANL to determine if X Division personnel including Lee had now been registered on line. If they had done so, they would have learned that X
Division was fully registered by the spring of 1997.[202] See Chapter 9.

-

( U ) Finally, some of the same criticisms that can be lodged against SSA{BLANK}
a failure to examine the underlying predicate for the AI, a failure to review the "walkin" document, a failure to analyze the merits of the AI (as ASAC Lueckenhoff would
soon do) must also be attributed to SSA{BLANK}SA{BLANK}told the AGRT that he
could not have questionedthe validity of the AI because the ivnestigation was already
“likea train going 120 miles an hour." {BLANK}9/12/99) Putting aside the fact that
whatever else this investigation was, it was not "like a train going 120 miles an hour,"
FBI-AQ most certainly shouId have questioned the validity of the AI and its predicate.
The failure to do so is attributable to both the case agents responsible for the case, SA
SA{BLANK}and their immediate supervisors,
SSA

-

-

{BLANK}and

SSA{BLANK}and

toldtheAGRTthatwhilehedidreviewtheLeecasefile,
November 1996 documents conceringthe

iSSA{BLANK}told
ssue.{BLANK}12/7/99)

he docs not recall seeing
computersearch

[202](U)
the AGRT that, because of the handling of several
other cases, it was
assumption that a search warrant was requiredto search Lee’s
office computer and he furtherassumed that there were no banners on the LANL

computersorwaivers signedbyLee.
correct.

{BLANK}12/7/99)
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FBI Headquarters’ National Security Division
appropriatelyengagedinprovidingguidance and direction to the field and in ensuring
that the casewas pursued aggressively and with the proper commitment of resources?

H. (U) Were supervisory personnel in

1. (U) Introduction[203]

-

(U) Much that went right in this investigation but also a great deal that went
wrung is attributable to the handling of this case within NSD. That the case got as far
as it got is a testament principally to the tenacity and persistence of NSD and, in

-

FBI
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{BLANK}Thatthecasewasacatalogueofmissed
and misunderstandings is also, unfortunately,
to NSD and SSA

particular, to SSA

{BLANK}

a testament

Without NSD's active involvement and prodding, them would have been no case an if'
there had been a case, it would h
a
v
e sputtered to an end long ago. With NSD's
involvement, however, came a series of misjudgments and other problems that nearly
crippled the investigation.
2. (U) NSDPersonnel

(U) The personnel who had some involvement, or were in a position to have some
involvement, in the Lee investigationwere as follows:

Assistant Director, NSD

RobertBryant
John Lewis
NeilGallagher

(1993 to 3/97)

(3/97 tu 9/98)

(11/98 to 3/99)[204]

(U) See FBI-HQ organization chart at end of this Chapter.

[203]

[204] (U) AD Gallagher reamins in this position. Between AD Lewis and AD
Gallagher, Larry Torrence served briefly in an acting capacity.
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[209]

Again, as stated earlier in this chapter, the date March 1999 i s used
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SSA{BLANK}gaveSA{BLANK}

(U) Immediately following

the opening of the full investigation at FBI-AQ,

explicit guidance as to how to conduct

the investigation. (AQI954)

(U)

SSA{BLANK}along with SC DoyIe, traveled to FBI-AQ in July 1996 to

give the Division additional guidance on investigativestrategy and to
evaluate the needfor additional FBI resources. (AQI 957) He then assisted
in shepherding the request for the two additional agents through FBI-HQ

andinnotifyingFBI-AQthattherequestforadditionalagentshadbeen
approved. (AQI 984)

theoriginal{BLANK}forthefull
SSA{BLANK}draftertheoriginal

(FBI 591) and obtained OIPR’s approval
counterintelligence
of the full investigation onWen Ho Lee (AQI 1017)

(io
(U)SSA{BLANK}handledtheprocessingofnumerousnationalsecurity
letters forbankand creditcardrecords associatedwiththe Lees. See,e.g.,
AQI 1033,1099,1106.

U()At FBI-AQ's request (AQI 1096). S
for mail coverauthorization, whichwas
Attorney General. (FBI728,737)
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(U)
wrote the FISA LHM that was submitted to
OIPR on July 1, 1997, and worked closely with OIPR to revise the

b6
b7c

application several times.[210] (FBI 13185)

SSA{BLANK}drafted

(U) After the FISA application was rejected,
a new
investigative plan for FBI-AQ, which eventually worked itsway out of FBI
HQ and into the hands of SSA{BLANK}and SA{BLANK}(AQI1560)
e

b1

commitment and hard work He was also, however, responsiblefor several serious errors
that fundamentally and adversely affected the investigation.

4. (U) Whatwentwrong at NSD

(U)
BecauseNSDmicro-managedthisinvestigation,decisionthatnormally
wouldbemade intthe fieldwere, intead,made atFBI-HQ. A d severalofthose
decisions werewrong, withmaterial adverseconsequencefortheinvestigation.
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a. (U)

NSD’s unreasonablereluctance in

investigation

1995 to become

involved in the

(U) In the time period of June 1995 to September 1995, NSD should have become

far more directly engaged and involved in this investigation. Its reluctance to do SO went
beyond the appropriate bounds of healthy skepticismor due deference to DOE’s
expertise. Given the nature of the underlying allegation. andgiven the FBI’s preeminent

b6,b7cb )f”’,L

role in the investigation ofespionage, NSD should have done more.

(U) As early as June 28,1995, SSA{BLANK}received information from DOE
that

b1
(FBI 336) A similar messagecame into NSD from FBI-AQ:

NotraTrulock,Director,OfficeofEnergyIntelligence,

(AQI 2933) NSD clearlyunderstood

thatTrulockhadconcluded as ofJuly 1995that the

b1
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(FBI 344) We do nor suggest that this was necessarily enough for the FBI to open a full

b1
b1
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page149

b1
existence. Whatever the CIA’s obligation ma
existence of the walk-in document, by

have been to notify the

FBI of the

{BLANK}the FBI didknow of its existence
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and

(U) The FBI’s unwillingnessto seek out the walk-in document for itself[213]
was consistent with the FBI’s general reluctance to becomeinvolved in this matter.[216]
b. (U) NSD's undue deference to DOE
(U) From the beginning ofthe FBI's involvement in this matter, the FBI showed
an uncharacteristic willingness to defer to thejudgment of another agency onamatter
central to itsjurisdiction, i.e., the investigation of allegations of espionage.

(U) In the timeperiod of July 1995 through October 1995, NSD repeatedly
expressed the position that it was DOE not the FBI that needed to decide ifespionage
had been committed and it even looked to DOE to identify a subject.[217]

-

-

-
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I

[216](U) Forexample,on July 13,1995,NotraTrulockmetwithDADJohn

LewisandaskedthattheFBIjoinDOE’sdamageasessment/administrative
inquiry

team,referringtowhatwouldcometobeknownastheKindredSpiritAnalyticalGroup

(”KSAG”). According to the FBI’s ownrecordof this meeting,“FBI-HQ declined until
suchtime asDOEhad a primafacie case ofespionage.” (AQI2935)

[217](U) See,e.g., thefollowing:

(U)Froma July 12,1995 FBIbriefing memorandum(FBI344)
(U) [Thedirector of LANL] thought the FBI should be brought into this
page151

(U)
Whatever argument can be made for the FBI staying on the sidelinesof this
investigation prior to September 1995, the FBI should have asserted "primary
investigativejurisdiction""' after it received DOE's September25, I995 letter. This
letter, which was designed to enlist FBI support of DOE's AI, read in part:

[investigation], but no request for assistance was made to Santa Fe FBI:

FBIHQ advised Santa Fe to stay out of this until DOE decided it had a
prima facie case of espionage.

(U)
From a July 20,1995 airtel from FBI-HQto FBI-AQ (AQI 2935)

(U)
Trulock asked that the FBIjoin DOE'S damage
assessment/adminstrative inquiry team, but FBIHQ declined until such
time as DOE had a prima facie case of espionage.

FBI

b6,b7c

(U)From an August 4,1995 memorandum to the file, reflecting a telephone

{BLANK}and SA{BLANK}(FBI 13046)

conversation between SSA

I b1
(U) From an October 12,1995 communication fromFBI-HQ to FBI-AQ (FBI 3255):
(U) DOE has not requested the FBI conduct an investigation.

(U) From a November 3, 1995briefing memo from SC Doyle to AD Bryant (FBI400):

(U)
[A]t present this is a DOE investigation with FBI and CIA
assistance, but should subject be identified, FBI would be responsible
the

a

forthe espionageinvestigation.
[218]

(U) Seethe discussion of the DOE-FBI Memorandum of Understanding in

Chapter 7.
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b1
(FBI 13045) At this point, the FBI should have asserted its jurisdiction and taken over
this investigation.[219]

FBI
b6
b7C

(U) Nor is it a sufficient response to say that the FBI diddetail S
to support the DOE AI. SA
in the AI was quite limited; indeed, e
dropped out of the AI process more than two months before it was complete[220] and never
even saw the final version of the AI. In any case, there is an obvious world of difference
between a DOE inquiry supported by the FBI andan FBI investigation supported by
DOE. One preeminent distinction, of course, is that the ultimatejudgment in a DOE AI is
controlled by DOE,not by the FBI, a distinctionwith great significance in this
investigation. See Chapter 7.

{BLANK}involvement

SA{BLANK}

(U)
By

September 1995, the analyticalportion of DOE’s work was complete
and the message communicated to the FBI was that it was "highly probable" that
classified nuclear weapons design information hadbeen "illegally" acquired by the PRC.
In other words; DOE had made precisely the judgment that
repeatedly
said the FBI was waiting for: ajudgment that espionage had been committed, Now the
issue was a traditional “whodunit.” A suspect or group of suspects needed to be
identified. This issue of culpability which was the sole subject matter of the DOE AI

SSA{BLANK}had

-



didrequirespecialexpertise. ButthatexpertisedidnotresideinDOE;itlayintheFBI.[221]
[219] (U) Deputy Director Bryant told the AGRT that, upon reflection, the FBI
probabIy shouldhave taken over the investigation at this time. (Bryant 11/15/99)

SA{BLANK}received another assignment that rendered him unavailable.
[221]
AD Galla&= emphasized this point to the AGRT. He stated that one of
the lessons learned from the Wen Ho Lee investigation is that ifthe FBI is goingto
inherit an investigation involving a matrix an effort to narrow a list of suspects by
examining pertinent criteria it needs to be involved in the creationof the matrix. An
office with experience in UNSUB espionage investigations, like the Washington Field

-

-
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(U) The FBI's unwillingnessto assume primary investigative jurisdiction was
consequential, to say the least. It led to the creation of an A I that was flawed in multiple,
material respects. See Chapter 7.

(U) The deference shown to DOE in connection with the AI was only one
example, albeit an extraordinarily significant one, of the FBI showing undue deference to
DOE. There were, unfortunately, other such examples:
Even after the FBI had launched its full investigation ofWen Ho
Lee, the FBI deferred to DOE the detrmniaoitn

b1
the predicate for an FBI investigation.

Office, should have created the matrix. (Gallagher 10/28/99)

FBI

b6,b7c

[222](U) SSA{BLANK}did order FBI-AQ
to interview DOE scientists (AQI 957) but
rather, to document it should there ultimately

this was not done to test the predicate but,
be a prosecution. SSA
interviewed or an October 31,1995 DO

t the scientists needed to be
written up, in the event of a trial. He
told
“ifwe get lucky, this thing is going to trial? {BLANK}
This point was emphasized to DOE as well, which was told on or about August 19,1996

SA{BLANK}thatSSA{BLANK}toldSA{BLANK}
page154

12/15/99)

b1

(U)
NSD

acceded to DOE's decision to interview and polygraph Lee in
December 1998. According to a memorandum AD Gallagherwrote to
Director Freeh prior to the interview and polygraph, NSD had ”no
objection"to DOE's decision. (FBI 07652,07721,01408) It shouldhave
objected.[224] Permitting Wackenhut to conduct the polygraph of the

that an FBI agent would soon be coming to DOE to meet with someone to take a

DOE
b6,b7c

{BLANK}ananalystwhoworkedforTrulock,
conveyedthismessagefrom
the FBI:"Cautionwas given not to say anything that one would not be comfortable
statement.

testifying on a witness stand." (FBI 674)
[223]

b6,b7c

That the FBI needed to thoroughly examine the predicate should

DOE doing the polygraph

page155

principal subject of a multi-year FBI investigation concerning an allegation
of incalculable significance was clearly a mistake, and not an insignificant
one either. See Chapter 17.[225]
c. (U) NSD should haverecognized the flaws of the AI

FBi
b6
b7c

SSA{BLANK}and

{BLANK}

read the DOE AI "cover to cover" and a copy
(U)
U
went to SC Doyle as well.[226]
12/15/99) There is no reason why these NSD
officials in May 1996 could not have done what ASAC Lueckenhoff did in December

"shocked" to learn that DOE was going to do it and that it was a "done deal”{BLANK}
9/7/99), SAC Kitchenregisteredno objection and it was SAC Kitchen, of course, who
spoke for the Division.(Kitchen 9/10/99;Curran2/9/00) SAC Kitchen told the AGRT
that he had heard that Wackenhut was pretty good and Ed Curranvouched for them.
(Kitchen 9/10/99) Director Freeh told the AGRT that the FBI not DOE - should have
done the first interview and polygraph of Wen Ho Lee. (Freeh 11/11/99)

-

[225]Norisitrenderedanylessamistake bythespeculativepossibilitythatLee

b6
b6,

b7c

mightbemorereceptivetobeingapproached

byDOEthanby

theFBI. Justtheopposite

wouldhavebeenlinkedto{BLANK}
earlyin{BLANK}8/12/99)
themorningsothatLANLpersonnelwould

matter to”thelocal FBI

hadspecificallytoldLeethathewasgoingtoreportthe
possible follow-up.”(FBI 1350) AnFBIapproach
their
commenttoWenHoLee. Moreover, giventhehighly

classifiedandsensitivenatureofthe
LANLwasnotunusual. Indeed,

conducted atLANL, the
FBI’s presence at

told the AGRT that hewould routinely

standoutsidetheLANLentrance

know that the FBI was on site that day.
Morever, as SSA
Id the AGRT, having DOE o c invetview and polygraph of Lee would not
have been of less concernto Lee thanhaving the FBI do it. DOE, after all,
"could take hisjob.” {BLANK}9/10/99) See Chapter 15.

necessarily
[225]

(U) SC DoyIe said he “probably”read it. (Doyle 10/19/99)
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b1

SA{BLANK}explicitly

FBI

giventhe fact that
advisedNSD that it needed to do more than
simply open an investigation on Wen Ho Lee. One of his last acts as a participantin the
AI process was to give FBI-HQ a piece of important advice: He told

SSA{BLANK}that

b6
b7C

(U)Whatever presumption of validity NSD

[227]

{BLANK}involvementinit,theyalsoknewthat

gave to theAI because of SA

SA{BLANK}had

beenreassignedtwo

knownthatthefinalAI
months before the AI's completion. They knew or
work product but, rather, that it h i s a
report could not fairly be described as SA
on
DOE
assumptions Indeed, SA
DOE document createdby DOE personnel as
{BLANK}never even read the final AI report. See Chapter 7.

{BLANK}

overdue and, as
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b6, b7c

b1
have been addressed in a timely fashion by the FBI itself"' Instead, there was just one
consequence of the AI: the opening of a full investigation on Wen Ho Lee and hiswife,
Sylvia.[232] Much more needed to be done.

FBI
b6

b7c

[229]
(
U)
S
A{BLANK}
told the AGRT that he told SA{BLANK}that UNSUB
investigation
dunk" and, ifhe was the responsible Supervisor, he would
the

was a ”slam

open a full investigation on Wen Ho Lee. {BLANK}12/14/99)
[230]

also

(U) SSA{BLANK}did not recallreceiving a recommendation from s

SA{BLANK}

to either opes the case as an UNSUB or to conduct additional investigation at other
locations or involving other suspects.
It isreasonable to conclude,

SA{BLANK}

{BLANK}12/15/99)

SA{BLANK}advicewascommunicatedtoSSA{BLANK}sinceitis

however,that
consistentwith
writtenplan�or additional investigative activitythatneeded
to be conducted. (FBI 15868) SeeChapter7.

[231]TheformerSectionChiefof{BLANK}SteveDIllard, toldthe AGRTthat,

inhindsight, anUNSUB case shouldhavebeenopenedwhentheFBIlearnedoftheloss

ofweaponsdesigninformation.(Dillard8/6/99)

[232](U) FBI-HQ did not instructFBI-AQto openthe preliminary inquiriesonthe
otherLANLpersonneluntilitsDecember1997teletypetoFBI-AQand,then, itwasin

responseto OIPR’s concernsabout the failure to investigate the other individuals named
inthe
rather than inresponse to FBI-HQ'sownreading; ofthe AI.
w'hy
FBI-HQ
did nothing (until1999) when FBI-AQ ignored the
That may explain
instruction to open the preliminary inquiries.

AI{BLANK}7/23/99),
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b1

d. (U) NSD personnel never appropriately addressed its
FBI-AQ’s handling of the investigation

FBI

probelmswith

told the AGRT that the ivnestigationwas a “disaster” in the

b6

b7c

never availed itself of a
variety of available mechanisms to complain about FBI-AQ's handling of the case.

b1

UC{BLANK}to

(U)This issue goes substantially beyond the failure of either SSA{BLANK}
or
aboutofthe
diversion issue. There were a host of other
deficiencies incomplain
the handling
thistwoagent
investigationby Albuquerque Division, including SA
adequacy, SA{BLANK}limitations, the sluggish pace of the investigation,
the clear absence
initiative and self-direction, and FBI-AQ's pursuit of unproductive
detours e.g., the
There was much to complain about and yet, prior to
October 31,1998,when UC{BLANK}and SSA{BLANK}did complain to ASAC
Lueckenhoff, there were few complaints.

{BLANK} {BLANK}al egations).

(U)
The opportunities

to complain were present:

First,the unit could have insisted on insuring that SAC Weber and SAC
Kitchen were briefed on problems in the case before they assumedtheir new duties in
(U)

Albuquerque. Neither were briefed. (Weber 10/28/99;Kitchen 9/10/99)
(U) Second, at anypoint the unit or section chief could havepicked up the
telephone and complained to ASAC Dick or SACWeber about the handling of the case at
the field office level. This was not done either. (Weber 10/28/99; Dick 7/29/99)' Nor is
there any indication that complaints were communicated to SAC Kitchenprior to his
hearing &om ASAC Lueckenhoff in November 1998 about NSD's concerns. (Kitchen
9/10/99) And, while it does appear that SSA{BLANK}did initially complain to SSA{BLANK}
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b1

T h i r d , the unit could have availed itself of the inspection process, which
FBI-AQ underwent in August 1998, to resister its complaints about FBI-AQ’s handling
of this case. {BLANK}was required to complete questionnaires (called “interrogatories”)
concerning FBI-AQ’shandling of its National Foreign Intelligence Program
investigations. Those interrogatories were completed and then incorporated into
overall response.
final response, there is not a singlereference to problems
with FBI-AQ’shandling
o the “Kindred Spirit” investigation. (FBI 16267 to 16378)
This is obviously because
Contribution to the final interrogatories also omits any
reference to, orcomplaint about,FBI-AQ‘s handling ofthe “KindredSpirit“
investigation.[234] (FBI 21846 to 21858) This is a particular falure on the part of NSD
since the interrogatories explicitly asked questions that presented
exceptional
opportunity to express their concerns.[235]

{BLANK}

b1
:

{BLANK}an

FBI
b6

b7c

u

numerous times and they never mentioned that they were dissatisfied With
FBI-AQ’shandling of the “Kindred Spirit” investigation.

{BLANK}12/7/99)

UC{BLANK}intended

[234](U) There issome reason to believe that
SSA{BLANK}to
make some reference to the Kindred Spirit investigation or inclusuion in the
interrogatories (FBI 21847) but there is no reason to conclude that such a reference
would have addressedFBI-AQ‘s deficiencies in the handling ofthe matter. ‘Inany case,
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b1

(U)InterrogatorynumberII.9:”(U)IsthereaneedfortheassignedAssistant

InspectortopersonnalycontactspecificpersonnelinNSDpriortothebeginningofthis
inspection? Ifso, provide the name(s) and extension(s).” The response to the question
None known to{BLANK}Unit.” (FBI21858)

was:
[236](U)AccordingtoDeputyDirectorBryant,

problems with the “Kindred Spirit”investigation even
Nevertheless, said Deputy Director Bryant, it would
tell the inspectors prior to the inspection of its p
case. (Bryant 11/15/99)
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inspectors

shouldhave identified

that{BLANK}problems

Chick Doyle[237] and Dillard,[238] there i s no evidence
with FBI-AQ b1
were communicated by NSD personnel to Director Freeh,[239] Deputy Director Bryant,""
AD Lewis[241] or DAD Larry Torrence.[242]

FBI {BLANK}in
b6
b7c

If{BLANK}

solution to the problem with FBI-AQ was not to complain, what b1
was it? The answer is evident throughout the documentary record of the case: SSA
effect., became the direct supervisor and, at times, the case agent, for the Wen

[237](U)
Specifically, in October and November 1996, there were several
communications between SSA
Doyle concerning

d SC Doyle and between UC{BLANK}and SC
lack ofvigor. (FBI706,13042,
705,711,11850-52)

SA{BLANK}

Chiefof{BLANK}

[238] SC Dillard told the AGRTthat afterthis arrival as the Section
in January 1997, U
briefed him on problems in the case,

{BLANK}in

b1

{BLANK}

specificallythat the case
languished an moved too slowly because of an inept case
agent. SC Dillard offered to call SAC Weber but was told that the case hadjust been
reassigned [to
that a call was unnecessary. He never did talk to SAC
Weber aboutthe investigation. (Dillard 8/6/99) See also FBI 11620,13040.

SA{BLANK}and

(U)
On this point, Director Freeh told the AGRT that no one raised questions

[239]

or problems about the Lee investigation to him. (Freeh 11/11/99)

[240](U)Deputy
Bryanttold
management’s
[241]AD
Lewis didtelltheAGRTthathewas aware ofcomplaints thatFBIAQwasnotaggresivelypursuingthecase butthosecomplaints camefromNotra
Director
the AGRT that FBI-HQ upper
knowledge of the “Kindred Spirit” investigationwas too lmited

Trulock,not fromwithinNSD. AD Lewis said that SC Dillardtoldhimhewas taking
care of it. (Lewis 7/6/99) Itis not clearwhen Trulock complainedto AD Lewis.
Trulock ”offered”to callLewis backinNovember1996 aboutthe lackof actionor
1715)but Lewis’referenceto SC Dillard-who served as
Section Chiefof
fromJanuary 1997 through August 1998 (Dillard8/6/99)-would
suggestthat
Trulock’s complaint occurred at a later point in time.

(U)DAD Torrence told the AGRT he was never apprised that FBI-AQ was

[242]

not properly conducting the investigation. (Torrence 7/30/99)
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b1
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b7c

Ho Lee investigation Until December 1998, there was hardly a decision made in this
case that was not initiated by SSA
r approvedby
As SA{BLANK}
said: “Therewas always a question: Whoserunning this case? Headquartersor AQ? In
mind, this was a Headquarters case and he thought he was making the
only controlled the strategic and
investigativedirection of the case but he controlled the minutia of it as well.[244] The
problem with this micro-management is that: (1) SSA{BLANK}
was 1600 miles away and
could never provide the day-to-day intense supervision, or have the detailed knowledge,
course, had multiple other responsiblities;[246]
thecaserequired;[245] (2)
(3) No field office wanted FBI-HQto be telling it how to run its case;[247]and (4) To use

{BLANK}
decisions.”{BLANK} 9/12/97) SSA{BLANK}not

SSA{BLANK}[243]

SSA{BLANK}of

[243] (U) According to SSA{BLANK}by December 1998 he was no longer
control of the case. The case was being directed at a much more senior level.

{BLANK}

7/28/99)

b1
(FBI 702,AQI 1056,13041), and a
variety of issues cocerning FBI-AQ’s difficulties in obtainingnecessary background
records. (AQI 1064, FBI 13041
7/23/99 12/15/99)

{BLANK} and

factwasthatseveral
got lost m connection b1

anFBI-HQ program
[247](U) This point was illustratedby SAC Weber’s reactionto SSA
concerning the investigative directionofthe case. According
December 1997teletype

SSA{BLANK}
toldhimthatSACWeberviewedtheteletypeas

{BLANK}
{BLANK}9/10/99)
“condescending”

to

t the teletype made it look as ifFBI-HQ was runningthe case.
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the curent vernacular, this micro-management of a field officecase presented an ongoing
issue of who “owned” the problem of the Wen Ho Lee investigation. To the extent that
FBI-HQ controlled the investigation, it undermined FBI-AQ’s responsibility for, and
authority over, the conduct of the case.

FBI
b6
b7c

SSA{BLANK}at ributes

(U) Consequently, and not a little bit ironically, some of the very problems which
solely to FBI-AQ’s mismanagement of the case arc, in fact,
attributable,at least in part, to the problematic relationship between FBI-HQ and FBIAQ, which persisted until late 1998.

e. (U)
NSDcontributed to some of the delays in the investigation

FBI

b6
b7c

(U) The unfortunate delays that characterized this investigationare principally
attributable to the Albuquerque Division. Having said that,NSD must also bear art of
the responsibility for the languid pace of this investigation. Despite SSA
considerable efforts on behalfofthe investigation at various points in time, thesedelays
are indicative of the fact that the case never had the priority withinNSD that it warranted
prior to December 1998.

SSA{BLANK}

i. (U) July 1995 to May 1996
(U) From the beginning, FBI-AQ was more anxious to get involved and moving
on this investigation thanNSD was to have itget involved.
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indicating that he and SA{BLANK}wouldbe going to Lawrence LivermoreNational
Laboratory ("LLNL") in early April 1996 to conduct the LLNL portion of its review of
documents in support of the AI. (DOE2449) One week later on March 26,1996,{BLANK}

page165

b1

v
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(U)
Thus, at the time FBI-HQ instructed FBI-AQ to open the Lee full
investigation, it already knew that the bonafides of the source of "a major basis" for the
Lee investigation (AQI 992) was in doubt. These doubts should have - and could have[249]

- been resolved before the full investigation was opened; they should not have
necessitated the suspension of an ongoing investigation.

FBI
b6
b7c

b1

{BLANK}12/15/99) pending review of the issue with DOE and OIPR.[251]

Had SSA

b1

AnFBIbriefingmemodatedAugust1,1996makesthispointclearly:

(U)Although
enoughcredible information tojustify our
investigationmay now exist, it is necessary that we ask DOE to revisit its
September, 1995, conclusion before we continue. It is also necessary that
the basis for this investigationbe discussed with OIPR before we again
proceed.
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which
{BLANK}apprised OIPR of this matterprior to its approval of the
occurred on July 31, 1996 (FBI 672), the investigation could have proceeded with no
suspension at all.[252]

{BLANK}

b1

(U) In an investigation where momentum was both scarceand fleeting, the
August suspension was unfortunate and, more significantly, avoidable.

iv. (U) August 1997 to December 1997
(U) From August 12, 1997, when OIPR denied the FISA application, until
December 19,1997, when NSD transmitted an ivnestigativeplan to FBI-AQ, the'
investigation was essentiallystalled. This delay was avoidable for a variety of reasons.
(U) First, and at its most basic level, it was avoidable because FBI-AQshould
have been submitting an investigative plan to FBI-HQ, not the other way around. It was,
after all, a field officecase. And, for all of FBI-AQ's problems, it was not as ifthe field
office was incapable of submitting such a plan. It should have been instructed to do so.

(U)
Second, it was avoidable because many of the same items in the December
19,1997 teletype were addressed in an August 11,1997telephone call between

SA{BLANK}
FBI
b6

b7c

I

b1
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b1

FBI

SSA{BLANK}[253]

and
(AQI 5331) FBI-AQcould have been working on their "To Do" list
in August 1997 instead of in January 1998.[254]

Third, there is really no excuse for the four months it took for this teletype to
work its way out of FBI-HQ.The AGRT recognizes, of course, that the section during
this period of time had other very significant matters on its plate, in particular, the
CAMPCON and JAGGED EDGE campaign financing investigations. SC Dillard told
the AGRT that these two investigations required innumerable meetings and that an
enormous amount of time was spent preparing for and attending briefings.[255] Moreover,
the{BLANK}unitduring this time period was also significantlyinvolved in matters ancillary
to the Wen Ho Lee investigation.[256] Nevertheless, the only way to interpret the four

[253](U)SA{BLANK}notes

ofthis telephone conversation list seven of the 14 items
in the December 19,1997 teletype, including such significant matters
as the need to pursue further investigationof Lee's PRC intern and the need to interview
the Lees' former supervisors. (Compare these notes, at AQI 5331,to the December 19,
I997teletype, at AQI 1560.)

b6,b7c ultimately covered

(U) Even ifFBI-HQ insisted on providingFBI-AQ a formal investigativeplan

[245]

and,therefor,neededonetobeprepared,itwaspreparednolaterthanSeptember24,
1997 and probably severalweeks before that date.(FBI 1105) Thus,by the end of

Septemberatthe latest,FBI-AQ couldhave had the planinhand.

b1

the
Chiefofthe{BLANK}section,heeithertestifiedorattended120-130briefings.
S

8/6/99) In ad

AGRT that in theyear and ahalfthat he was Section
(Dillard
addition, SC Dillard saidthat, formuch of 1997, the positionof Deputy

Dillard told

AssistantDirectorintheNationalSecurityDivisionwasvacant,resultinginSection

Chiefs having to handlebriefings and testimonythatnormallywould be handled bythe
Deputy Assistant Direcotr. (Id.)

[256]
(
U)
Inparticular, the unitwas involved in layingthe groundwork for what
wouldultimatelybecomePDD-61reformingCounterintelligenceatDOE,aswellasin
various NSC briefings on matters related to Chineseespionage, as well as in a CIA
analyst of the state of Chinese nuclear weapons development.
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months o f delay it took his teletype to work its way out of FBI-HQ is to conclude that i t
was simply not a priority matter.[257]

FBI
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b7c

How

did i t take four months to get this teletype out of FBI-HQ? The records
indicate the following: (1) SSA{BLANK}sentthe draft teletype up his chain of command
some time prior to September 24,1997 (FBI 1105); (2) On September 24, 1997, SSA
{BLANK}gaveanother version to SC Dillard and SC Dillard was told that "wehad to keep
it moving"(FBI 1105); (3) On October 6, 1997, SC Dillard sent it back to theunit with
an additional investigativeoption
instructions to insert
it was back on SC Dillard'sdesk with the
12013); (4)ByOctober15,
inserted (AQI 5524); and (5) On December 4,1997, it is redated and resubmitted
Dillard,[258] and finallyapproved for dissemination on or about December 19,1997.

b1

(FBI

1997,

[257]Certainly, that was the implicit message communicatedto FBI-AQ in its

numerous frustrating efforts to find out what was holding up the investigative plan.
notes on the following dates: 8/13/97 (conversation with SSA
e.g., plan o attack"to be sent to Director for his approval; SA{BLANK}should “sittight”
"new
and would have the plan b "Monday" (AQI 5326)); 8/27/97 ("have not received
communicationfrom
(AQI 5320));9/5/97 (SSA
SeventhFloor approval before giving him instructions onpotentially
s (AQI 5118)); 9/29/97 (conversationwith SSA
m the nearfuture,
it is aproved. Thereis a lotinthere forme to
do.”(AQI 5535)); ;10/1/97 (”communication”is awaiting section chief’s approval (AQI

SA{BLANK|

sentto[SA{BLANK}

5531)); 10/15/97

SSA{BLANK}

{BLANK}.”

SSA{BLANK}”Iwt il be

once

teletype;SCDillardhaslookedatitand
now on SC Dillard’s deskagain (AQI
b1
upper management approves it (AQI5552)); and

(teletypecoming
saysoutgoing communication is”hanguponupper mgr’sdesk”

5524));10/23/97
(AQI
12/12/97
5514)).
(SSA

[258](U)Itisnotclearwhatcausedtheresubmissionandredatingoftheteletype. A

note is appendedto the draft teletypethat reads asfollows: “Redated 3rd time 12/4/97+
givento SWD [Steven W. Dillard]. SWD toId
print of this commo.” (FBI 1105)

JRK.{BLANK}he can’tfind last
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It is certainlytrue that the unit and section did believe it was necessary to
communicateto upper management that the investigation was about to take a riskier

course of action, one that might alert Wen Ho Lee to the fact that he was under
investigation. But that message was explicitly communicated to Director Freeh on
August 14, 1997 - just two days after OIPR rejected the FlSA application.[259] It was
reinforced in a second note that SC Dillard sent to AD John Lewis on September 12,
1997.[260] Thus, as of September 12, I997 if not as of August 14, 1997 - there was no
impediment to{BLANK}
immediately
issuing its investigative plan to FBI-AQ. It just was b1
not done. It was, said UC
bureaucraticdithering" that caused the delay.
{BLANK}
b6,b7c 7/19/99)

-

FBI

{BLANK}

[259](U)OnAugust14,
1997,AD John Lewis
as follows:

sent a note to Director Freeh that

read in part

(U) Up to this point in our investigation, we have been focusing on
obtainingjustification for elsur [electronic surveillance], while at the same
time limitingourselves to non-alerting investigative steps so asto not let
the subjectsknow theyare under suspicion. Since our initialelsur
applicationhas beenrejected, we nowintend to pursue a more aggressive
but riskycoursewhichwill include interviews of coworkers, former

supervisors,andassociates.
(FBI 13331)

[260](U)The note reads in part as follows:

(U)This

is to advise that we will now direct the Albuquerque
FBI
Division to expand the scope of this investigation to include potentially b7c
alertingleadssuchasinterviewsofco-workers andassociates,trash
b7D

coverage,physicalsurveillanceand{BLANK}

(FBI 130203) (emphasis in original)
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b7E

v.

(U) February 1998 to April 1998

b1
best man for the job. This cost the investigation at least two months but, as further
described in Section “f,” it cost the investigation far more than that.
vi. (U) September 1998 to December 1998

For
{BLANK}it

the reasons set forth in Section “h(ii),”below, NSD should have made a
substantialand serious effort in September 1998 to persuade OIPR that, in light of the
now had sufficient probable cause to proceed with a FISA
application. A substantial and serious effortwas never made, seebelow; what was
eventually made was an insubstantial and casual effort but even that did not take place
until December 1998.

(U)
Had an application been made and been approved in September 1998 or even

in October 1998, the FBI could haw had electronic surveillance of Lee in November
1998 when Lee made the decisionto make a second trip that year to Taiwan. (FBI 1405)

{BLANK}fromthebeginningwasto

Theprimarypurposeofthe
support for a renewedFISAapplication.[261]

While the actual execution ofthe{BLANK}
certainlynoteverything FBI-AQandNSDhadhopeditwouldbe, it did

{BLANK}was

[261]SeeEC fromNSD toFBI-AQ and other locations, dated April 13,1998,

approving FBI-AQ’s

(U)

Theobjectiveoftheoperation

is to obtainthe additional
justification needed for approval of electronic surveillance ofsubjects,but
evidence supportingprosecutionwill be pursued ifan opportunity arises.
(AQI1694)
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FBI
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b7c

submission. At the time of its receipt it appears that NSD was impressed. Four days after
receiving
material, SSA{BLANK}drafted a briefing paper that went from DAD
Torrenceto DirectorFreeh.Itreadinpart:

SA{BLANK}
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Curran, Director of DOE’s Office of Counterintelligence,sent Secretary Richardson a
memorandum on the status of the "KindredSpirit"investigation. It read in part:

The FBI advised that they intend to pursue the investigation by

(DOE2384) Yet it would be almost four full months before the FBI actually took any
step in the direction of a FISA application?

FBI
b6

b7c

sufficientjustification.[264] (AQI 2002)

[263](U)Thatstep,whenfinallytakenby

couldhardlyhavebeenless enthusiastic. SeeSection

page174

“h(ii),”
below, and Chapter 16.

b1

pursue it without
before going to OIPR,it could have forced theproduction

FBI
b6
b7c

of

W h a t is obvious here is that NSD did not go to OIPR until December 1998 not
because it did not
{BLANK} but because it did not believe it had thefacts. SSA
despite what Director Freeh and Secretary Richardson were told, viewed the
2/15/99) This perception of the

have
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b1

b1

f.

NSD’s failuretocontest
to

That the Wen Ho Lee investigation was not accorded the priority it deserved

12/15/99)FBIb6,b7c
i.Initialplanningforthe

(AQI5510)

ii.

page176

b1

(FBI1212)

FBI

b6,b7c 7/28/99;

12/15/99)

[266]

[268]

(AQI1620)
page177

iii. (U) A problemarises

b1

(AQI4835)

(AQI1620)

(AQI1620)

[269]

(FBI1209)
page178

I b1

'iv.

NSD’s responseto{BLANK}concerns
(Id.)

(U)Withindays,FBI-AQ

FBIb6,b7c

that
sc Dillard had serious concerns about
makingtherepresentationthatSSA
proposed tomake on behalfof NSD. On
February
SSA{BLANK}told
{BLANK}
S
this EC
because
Dillard
"notready to approve situation
AccordingtoSA{BLANK}notes:
19,1998,
was

learned

was "delayed"

SC

yet."

(AQI5599)

[270](U)AlthoughthisECisdraftedinlanguagethatsuggeststhatthematterhad
already
reviewed and approved
Assistant
EC
been
by the
Director, John Lewis, the
left FBI-HQ and was never approved by AD Lewis.
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never

v.

b1

(U)
(AQI 4970)

FBI

SA{BLANK}raised

On March 24,1998,
the matter again with SSA{BLANK} I b6
b7c
and then drafted an internal memorandum or the file:

[271]

[272]

(AQI4969,4966)
page180

b1

FBI
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(AQI 1665) NSD accepted this decision and did not appeal or contest CID's veto. {BLANK}
3/22/00) Indeed, according to UC{BLANK}the matter was not even elevated to the AD or
DAD level within NSD. SC Dillard confirmed that this matter was not raised with either
of his NSD's supervisors, DAD LarryTorrence or AD John Lewis,

FBI

b6,b7c
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vii.

FBI

b1

(U) Discussion

12/15/99)

b6,b7c
[275]

(AQI5 07,5 08)
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b1
would have elevated thismatter to a
level where the competing interests of CID and NSD could have been resolved.

(U)SSA{BLANK}toldthe

AGRT that Director Freeh was deeply interested in

{BLANK}alsoknew

that
12/15/99) But SSA
opening a LEGAT in Beijing.
Director Freeh - as he told FBI-AQ in his December 19, 1997 teletype - “has personally
been briefed on this [the Wen Ho Lee] case three times in the last four months” and that
the case was being cited as a “central example”by the intelligence community of “its
assessment of and response to counterintelligenceproblems at the nuclearweapons labs.”
(AQI 1560)

FBI
b5

b1
theLeeinvestigationtoo

Butthatdecisionwasnever

concerns

Finally,thismustbesaid:NSDpermittedCID’sadmittedly
about{BLANK}sensitivities to undermineacritical FBI investigation
February 19,1998 notes ofa

11992,20330)
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cosb6

b7c

espionage. The equities of that equationought to have propelled this decision to the
head of the line, or at least a good deal farther down the line than it went. The results
what
might have been the same but, then again, the results might have been precisely
had sought from the beginning.
AQI 4971) If, as a result, a price ultimately had to be paid for that
decision, it was surely some consolation that what was at issue was one of the gravest
and most consequential purported acts of espionage ever investigated by theFBI. Some

{BLANK}

b1

price, after all, would inevitably have to be paid in the pursuit of the truth of these
allegations.
g.

(U)NSD's problematic handling of matters related to FISA
i. (U) June 1997

(U)Chapters 11 and 12 examine in detail the handling of the FISA application by
NSD,by OIPR, and by senior officials in the Department of Justice. For purposes of this
section, which is focused on NSD, it is sufficientto note that the Letterhead
("LHM”)submitted by NSD in support of a FISA application and SSA
supplemental inserts did not contain a l l the inculpatory information which the
FBI alreadyknew, or could have known, or should have known. See Chapter 11.

ii

(U)December1998

OnDecember22,1998,SSA{BLANK}hadafiveminutemeeting

withan

{BLANK}

OIPRattorney, DaveRyan, ostensiblyto ascertainwhetherOIPRthoughtthe
warranted the submissionof a new FISA application in the Wen Ho Lee

b1

For
the reasons set forth indetail inChapter 16,NSD failed to make either
serious or a substantial case fora FISA applicationto OIPR inDecember 1998. As is

a

furtherdescribed in Chapters 14 and 16, therewas such a case to bo made, and it did
largely
arising out of the partial, but
warrant a submission to the FISA Court,
nevertheless significant, success ofthe

{BLANK}
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{BLANK}

however, along with various supervisors at NSD, thought the
to be a failure, and his presentation to OIPR on December 22, 1998
reflected his own conviction that no FISA order was warranted. Indeed, SSA
was so convinced of this fact that two weeks before he met with Ryan, he forma y
rejected FBI-AQ's request for a FISA. That Ryan would endorse this judgment on
December 22 was a foregone conclusion given the way in which it was presented to him.

b1

SSA{BLANK}

Would OIPR have approved the submission of an application? Given

the{BLANK} b1

reservations in July and August 1997, and given the fact that
was only partially successful, it is quite possible it would not have. What can be said is
that, due to the casual, cursory and dismissive way in which the issue was presented to
OIPR in December 1998 a presentationthat really was intended nottoprocure FISA
but to procure an endorsement of a rejection that was already literally signed, sealed and
deIivered it was inevitable that FISA coverage would again be denied.

-

-

h. (U) NSD’s mishandling of the computer issue

(U)The FBI's failure to recognize the importance of gaining access to Wen Ho
Lee's computer files during the entire time frame of this investigationprior to March
1999 is a failure of incalculable and potentially catastrophic significance. This failure
occurred because each of the three FBI entities involved m the making of decisions
concerning this matter FBI-AQ, NSD and the NationaI Security Law Unit (”NSLU”)
made serious mistakes. Those mistakes are documented in detail m Chapter 9 and will
not be repeatedhere,

-



(U) Itissufficientheretostatethefollowing:Whenacaseismicro-managed

fromFBI-HQ, asthisonemostcertainlywas,FBI-HQmustbearresponsibilityforthe
decisions it makes that would normallybe made inthe field. Inthis case, itwasNSD
prioritiesofthecase. That
thatdeterminedthe investigativestrategy and
maywellhavebeenthe”totalanomaly” that
itwas{BLANK}7/23/99),
but it was nevertheless the reality of the Wen Ho

b7c

FBI
b6

SSA{BLANK}said

figuratively andliterally gave FBI-AQ its ''To Do" list.
instructions toFBI-AQ on June 10,1996 (AQI 954). July 2,
9,1997 (AQI 1560). It was NSD that in every
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significantrespect was making the core and, in some cases, the most peripheral decisions
ofthis investigationarid, therefore, it is NSD that must be held responsiblefor failing to
recognizethe importance o f gaining access to Wen Ho Lee’s computerfiles.
(U) It is not as if NSD was not apprisedagain and again and again of the
significanceof Wen Ho Lee's computer work.[277] See Chapter 9. Nor is it as if NSD was
unaware of the possibility that alternativesto a search warrant might well exist through
which the FBI could gain lawful access to Wen Ho Lee's computer files. (FBI 716) Yet
these alternatives were not pursued.

FBI

b6

b7c

(U)
NSLU
is
halfthe story.

{BLANK}hisadviceto

gave inadequateand erroneous legal
advice to NSD,
but that only
Accordingto NSLU attorney
theWen Ho Lee investigation was that either a banner or a courtorderwas requiredto
conduct a search of Wen Ho Lee's computer files{BLANK}7/16/99) That advice was
wrong for a variety of reasons detailed in Chapter 9, but at least it left open the
possibility that something other than a court order could be used to pry open Wen Ho
Lee’s computer files. However, when SSA{BLANK}communicated the NSLU’s advice
to FBI-AQ,the banner option dropped out entirely and FBI-AQwas left with the
complete mis-impression that it was FISA or nothing. (FBI 720,13211) The
consequences of this miscommunicationwere dramatic: FBI-AQ essentially gave up on
gainingaccesstoWenHoLee’scomputerexceptthroughFISA. Andwhenthe FISA
requestwas rejected-which did not even contain a computer search request-the
It is true that the

computersearchissueessentiallydroppedoffthemap.

(U)Inshort,whattheFBIdiscoveredin1999couldhavebeendiscoveredin
Theimplicationsflowingfromthisfindingare

1998,1997,1996orevenearlier.

enormouslysignificant, notleastbecausetheFBIcouldhavebeenmonitoring Lee’s

illicitcomputeractivitieswhilehewasinthemidstofthoseillicitcomputeractivities.

[277](U) WhileitistruethatNSDdidnotgeteverythingthatFBI-AQ
cant FD-302’s of the first interviews of Wen Ho Lee's

includingthesignificanttn

b7c

{BLANK}

December 1996, NSD had numerous other indications ofWen b6,

Lee’s sensitiveworkwith computers.

See e.g., the

reports ofApril1997 and May 1997,transmitted to SSA
(FBI 910)
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That this did not happen is surelynot all NSD's fault but, just as surely,NSD must bear a
substantial measure of responsibility.

(U)

i.

NSD's exclusivefocus on FISA and its unreasonable reluctance to
take other critical actions

(U) There is little doubt that there is no tool so powerful in a counterintelligence

investigation as the ability to conduct electronic surveillance ("ELSUR") and
microphone surveillance ("MISUR")pursuant to FISA. That said, the Wen Ho Lee
investigation illustrates the considerablerisk that the FBI runs when it so focuses on
obtaining FISA coverage that it virtually ignores other valuable investigative techniques.
This would be true even where FISA coverage is authorized, but even more so where it is

rejected.
i. (U)The exclusive focus on FISA

FBI
b6
b7c

From the beginning of the full investigation of Wen Ho Lee - indeed, from
before the beginning[278] - virtually all NSD could think about was obtaining FISA
coverage on Wen Ho Lee.[279] As SSA{BLANK}toldthe AGRT:"Prom Day One I told

[278]
(
U)
Even before the full investigation was opened, NSD was telling DOE
to expectaFISAsubmissionin30-60 days. SeeMemorandumfromNotraTrulockto
Joan Rohlfing, entitled "ActionPlan and Next Steps," dated May 25,1996. (DOE 1844)

[279](U)See,e.g.,Fwould
BIberecordsdated7/1/96
thatwouldget
FISA
coverage.”)(AQI954);
interested
inany
information

“he
7/10/96(Briefing memorandum onthe”KindredSpirit”investigation: ”Theshortterm
objective is to collect enough probable cause to persuade the Foreign Intelligence
SurveillancecourtthattheLeesshouldbesubjectedtoelectronic

critical m casts of this type.”) (FBI 583); 10/9/96(Memorandum
SCDoyle: “The present thrust ofthe investigation is still to
ELSURcoverage.”) (FBI 706);1/23/97(Briefingmemorandumon the “KindredSpirit"
investigation: “The present objectiveof this investigation is to uncover enough probable
cause to support a request for electronic surveillance.”) (FBI 745); 1/30/97 (Briefing
memorandum on the “Kindred “Spirit”
investigation: “The use of long periods of
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b7c

AQ we would need FISA.”
7/23/99) Remarkably, the exclusive focus on
obtaining FISA coverage did not c changeeven after OlPR rejected NSD’s FISA
application [280] Indeed, even when NSD supposedly went to “Plan B” (AQI 5326) - the

{BLANK}

electronic surveillance is always...necessary....[T]he first half of this investigation
is aimed at collecting enough probable cause to persuade the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court to authorize use of electronicsurveillanceagainst the Lees, and if
indicated, clandestine physical searches of their residence, papers, and property.”)(FBI
751); 4/14/97 (“Duringthe last eleven months. we have focused on locating and
obtaining information about LEE and Sylvia that will allow us to seek electronic
surveillance authority from the Foreign IntelligenceSurveillance Court. Typically, an
investigationof this type is only successfully concluded in one of two ways: Catching the
subject inthe commission of a clandestineact of espionage; or obtaininga confession.
Electronic surveillance is always a necessary precondition to either of these two
conclusions:“) (FBI 6403); 4/21/97 (A briefing memorandum concerning a
Congressionalbriefing: ”It was mentioned that the next significant investigative
milestone in this investigationwould be the initiationof FISC-authorized coverage of the
subject’s home and Work telephones, fax, computers, and other appropriateelsurand
fisur coverage.”) (FBI 823)

[280](U)Seethis
by ADJohnLewis to Director Freeh onAugust 14,
1997,twodaysafterOIPRrejectedNSD’sFISAapplication:”Sinceourinitialelsur
statement

applicationhasbeenrejected,wenowintendtopursueamoreaggressivebutrisky
coursewhichwillincludeinterviews ofcoworkers, formersupervisors, andassociates.
Suchstepscouldproducesufficientelsurjustificationwhileatthesametimeuncovering
informationaboutthesubjectsthatwillbeneededfortheireventualinterrogation.” (FBI
13331)SeealsothisnotetoADLewisfromSCDillard,datedSeptember12, 1997:
“This is to advise that we will now direct the Albuquerque Division to expand the scope
of this investigation to include potentailly alerting leads such as interviewsof co
workers and associates, trash coverage, physical surveillance, and recruitment of assets.
It is hoped that this mom aggressive investigationwill produce information tojustifya
renewed application for electronic surveillance.” (FBI 13023) (emphasis in original)
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-

December 19, 1997 teletype the goal remainedunchanged: FISA.[281] Even the{BLANK} b1
-FBI-AQ’s one true initiativefrom 1996 to 1998 - was viewed by FBI
as having one primary objective: getting support for a FISA.[282]

FFBI

The goal of obtaining FISA coverage so dominated the FBI's thinking that it
even altered the FBI's internal description of the case. Rather than opening it as a "65
case" - espionage it was opened as a{BLANK}case” - counterintelligence. SSA

-

b6
b7c
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even worse, to decline taking important and critical actions out of fear that it will alert the
suspect.

(U)Therewere several significant investigative techniques which were essentially

preempted or neglected by the exclusive focus on FISA. Five examples will suffice:

a. (U) Failure to conduct a comprehensive financial analysis

finances

(U)

A comprehensive review of Wen Ho Lee's and Sylvia Lee's
to
determinewhether there were unexplained sources of income was never done. Financial
records were sought,[284]and were received,[285] but a rigorous, thorough and expert analysis
of these records was never made. FBI-AQ made a start in this direction throughthe

FBI
b6
b7c

b7E

b. (U)
Failure to conductselectiveinterviews

(U)Interviews ofcurrent and formersupervisors,and current andformer co

workers,werelargelyignore.[286] BetweenJune 1996,whenthefullinvestigationwas
[284]

(U)

See e.g., AQI 1099, 1106,1102, 1164,1194, 1453,1465,1471,1479,

1492and 1486.
[285]

(U) See, e.g., AQI 1169,4480.

SSA{BLANK}positionthat

[286]Inpart,thiswascertainlyattributableto

conducting interviews inacounterintelligence investigationwas a “definiteno-no” and
could “screw” up a case.{BLANK}12/15/99)
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DOE

opened, and April 1997, when the preparationo f a FISA application and certain other
developmentsmade it virtually impossibleno/ to interviewa few supervisors,the FBI did
not pursue waht could have and should have been one of the most important sources of
information about the Lees. In that time period, it conducted just two interviewsof
b6,b7c supervisors/co-workers,that
Far more interviews should have been one and, with care, far more
interviews could have been done without tipping off Wen Ho Lee to the FBI's interest in
him. For example, former supervisors should have been identified and interviewed, along
with selectiveinterviews of former co-workers. Such interviews could have been done
without alerting Wen Ho Lee.[288]

(U)

of{BLANK}[287]

(U) There were two serious consequences of the FBI's failure to conduct such

interviews:

First, the FBI never really understood or probed the true nature of Wen Ho
Lee’semployment, and the extento which Wen Ho Lee's work depended oncomputer

Fb7cBIb6

{BLANK}

b1

in no betterpositionthan he was in March
(AQI3809)
1994 loTwo
yearslater,SA
activities
understandwhat he hadbeen told, what it meant, andhow thisinformation mightfocus
his investigation. Giventhatthe underlying allegationinthis casewas that WenHo Lee

usedhisemploymenttogainaccesstoclassifiedinformationwhichhethenpassedtothe
PRC, the lackof interestinthenature and substanceof that employmentwas
inexplicable.

[287](U)So focusedhad the FBIbecomeon obtaining FISAcoverage thatthesetwo

interviews(AQI 1143,1147,1151,1153,1155)-which contained critical information
about Wen Ho Lee’s computeractivities-were never sent to NSD andNSD was given
to understand that "no useful information” had been obtained from them. (FBI745)
used a bit of misdirectionwhen he and
in February 1996 as part DOE

b6

b7c
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(U)

b1

Thisfailure to interviewsupervisorsand co-workers was consisten with
the FBI’s general reluctanceto wrestle with that was really at issue in this case. No
effort was made, for example,to review Wen Ho Lee’s work product over the course of
his employment at LANL. No effort was made to study his published papers[289]or to
interview other Americanscientistswho traveled with Wen Ho Lee to the PRC in 1986
and 1988.[290] No effort was made to interviewat LANL the nuclear weapons designers
who had been involved in the Kindred Spirit Analytical Group that had advised DOE on
the significance of the walk-in document. This is not to say that the FBI needed to
become intimately familiar with nuclear physics or neededto understand the precise
mechanics of {BLANK} needed to understand the intricate details of the codes developed
by Wen Ho Lee. It is to say that sending SSA{BLANK}to a five-day course in nuclear FBI
b6, b7c
weapons was just not enough. (AQI 2993)

a

or

The FBI's failure to undertake this effort was consequential: It Ieft the
FBI completelydependent on DOE's flawed representation of the predicate, an error
whose significance can hardly be minimzed. SeeChapter 6. It left the FBI without an
appreciation of the central role that computers played in Wen Ho Lee's work, resulting in

b1

FBI
b6
b7c

[289](U)On

one occasion, it should benoted, there was an effortto seeifWenHo
co-authored any papers, They had not. (AQI 1541)

This was suggested in NSD's December 19,1997 teletype. (AQI 1560) It
should have been a part of NSD's original instructions to FBI-AQ. Ofcourse, since FBI
AQ did not pursue this suggestionin 1998 there is some question as to whether it would
have been any more enthusiastic about it in 1996.
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(U)The

major

second
consequence of the FBI's failure to conduct these
interviews was that it prevented the FBI from figuring out that scientists within X
Division had no “expectation of privacy," that each scientist including Wen Ho Lee had signed waivers on file, that there were banners in the X Division, and that the
information provided by
was far from the whole story.
Thus, these interviews would have told the FBI, first, that gaining access to Wen Ho
Lee’s computer files was critical and, second,that the FBI couldagain access to those files
without a warrant. The second part would no doubt have required reconsideration of the
matter by NSLU but there is little doubt what result NSLU in the face of Wen Ho Lee’s
signed waiver and the X Division banners would have reached.

-

FBI

DOE

b6
b7c

{BLANK}to SA{BLANK}

-

-

c.

Failure to conduct trash covers

(U)Trash covers - i.e., the surreptitious recovery of Wen Ho Lee’s office
and home trash was never done. This requiredno FISA authority and yet it was never

-

done. It is clear that SSA{BLANK}
thoughtabout it (FBI 582), but it was never pursued even though it could have advanced the investigation by months.[291] A trash cover was
suggested in the December 1997 teletype (AQI 1560), but it should have been pursued a
year-and-a-half earlier when it could have had a dramatic effect on the FBI's learning
curve concerning the Lees.[292]

[291](U) For example instead of the FBI depending on amail coverto identifythe

Lees’ bankingrelationships-aprocessthattookfivemonthsfrominitiationto

implementation-theFBI couldhave perused Lee’s trash andwould likelyhave had such
information in amatter of days.

[292](U)This
is not to suggest that atrashcoverwas implementedpursuant to the
December 19,1997 teletype. It was not. (AQI 1990) Moreover, whateverproblems
there might haw beenin conducting a non-alerting trash cover in Wen Ho Lee’s
residentialneighborhood-andFBI-AQsuggestedinNovember 1998 thataresidential
trash coverwas not "a feasible option” (AQI 1990) there is simply no reason why a
trash cover should not have been implemented at Lee’s office.

-
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b1

be

him

contacted Wen Ho Lee. Even after the
was over and DOE's {BLANK} bot:
{BLANK} Wen Ho Lee that the FBI might contacting about the purportedcontact b6,
b7c
from the PRC,the FBI failed to prepare or conduct such an interview.

told

(U) As late as December 1998, two and a half years into this investigation, FBI
AQ was still wholly unprepared to do an interview of Wen Ho Lee. This was one of the
reasons why the long-term subject of a critical espionage investigation foundhimself on
December 23, 1998 across a table from a DOE contract counterinteIIigence officer and a
Wackenhut polygrapher, instead of the FBI. SAC Kitchen had told DOE'S Curran that
FBI-AQ was not able to do a subject interview and needed more time.[295] That was
unfortunate. It was not as ifCurran was demanding that DOE, and only DOE,interview
Wen HOLee. IfSAC Kitchen had said the FBI was goingto do the interview and
polygraph of Lee on December23,1998, Currantold the AGRT, "I would have kissed his
feet. Please do it." (Curran 2/9/00)
(U) To be fair, the FBI's failure to plan for an interview of Wen Ho Lee at any
time prior to 1999 cannot be solely attributed to an unreasonable or exclusive focus on
FISA. Therewere too many other problems with the FBI's handling of this case to
associate this failure with just one cause. Nor can it be solely attributed to FBI-AQ.
NSD,after all, was driving this train; NSD was making the "ToDo" lists and setting the
tams of the investigation. And planningfor a subject interview was not on any of these
lists.[296]

[295](U)BothCurran and Director Freehwere told that theadditionaltime was

necessarytointerviewcertainofLee’s co-workers,whohadnotpreviouslybeen
interviewedto avoid alertingLee. (Curran2/9/00; FBI7721) Theseinterviews could
have, and should have, been done ayear ormorebefore and!,infact, were listed as
options in the December 19,1997 teletype.(AQI 1560)

Indeed, possibility of a subject interview was explicitly exceptedfrom
(U)
view was
FBI the December 19,1997 teletype. (FBI 1156) SSA
[296]

b6

b7c

the

general

{BLANK}

"rash subject interview can kill [an] espionage case.
certainly true butthe failure to plan for fuch an even
the interview, when it did take place, would be “rash.”
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that a

12/15/99) Thatis

made it all themore likethat

iii. (U) Concerns about alertingthe Lees

(U)

A principal reason why the FBI did not pursue these other investigative
techniques was an overarching, nearly paralytic, concern that its conduct not alert Wen
Ho Lee to the existence of the investigation. This fear of doing anything that could
conceivably have alerted Wen Ho Lee to the FBI's interest in him had such a vice-like
grip on NSD's calculus that in the Fall of 1997 after telling Director Freehthat NSD
would now pursue "a more aggressive but risky course" (FBI 13331) and "a more overt
investigation" (FBI 1175) and telling AD Lewis that NSD would now direct FBI-AQ to
"expand the scope of this investigation to include potentially alerting leads"(FBI 13023)
(emphasis in original) the FBI actuallytook only the most tentative and hesitant steps in
this direction, Its December 19,1997 teletype the document that was supposed to lay
out this new aggressive and risky strategy containsWarning after warning to avoidjust

-

-

-

-

such risks.[297]

(U)

The notion that the FBI should avoid alerting the subject of an espionage
investigation is both correct and unremarkable. The value of a FISA is obviously
diminished or eliminated entirely ifthe subject is aware of the FBI's investigative interest

[297]
(
U)
See,e.g., the followingstatements intheDecember 19,1997 teletype: (1)
“[S]ince ELSUR will only be valuable ifthe subjects do not know theyare under
investigation,AQ must use its bestjudgment and firsthand knowledge of the lab to
pursue themost promising but most discreet leads first.”(2) In connectionwith a
suggestionto interviewaparticularscientist: “[T]his interview... shouldbe aborted if

thereareanyindications[thatthescientist]mightbehostileorindiscreet.”(3)In
connectionwithanothersuggestionto interviewscientistswithwhomWenHo Leehad

contact: “AQ should beverycautious ifit decidestoconduct anysuch interviews, and

should avoid doing the interviews ifthere is a risk of alertingthe subjects.” (4)In
connection with a suggestionto interview Lee's former supervisors: "AQ should US
caution in decidingto do such interviews,and avoid alerting subjects.” (5) "AQ should
consider discreet, repeat, discreet, physical surveillance of subjects.” (6)"Leads to other
divisions should be coordinated so as to evaluate and minimizebeforehand the risk of
alerting the subjects to the existence of our investigation.”
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in him. And FISA aside,there is a risk in virtually every espionage case that the subject,
if alerted, will decide to take up residence in another country.

(U)

Thus, there is nothingwrong with the FBI being concernedabout engaging in
alertingconduct. The problem in the Wen Ho Lee investigation is that the FBI went way
beyond mere concern about alerting conduct. The need to avoid at all cost any conduct
that could remotely be alerting became the mantra of the investigation, the value that
trumped all other values.[298] This is despite the fact that there were ways in which the FBI
could have substantially minimized the risk of alerting Wen Ho Lee.[299]

(U)The categorical refusal to do anything that couId conceivably be alerting led

the FBI into several serious errors:

(U) First, untilAugust 12,1997, it caused the FBI essentially to insist on DOE

not altering Wen Ho Lee's access, work status, or clearances in any respect, despite the
significant danger that this posed to the national security. See Chapter 18.

b1

DOE

[298]The{BLANK}does represent a willingness to undertake some

slight risk of alerting the subject,but the FBI reverted back to its non-alerting mode
to move forward with an interview of Wen Ho Lee
b6, b7c despite the
WenHo Lee onAugust 19,1998 thathewas going
possible follow-up." (AQI 1883)
[299]

:
I

FBIb7e

LANLis, after all, one ofthe nation’s premier nuclearweapons

facilities. Itsscientists knowthattheyhave access to the nation's mostsensitive secrets
and that the FBI is a routine presence atthelaboratory. Thus,the mere factthat the FBI

Counterintelligence.
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FBI

(U)Second, it ledthe
to avoid productiveand valuable investigative
techniques, such as supervisor/co-workerinterviews,surveillance,and trash covers, as
described above. In part, the FBI's avoidance of these techniqueswas a product of its
exclusive focus on FISA but in part it was a product of the FBI's intense concern that
almost anything it did could alert Lee and thus render a FISA less productive.

(U)

FBI
b6

And, third, it kept the FBI from discovering the truth of the “expectationof
privacy” issue as it applied to the X Division. As is discussed in Chapter 9, SA
was just one interview away from discovering that his understanding of the
computer issue was erroneous.[300] He did not conduct the interview[301] and
not get interviewed by the FBI until 1999.[302]

{BLANK}was

{BLANK}did

DOE

b6
b7c

b7c

Given NSD's concerns about alertingWen Ho Lee, any interview became

fitst referenced.

definitively
[302]
(
U)
Although it was {BLANK}who could have told
signed waiver on file, either
and specifically Wen Ho Lee
{BLANK}
that all X Division scientistshad
sign
could have told
access.
SeeChapter9.
that
S

a

to

gain computer
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such

I. (U) The impact of FBI personnelchangesontheinvestigation

(U) Between the end of May 1996 and the end of March 1999, there were more
than 30 changesin personnel at FBI-AQ and FBI-HQ that had a direct or potential impact
on the Wen Ho Lee investigation.[303]

FBI
I
b6

[303]

SSA{BLANK}

(U) The only consistent FBI presence in this case was Director Freeh, UC

and

Beyond these three positions, changes in personnel occurred
{BLANK}
with remarkable rapidity Note:"A" signifies 'that the individual served in an acting
capacity):

b7c
FBI-AQ

SAC:Kneir, Dick (A), Weber, Dick (A), Kitchen
ASAC: Dick, Coffey (A), Tabman (A), Parrish (A), Lueckenhoff
NFIP Manager: Kneir, Dick, Lueckenhoff

NFIP Coordinator and FCI Squad
Santa FeRA

Sueprvisor:{BLANK}{BLANK}{BLANK}{BLANK}

Supervisor:{BLANK}{BLANK}{BLANK}

Case Agent for theWen Ho Lee

Investigation:{BLANK}{BLANK}{BLANK}{BLANK}
FBI-HQ

Deputy Director: Kennedy, Esposito, Bryant

Assistant Director,NSD: Bryant Lewis, Torrence (A), Gallagher

DAD for CI,NSD: Lewis, Torrence (A), Mislock (A), O'Connor (A), Torrence, Caruso
(A), Horan
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FBI
b6
b7c

(U)BOth FBI-AQ and FBI-HQ personnel understood the effect this had on the
investigation. SSA
who becamethe supervisor of the Wen Ho Lee investigation

{BLANK}9/9/99)

in November 1998 characterized
the
frequent changes o f leadership at FBI-AQ as a
"revolvingdoor."{BLANK}
SSA{BLANK} said”Noone sticks around long
enoughto understand [the] situation."
(U) These frequent changes in personnel had numerous adverse affectson the
investigation. For example:

However flawed SA{BLANK}handling of the case might have
been, his transferto FBI-HQ deprived the investigation of its historical memory, which
included SA{BLANK}handling of the preliminary inquiry on Wen Ho Lee. All SA
{BLANK}knewaboutthecasewaswhathe inthecase andsuchlimitedinformation
as he acquired himself. The nuances o
b1
teletype on the subject backin March 1994understood because he drafted a critical
withunfortunate
were lost on SA{BLANK}and, as it turned out, on SSA
consquences for the FISA application. Similarly, it was S
who came to
Washington for the October31,1995 briefing - the only briefing e case agents ever
And it was SA{BLANK}who was the
received on the predicate for the investigation
original recipient of information from
to access to Wen Ho Lee’s DOE b6,
e-mail not that he did a remotely adequatejob with that information.[304]
b7c
(1)

{BLANK}

{BLANK}

-

{BLANK}related

(2)(U)SSA{BLANK}departurefromthe
aveteranFCIsupervisorwho

portionofthepreliminaryinquiryandduringallof
ofthefullWenHoLeeinvestigation. He
background was not inFCI work andwhohad onlyminimalprevious involvementin the
Wen Ho Lee investigation. SSA{BLANK}departure fromthe case deprived the
Section

Chief,{BLANK}Doyle{BLANK}(A), Dillard{BLANK}(A), Middleton

b1

the WenHo Lee investigationdid not
and SA{BLANK}arrival. Itdid
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'I

investigation of both FCI experienceas well as his detailedfirst-hand knowledgeo f the
case.
(3) (U)The departureof SAC Kneir and the arrival of SAC Weber had an adverse
affect on the case, caused in part by FBI-HQ’s inexplicable failure to brief SAC Weber on
the fact that the Division he was about to take over was responsible for one of the nation's
most important and significant espionage investigations. Among other consequences of
SAC Kneir’s departurewas the fact that SAC Kneir, who had personally solicited FBIHQ for the two additional agents, almost certainly would not have permitted their
diversion by ASAC Dick SAC Weber, on the other hand, was not even aware of the
issueuntil 1999. (weber 10/28/99)

(4) (U)
At FBI-HQ, the most consequential changes in management were at the
Section Chiefand Deputy Assistant Director level. There were ten different individuals
who served injust these two leadershippositions between May 1996 and March 1999.
NSD's probIems in the handling of this case are by no means solely attributable to these
changes in management but they were certainly a contributing factor.
(U) Itis importantto make clear the limitations ofthis issue. In any large
organization, particularly one with the diverse and challengingmission of the FBI,there
will always be very significant changesin personnel. Some of those changesrepresent

thenatural andinevitable consequence of havingtalentedpersonnel inresponsible
positions: overtime,theywillbepromotedtopositionswithevergreaterresponsibility.
For themostpart,the changesmpersonnellisted above reflect this upwardmobility and,

inanumberofcases,thisupwardmobilitydidstillkeepanindividualinanoversight

capacityovertheWenHo Leeinvestigation.
(U) Nevertheless, two points shouldbe made: First,it dog not appear that the
importanceofmaintainingcontinuityinthe Wen Ho Lee investigationwas ever
considered as a factor in determiningwhetherto proceed with anyparticularchange in
personnel.[305] Second, it should have been afactor even ifnot a determinative one in

-

-

(U) This conclusion is based on two considerations: the frequencywithwhich
certain positions changed hands and the clear evidence at both NSD and FBI-AQ that the
[305]
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least some of the personnel changeslisted above,particularly those at the level where
the incumbent had a directand routine impact on the handling of the case.
at

J. (U) Communication problems within the FBI

(U)The AGRT has identified two significant problems in the nature, frequency

and substance of communications between senior officials within NSD and Director
Freeh:

(U)First,Director Freeh should have been briefed at a much earlier point in time.

Both Congress and the National Security Council received detailedbriefings on the FBI's
"Kindred Spirit” investigation before Director Freehhimselfreceived such a briefing.
Indeed,even the Attorney General received a memorandum describing the case before
Director Freeh.
(U) Second,when Director Freeh was briefed on the case, NSD failed to advise
the Director on certain criticalmatters that, had he been so advised, could have made a

difference.

(U)
On the positive side, the AGRT has also determined that,after the Director
identified DOE's general counterintelligence problems as an issue requiringhis special
attention, NSD effectively and thoroughly briefed and supported the Director on this

issue,ultimatelyresultinginPDD-61. Moreover,althoughNSDwaslateininitiating
“KindredSpirit” briefings ofthe Director, once it began to apprise the Director of
developments in the case, it did so routinely and in considerabe detail.

FBI Wen HoLee investigation was not a priority matterat any point prior to December 1998.
noted,however, that, with the exceptionof the records associated with SA
promotion to FBI-HQ in 1997, the AGRT has not examined the selection
documents involving any of the other individuals listed in this section.

b6,b7c {BLANK}
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I . (U) The knowledge ofsenior NSD

officials

(U) From its very beginning, NSD officials - at the most seniore level - were
briefed on the “Kindred Spirit" investigation, and particpated in determining its direction
See, e.g., the various notes and briefing papers for the period July 1995 to March 1997.[306]
[306]

OnJuly 13,1995, Trulock met with DAD Lewis and briefed him

on DOE's concerns. (AQI 2936, FBI 11762) The briefing by Trulock was preceded a

day earlier by a briefing memorandumwhich, although not addressed to DAD Lewis,

b1

On July 18,1995, Ken Baker, the Acting Director of DOE's Office of
Security ("NN"),wrote DAD Lewis to request access to
information in connection with the ''Kindred Spirit"
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in lateNovember 1995. (FBI 391)
(U) OnJanuary29,1996,SCDoylesentADBryantathirdbriefing
memorandumon theinvestigationincludingreference to SA{BLANK}workon the DOE
AI, and othermatters relatedto the investigation

(U) OnApriI 18,1996, DAD Lewis and Trulockhad anothermeeting, which was

preceded by a briefing which DAD Lewis receivedfrom SC Doyle. (FBI 16609) The
only reference which the AGRT has been able to obtain concerning this meeting is an
FBI summary document entitled “Meetings Re DOE/Kindred Spirit” which indicates that
the meeting withTrulock also includedSC Doyle and S

AS{BLANK}andthatthesubjectof
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In all that time, however,the AGRT has not identified a single briefing paper addressed
Director Freeh.[307]

to

(U) On M a y 22, 1996, Deputy Secretary of Energy Charles Curtis met with DAD

Lewis, according to a DOE IG report of interview of SecretaryCurtis. (DOE 1675)
Trulock wrote a memorandum dated May 25, 1996 to Deputy Secretary Curtis which
makes reference to “our May 22 meeting with John Lewis,FBI.” (DOE 4351)

b6,
FBIb7c

On January 24 1997, Trulock, and other DOE personnel (Ken Baker and
met with DAD Lewis, SC DilIard, U
andSSA b1
(FBI 7629) This meetingwaspreceded by a briefing paper to
Lewis on
the status of the investigation (FBI 745) It was followed by another briefing
memorandumwhich indicated that the principal purpose of the meeting was to discuss
DO’s request for FBI assistancein its counterintelligence program. The “Kindred Spirit”
investigationwas discussed after DAD Lewis left

{BLANK}

UC{BLANK}and

On March 19,1997, Lewis,who had become Assistant Directorupon
Bryant’s promotion to Deputy Director, received a letter from Randy Beers, Special
Assistant to the President and Senior Director for Intelligence Programs, of the NSC. In
the letter, Beers states that he had disclosed to the directorof the SSCI staff”the

existenceofanFBIcounterintelligence operationinresponsetoadirectquestion.”(FBI

b1
(U) Copies of some of the documents referencedin the preceding footnote

[307]

werelocatedinDirectorFreeh’sfilesprovidedtotheAGRT. Seememorandadated

November 3,1995 (FBI 16560),December 21,1995 (FBI 16563), January 29,1996 (FBI
16556,16565), January 29, 1997 (FBI 16590),March 24,1997 (FBI 16593) andApril
28,1997 (FBI 16882). This does not indicate, however, that Director Freeh was
provided these documents at the time of their creation. Rather, it means only that
Director Freeh receivedthese documents at somepoint In time, the most likely time
being 1999 when as aresult of intense Congressional scrutiny, Director Freehwas
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20s

FBI
b6,b7c

b1
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FBI

b6,b7c

Freeh has told the AGRT.[310] On or about July 31, 1997, i t appears that Director Freeh
receiveda one page briefing memorandumon the investigation (FBI 1063) arid was
briefed on the case by
(FBI 12031)

SSA{BLANK}[311]

(U) It is worth belaboring this point a bit since there is some confusion in the

record as to when the Director was first briefed on the case:

(U) On May 25, 1996, Trulock wrote a memorandum to Deputy Secretary

Curtis which Trulock entitled "Action Plan and Next Steps." In that
memorandum, which references a May 22, 1996 meeting between Trulock,
Secretary Curtis and DADLewis, it notes that "DirectorFreeh has been
briefedon this case." (DOE 4351) The AGRT has obtained no
documentaryverification that such a briefing took place.[312]

b1

[310]

(U)

Director Freehtoldthe AGRT that he firstbecameaware of the

investigationinJuneorJuly1997. (Freeh11/11/99)

[
3
31]
(
U)
T
he
impetusforthebriefing and the memorandummayhave been to
prepareDirectorFreehforameetingwithNationalSecurityAdvisorSandyBergeron

July 31,1997, at whichthe “KindredSpirit"investigationwas discussed. (FBI 18197;
Freeh11/11/99) Alternatively,thememorandummayhavebeenrequestedinpreparation
for an August 1,1997 briefingAD Lewis was due to receive fromNotraTrulock (FBI
1026; Gallantin 11/23/99;Trulock 10/12/99)

[312](U)

DeputySecretaryCurtisalsoexpressedthebeliefthatDirectorFreehhad

beenbriefed in the 1995/1996time period, but his beliefwas third-hand. Secretary
Curtis told the AGRT that he had a “specificmemory” thathe was told by either Trulock
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(U)

On December 27, 1996, a memorandum went from the Office of
Director Freeh to OlPR for transmittal to the Attorney General. (AGO
139,OlPR 68) The memorandum was in support of the Wen Ho Lee mail

cover and states explicitly the predicate for the investigation."' This would
suggest that Director Freeh had been briefed at or before the time he signed
this memorandum, but it is clear that Director Freeh did not sign the
memorandum. Rather, the memorandum was initialedfor Director Freeh by
DAD Lewis. [314] (AGO 139) The memorandum seeking a maiI cover was
then forwarded to the Attorney General with OIPR's summary and
endorsement (OIPR 64), and the Attorney General then authorized the mail
cover. (AGO 138, FBI 290) The Attorney General told the AGRT that she
read OIPR's cover memorandum, which set out the predicate for the
investigation based on Director Freeh's memorandum.[315] (Reno 11/30/99)
This leads to the following odd result: the Attorney General received a
or Baker that DAD Lewis had been briefed and that DAD Lewis had informed the
Director. (Curtis 1/14/00)

b1

page208

/Awritten briefing on the FBI’s Wen Ho Lee investigationbeforethe Director
did.

(U) The FBI's own chronology states that Director Freeh was actually first
briefed in June 1997, not July 1997, and that two notes were created in
connection with these brefings.[316] The AGRT cannot confirm any briefings
of Director Freeh on the Wen Ho Lee investigation that took place in June
and the two notes do not support the conclusion that Director Freeh was
briefed in June 1997. In fact, the first of the two notes (FBI 1063) appears
to have been created on July 30,1997."'

(U) Therefore, the AGRT concludes that the correct date for the Director's first
written and oral briefings on the Wen Ho Lee investigation is on or aboutJuIy 31,1997,

[316]
(
U)
The notes are related to each other. The first note is a general briefing
paper on the Wen Ho Lee investigation. (FBI 1063) Director Freeh placed a
handwrittennote at the bottom of the paper, asking three questions of AD Lewis:'What
was done in 1982to work the Lee case? When/how was it dosed? Did DOE know @
it?" (FBI 1063) The secondnote is a response to Director Freeh’s threequestions.
(FBI 1062)

conclusionisbasedonareviewofacomputerdiskprovidedtothe
containing various memoranda related tothe”KindredSpirit”

by{BLANK}
investigation. (FBI 1137lA)

b1 AGRT

FBI

b6,b7c

One ofthose memorandumbears the file name “Spirit”
and is identicalto the first of the two memoranda. (FBI 11372A,FBI 20046) Its file date
is July 30,1997. (Id.)While that docs not conclusively establish a
ion date ofJuly
30th, it does suggest it, and it is consistent with the factthat SSA
briefing of Director Freeh took place the next day, July 31, 1997. It
o consistent

SSA{BLANK}formal
withthefactthatDirector Freehhadacopyofthe”Spirit”
memorandum withhimwhen
he met with Sandy Berger the next day (FBI 11779, 18197;Freeh 11/11/99) andmade
handwritten notations concerning this meeting on it. (FBI 18208)
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FBI
b6
b7c

UC{BLANK}and SSA{BLANK}concerning

Director Esposito, SC Dillard,
the ''Kindred
the
Director
wrote
on August 5,
at
Based
on
a
note
Spirit" investigation. (FBI 16610)
1997, the AGRT concludes the meeting took place. (FBI 12479)

(U) On August 12,1997, Director Freehwas briefed byNotra Trulock on the

general issue of Chineseattempts to acquire United States Government nuclear secrets.
The "Kindred Spirit" case was discussedduring this meeting. (FBI 12505,21286,
11781,20311,21813)
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Freeh asked several questionsat the meeting related to the "Kindred Spirit" investigation
and, on September 22, 1997, SC Dillard provided a memorandum to AD Lewis
responding to those questions. (FBI 1100)

Also on September 18,1997, Director Freeh was provided a briefing

{BLANK}

b1 packageby{BLANK}which contained a CIA assessment ofChina’s
nuclear weapons program one at the request of the NSC. (FBI 12316-12349, excluding
CIA assessment.) See Chapters 6 and 13.

(U)On September 24,1997, FBI records indicate a briefing memorandum to

Director Freeh fromAD Lewis, which was entitled "Update on Department of Energy
Initiatives: and which made an indirect reference to the 'Kindred Spirit' investigation.
(FBI 1117)

(U)On or prior to October 15,1997, Director Freeh received a set of Talking

Points for use in a meeting with CIA Director Tenet and DOE Secretary Pena, which also
made reference to the "Kindred Spirit” investigation. (FBI 20942)

(U) On January 8,1998, FBI records indicate an update memorandumto
Director Freeh from AD Lewis on the status of the "Kindred Spirit' investigation in
connectionwith a briefing that Bergerhad askedCIADirector Tenet to provide. (FBI
1175)

OnSeptember 1,1998,

DirectorFreehfromDADTorrencewhichreportedon
promised anewsubmission totheFISACourtafterNSD
{BLANK}(FBI
13011)

I

b1

FBIrecords indicate

OnNovember 6,1998, FBI records indicate a briefingmemorandum, created

inconnection with a briefing by SC Middleton to theNSC which took place on
7724,
19993)
A copy of this memorandum, which laid out the
November 10,1998. (FBI
b1 eventsofthe
attachedto the December 18,1998

{BLANK}was

memorandumdescribed
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b1

On December 18, 1998, FBI records indicate a briefing memorandum to
Director Freeh from AD Gallagher advising him (1) to expecta call from Secretary
Richardson concerning the Secretary's interest in having the Lee matter “resolved as
quickly as possible"; (2) DOE wanted to interview and polygraph Lee and NSD had told
DOE "it had no objection"; (3) FBI-AQ was being instructed to prepare for a full
interrogation of Lee; and (4) FBI-AQhad been advised that t h e
did
not justify a FISA order. (FBI 7652, 1408,7721)

{BLANK}

(U)
On
Director
from

December 24,1998, FBI records indicate a briefing memorandum to

Freeh
AD Gallagher advising that Lee had been interviewed the previous
day and had "passed" DOE's polygraph, but that DOE was suspending his access for a
30-day period. (FBI 1427,7654)

(U) On January 12,1999, FBI records indicate a briefing memorandum to

Director Freeh from AD Gallagher advising, among other matters, that DOE wanted to
fire Wen Ho Lee. (FBI 1467)

(U) On January 29,1999, FBI records indicate a briefing memorandum to
Director Freeh from AD Gallagher advising him of Lee's January 17,1999 FBI
interview, his signed statement, that Lee passed the DOEpolygraph with”verypositive
measurements” and that DOE was now go' tocome up with a "list of present and

b1

formeremployeesthatwillbelargerthan{BLANK}identifiedaspossible
suspects.” (FBI 1531,7658)

indicateabriefingmemorandumto

thatLeewaspolygraphedtwicebythe

thefirstexaminationand

“deceptionindicated”onthesecond exam. Thememorandumalsoindicatedthat,based
onaddmissions by WenHo Lee concerningdisclosures he made to the PRCduringhis
1986 and 1988 trips, DOE "willprobablyrevoke Lee’ssecrity clearance.” The
memorandum concluded: “Lee’s statements

b1

{BLANK}
(FBI 12999,7717)
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This is not to say that Director Freeh received all notes generated within the FBI after he
began receivingbriefings on the case.[319] It is to say that beginning in July I997 the
Director was routinely advisedof developments in the case.[320]
3. (U) Where the briefings failed

(U) Several critical issues were never briefed to Director Freeh but should have
been.

First, none of the briefing memoranda ever make it clear to the Director that
FBI-AQ's handling of the investigation was seriously deficient.
convinced that FBI-AQ was "screwing up and sitting on a time bomb"

{BLANK}b1
b6,b7c

(U)

Finally, on March 10 or 16,1999, CIA Director Tenet sent Director
Freeh a copyof the same September 1997 CIA assessment of China'snuclear warhead
program that had been provided to Director Freeh on September 18, 1997. (FBI 17206)

[319](U) From the time DirectorFreeh was first briefed on the case in July 1997
until Wen Ho Lee was fired on March 9,1999, there were innumerablebriefing papers
generatedwithin the FBI thatdid not go to the Directorand wouldnothavebeen
expected to go to the Director. These briefing memorandumswere created for various
purposes, including Congressional briefings, NSC briefings, and briefings withinNSD.
See,e.g., briefingpapas dated: December31,1997 (FBI 1160),April 30,1998 (FBI
6417), May5, 1998 (FBI 11655),June 1,1998 (FBI 1312),June 17,1998(FBI 13016),
July 22,1998 (FBI 13015),July 29,1998 (FBI 1339), October 29,1998 (FBI 1373).
November6, 1998 FBI7724), January21,1999 (FBI 1493), February22,1999 (FBI
1575) and February 26,1999 (FBI 1589,5331).

[320]The fact that the Director received only one updatenote between October
15, 1997 and September 1,1998 is not attributable to a failure to briefbut, rather, to a
failure to investigate on tho part of FBI-AQ. There were no updates because there was
nothing to update, other than FBI-AQ's ongoing planning of
b1

the{BLANK}
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12/15/99), yet that message never reached Director Freeh.[321] While the reasons for this
arc understandable,[322] that docs not make them acceptable. Director Freeh, properly
briefed, could have brought to bear on the Wen No Lee investigation the full weight of
NSD’s expertise-just as was eventuallydone in the spring of 1999.[323] Tobe clear, the
AGRT is not suggesting that Deputy Director Bryant or AD Lewis intentionally chose not
to brief the Director on the truth of FBI-AQ’s inadequate investigative efforts. They
themselves had not been briefed on how bad things were in Albuquerque.

Second, prior to 1999, Director Freeh was never briefed on the serious and
consequential difference of opinion as to the scope of the compromise at issue. Merely
providing the Director a copy ofthe CIA’s September 1997 assessment, as was done on
September 18,1997, was surely not enough, iffor no other reason
the fact that
Director Freeh had not beengiven acopy of DOE’s AI as well.
b1
the recipient of both documentsand which had been responsible for this investigation for
several years did not appreciate the discrepancy between the two documents, it is hard
to imagine how the Director could have done so.[324]

if{BLANK}whichwas

-

(U)Director Freeh told theAGRT that he was never advised of problems with

[321]

the Lee investigation, (Freeh 11/11/99)

[322]Inconnectionwith
SSA{BLANK}pointed

failure to raise FBI-AQ’Sdeficienciesin the b1
inspection interrogatories,
to the reluctance to “dime out
b7c colleagues, dime out [an]office,” particularly where ”it’s inwriting.” {BLANK}
12/15/99)

FBI
b6

(U) As to FBI-AQ‘s diversionof two agents, it isunlikely this issue would

[323]

everhavereachedDirector Freehbecauseitwouldhavefirstbeennecessarytoelevateit
to senior NSD management. Once that was done, either AD Bryant or DAD Lewis
wouldno doubthave conclusively and categoricallyresolved this issue-and not the way
FBI-AQ had resolved it.

(U)That Director Freeh would have been keenly interested in this issue is

[324]

beyond question. Indeed, he askedmembers of his staffspecifically on September 18,
1997 whether it was their ”positionthat the evidence supports the conclusions Notra
Trulock made in his presentation [to DirectorFreeh on August 12, 1997.]”
(FBI
12312)
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(U) Third, the singlematter that could have fundamentally transformed the Wen
Ho Lee investigation the need to gain access to Wen Ho Lee’scomputerfiles was
never briefed to Director Freeh because i t was never recognized by NSD,or FBI-AQ for
that mater, to be an issue of particularly significant consequence. See Chapter 9. Would
it have made a difference? That is impossible to say, of course, but what can be said is
that FBI-AQ,NSD and NSLU each responded inadequately to this issue and each would

-

-

have benefitted from an instruction to conduct a thorough review and vetting of the
matter. There are no guarantees where such a review would have led, but itcertainly
might have led to the discoveryof the X Division's banners, it might have led to the
discovery of Wen Ho Lee's signed waivers, and it might have led to an NSLU
reconsideration of its advice to NSD which, although it did have the virtue of simplicity,
was nevertheless erroneous. As Director Freeh told the AGRT in reference to the FBI's
acceptance of DOE's representations about the lack of banners: "Weshould have pressed
the issue, we should have gotten into the weeds on it" (Freeh 11/11/99)

{BLANK}b1

FinalIy, there is the matter of NSD's failure to formally brief any aspect of
the "Kindred Spirit" investigation to Director Freeh until late July 1997
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b1
(U) The failure to brief Director Freeh at an earlier point in time was
consequential. Had Director Freeh been briefed at the beginning of the investigation,
rather than two years into it, he could have insured it was given the priority it deserved.
Many of the problems identified in this report are direct bi-products of the lack of priority
given this investigation at FBI-AQ and within NSD and that lack of priority might have
been avoided had the Director been a participant in decision making about this case in
1995,1996 or the first half of 1997.

(U)By

the time Director Freeh was finallybriefed on the case, it was in trouble,
and the prognosis for the case seemed grim? So much had already gone wrong in

-

(U) When former Deputy Director Bryant was interviewed by the AGRT,he
stated that FBI-HQ’s upper management’s knowledge of the “Kindred Spirit‘‘
investigation from 1995 to 1997 was too limited. He said the significance of the
investigation was not elevated to managers on the “Seventh Floor“ [the executive level]
of the FBI building. (Bryant 11/15/99) The AGRT understands this to be a reference
not only to the lack of briefings between NSD and the Director/Deputy Director but to a
lack of briefings withinNSD itself.
[325]

(U)Amember
oftheNSC’sstaffwasbriefed on the ”KindredSpirit”
investigationonMarch25, 1997byUC{BLANK}The same individualhadpreviously
[326]

FBI
b6

been briefedon the investigation by AD

b7c

Spirit” investigation to HPSCI and SSCI staffon April 16,1997. (FBI 6413, 6403, 823)

Bryant. (FBI 7633,798,805,12076,20338)

[327](U)SCDil ardandUC{BLANK}providedadetailedbriefingonthe”Kindred
[328](U)Justhow

he received from SSA
Director Freeh’smeeting
Moler. According to SSA

grimbecameapparentto
onAugust 12, 1997.

u avoicemailmessage

SSA{BLANK}was

{BLANK}

reportingon

withNotraTrulockandDOEDeputySecretaryBetsy
DirectorFreeh told the DOE officials that tho Wen

Ho Lee investigation shouldnotbeused as an excuse for DOE to fail to address its
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b1

FBI
b7c

Lee.AccordingtoSSA

Director Freeh told DOE: “This case is off the table

DOE that the Lee investigation was of “lesserimportance” thanstemming the flow of

sensitiveinformationfromtheDOElaboratoriesandthatthecase”palesincomparison”
toDOE’sneedtomoveforwardtopreserveUnitedStatesGovernmentinformation. See
AGRT reviewof FBISSA{BLANK}notes of August 12,1997meeting. (NSC
001-004)
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counterintelligenceprogram.[330]While the Director is not solely responsiblefor PDD61,[331] i t i s clear that he was the driving force behind the reform of counterintelligence ai
DOE.[332] NSD played a critical role in keepingDirector Freeh regularlyadvised of
developmentsin the reform initiative and in insuring that the Director had the information
heneeded to do the job

(U) Second, once NSD did begin briefing the Director on the Wen Ho Lee
investigation, it do so regularly and in significant detail, although somewhat more

[330](U) This is not meant to suggest that the FBI was uninvolved in this issue prior

to August 1997. It had been involvedin this issue for years. See. e.g., the FBI's April
1997 report titled "DOE's CI Activities: An FBI Assessment.” (DOE4397)

[331](U) DCI Tenet, for example, also played a substantial role in the effort to
reform counterintelligence within DOE,as did the NSC.

[332](U)

Director Freeh mobilized his staffto address the DOE counterintelligence
issues. (FBI 12479) He made it clear that he was prepared to do “whateverit takes" to
address the problems in the DOE laboratories. (FBI 20768) He bluntly told DOE in
August 1997 that the Wen Ho Lee investigation could no longer be a factor in DOE's
addressing security concerns at the laboratory. (NSC 004,FBI 21286,21813-21816)
Hemade the same point again in October 1997 in a meeting with Secretary Pena. (FBI
18751;Webb 1/6/00;Freeh 11/11/99)He repeatedlybriefed or causedhis deputies to
briefthe National Security Advisor on developmentsin the DOE counterintelligence
reformeffort. (FBI 20808,12197,20647,21302,20608,20597) He selected a senior
FBI official, Ed Curran,to be the chiefof counterintelligence atDOE andthentook

necessarystepstomakeitpossibleforhimtotakeonthisresponsibility. (FBI20643,

20439,21036) HeandDCITenetmetwith,andwroteto,DOESecretaryPena
concerningthe reform initiative (FBI20942,20666,16988) He receivednumerous
notes fromhis staff addressing avarietyof issues relatedto the initiative. (FBI 21395,
21347,20600,21343) He helped resolve a number of contested issues. (FBI 20451,
21279,20453,20447)Even after PDD-61was signed by the President, he continued to
See,
e.g., the Director’s meeting with DOE laboratory directors on March 30,1998. (FBI

beinvolvedininsuringthattheinitiativewasproperlyexecutedandimplemented.
7176,20415,7178)
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optimistically than the track record of FBI-AQ’s handling of the Wen Ho Lee
investigation might have warranted.[333]
K.

(U)NSD’s
failure to recognize and addressthe danger posed
continuing access nuclear weapons secrets

by Wen Ho

Lee’s

to

(U)

Chapter I8 describes in detaiI the array of serious misjudgments and
unfortunate mis-communications by both the FBI and DOE that resulted in Wen Ho Lee
retaining his access to nuclear weapons secrets until December 24, 1998. Itis sufficient
to note here that NSD played a significant role from the beginning[334] causing DOE to
retain Wen Ho Lee in a position where he continued to pose a danger to the national
security.

-

-

[333](U)

For example, the Director was told on August 14, 1997 by AD Lewis that,
following OIPR’s rejection of the FISA application, the FBI would now pursue a “more
aggressivebut risky course” of conducting interviews of coworkers, former supervisors,
and associates. (FBI 1060) With a very few exceptions, that did not happen.

[334]
(
U)
See,
this FBI briefingmemorandum, dated January 30,1997,
containing a chronology of events related to the ”Kindred Spirit“ investigation:
e.g.,

(U)
FBI-HQpersonneltraveltoAlbuquerquetoconferwiththe
SpecialAgentinChargeandAssistantSpecialAgentinCharge.
7/2-3/96

Allthen

meetwith the Director of Los Alamos andhis staffto briefhimonthe
FBI’s proposed investigation andto ask for cooperation:TheLEEsmust
not be alerted to the investigation andLee WenHo must continue to have
his normal access.
(FBI 751) (emphasis added).
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